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The coach was run out into the road, and in a few moments Moreland and the beautiful dancing girl sprang out of
the cover hand in hand a nd rushed toward the coach, while close in pursuit came a score of the jungle-men.
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Frank ReadeJJr.Jand ·His Electric Team;
..

'

OR,

IN SEARCH OF A MISSING MAN.
By "NONAME,"
Author of "Across the Contineat on Wings; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Greatest Flight," "Frank Reade, Jr.'s
'Sea Serpent:; ' or, The Search for Sunken Gold," etc., etc.
CHAPTER I.

Mrs. Reade crossed to Frank's side and · praced ttc information that your cousin and his party had
her hand upon his shoulder, while she bestowed a. ~II been mas~cred by a. band of Afghan robbers
'
delightful smile upon the good doctor, who was m Central Asta.," answered Frank.
.
"WELL, doctor, it is agreed, then, that we go to ever the pink of gallantry.
"Indeed, I was not aware that Richard Carlyle,
Central America.," said ::!'rank Reade, Jr., one day Now, Dr. Vaneyke ·honestly thought Frank, Jn, whose works of travel are among the most entersome four mouths subsequently to the safe return ought to remain at home for a time, and now find- tertaining and reliable volumes In my llbra.ry, was
of himself and his comrades from their a.dventur- himself appealed to by the beautiful lady, despite a. relative of yours, doctor," said Mr. Reade, Sr.
ous journey through South Am~rica.
the . fact that he was anxious to explore Centra.! "Yes; as I ha'l'e said, he Is mr cousin. True,
The celebrated young Amertcan inventor, and A:nerica, the doctor voieed his honest opinioa, say- however, he Is only my third coaem, but wejul:ve
his old friend, Dr. Vaneyke, the scientist and lng:
been trlends from boyhood, and we are b~ther
explorer, were seated on the veranda a.t Frank Jr.'s "Certainly, the lady Is right. Let's put otf our m~mbers of 'The ~nte,rna.tiona.l ~graphical and
residence In Beadestown.
journey for the present. Ties of kindred and home Hl8torlcal Asso.clatwn. Poor ~!chard, he was cut
"Y::>B," replied the doctpr, "I will accompany are sacred you know Frank"
down in the pnme of life, and JUSt when he ha<l
you on your new expedition, for I have always "Well, well, I did. n'ot think that you could be so fallen heir to a magnificent fortune. You ~ust
had a great de11lre to explore certain portions. of easily won over by the enemy" said Flil.nk laugh- lui ow that bv the death of an un,cle recently, BichCent~al America, welch are a.e yet little known to ing. "But since 1 am outnumbered anj deserted a.rd-Ca.rlyle fell heir t? a. .splendld inheritance. B,Y
the ctvillzed world.
by ffiY support I suppose 1 may as well surren- the terms of the wtll, lD the event of Blehard s
"Well, It will take m.e a.~out four weeks to com- der," he added:
death, the fortune comes to me," said Dr. Van.
plete my last, and I thmk In many respects, most "And that means you will stay at home" cried eyke.
re~arkable invention."
.
.
Mrs. Reade, Jr., in delight.
'
"Ah, theo you are a man of woolth, doctor?,.
Ah, so you are confident that 1t Will prove a. "Yes that is to say for five years unless you said Frank, Jr.
success?"
·
. change 'your mind a.nd bid me go, dea'r."
"Yes, thanks to my uncl9's will. But the thought
"Yes, there is no doubt of that. My Elect.rtc "I' shall never do that" replied the wife earn- that ~ortune comes to me by the de~tth of Rich9:rd
Team will be the grandest triumph of my life, estly
'
'
depnves me of all the pleasure I mtght otherwts&
d~tor."
.
Sb~ little thought then that the time was soon experience in the possession of the gold. Richard
You are a remar~able genius~ Franot, and Y,OU coming when she would take back her words un- and_ I loved each other w1th a ~lncere brotherly afa.re never satisfied With your achteveme?ts· I've der strange and thrilling circumstances and yet fectwn, and I could not expenence mo~e sorrow
no~doubt that within a few years you will Invent such was to be the fact.
'
than I have known since the news of hte demise
something else that will then be the greatest of all
reached me."
.
your wonderful productions.
Frank, Jr., had yie!de<!- gracefully at last, be- "And you are {10Sitlve that the report of Richard
" Well, perhaps you are right, doctor. The fact cause his heart told htm tt was. his duty, an.d he Co.rlyle's death ts reliable?" asked Mr. Reade,
Is, I am never content to be idle. It is a pleasure was not selfish e~ough to put hts personal wtshes Sr.
for me to work out novel and wonderful mechan- before the happmess of those he .loved.
.
"Yes. Quite so, as I have said. The fnformaicalldeas, and I suppose I shall keep at it as long .Indeed Frank was gl~d to remam at home w.tth tion wa.e received by the English .Resident of
as I live."
hts devo.ted wife, f!-nd tt :was qnly the promptmg Cabul, Afghanistan, and he sent the news to Cal" Yes, I don't doubt that In the least. Frank is a of a.o;tbitJOn an": hlB Insatiable love of adveJ?-t.ure cotta via the' East Indian Telegraph Company's •
chip of the old block all over, and at his age I felt th~t lmpelled h,jm to set out on~ new expedttl?,O·line. Thence the news reached England by the
just as he does. But I resolved when we returned
Well, wei), Fran.k, Jr., satd prese?tly, I regular mail steamer, and a telegram from the ,
from South A.melica that I would never venture shall at .least go on With m~ latest inventto!l, and London branch of • the International Geographical
to make another such a. journey, and now I want I promlBe ~ou, doctor, that If you will call a.t my and Historical Association,' by the Atlantic cable,
to persuade Frank to remain quietly at home for a. workhouse JUSt four weeks from to-day at sharp finally conveyed the message that had traveled all
few years. · ·You see, doctor, I've a. good deal of noon, you shall see the great' Electric Team 'you the way from Asia to me.''
Important. business to look after, and~ really need have h~ard me say so o;tuch a!><>ut. -r:ou know I "I am interested in the fate of Richard Carlyle
Frank's assistance," said Mr. Reade, Sr., coming do not like to exhibit my mven~JOns unttl,they are almost as much as though he had been a friend.
out of the house in time to hear the last remark all,. complete and In good workmg order.
Indeed, I feel a3 if I knew the man, through his
made by Frank, Jr.
Y~s. and, therefore, none save your self and the books. But what was he doing In Asia at the time
The old gentleman was accompanied by Frank, macht.nlst you have employed to assist you ~?ow of his death?" said M;r. Reade, Sr.
Jr.'s, beautiful wife. Mrs. Frank Reade, Jr., f•tlly a~ythmg !\bout the wonderful Electric Team, re- "In company with two European companions,
shared her father-in-law's opinion that Frank plied Dr. Va.neyke.
une of whOID, Tom Moreland, the brilliant young
should remain at home for a. while. In fll.ct, the "You must except Pomp and Barney. Those artist and journalist' Of New York, Richard Carlyle
lady W81l heartily weary of her beloved husba.nd'& two fa.lth:ul fellows h.a.ve worked with me-doing was making a. journey through Asia fn.ordS!' to
long absences.
some of the rough part of my task-and they are gather the necessary facts and dates for his proNever while Frank was away was she entirely quite as enthusiastic about it as I am," said Frank. posed geographical and historical work," replied
at ease anxiety and solicitude for her husba.nd's "By the way, where is Pomp? I was just the doctor.
safety in the midst of the perils which he was ~ure going to ask you to allow him to carry a letter "And Tom Moreland perished, too!" exclaimed
to encounter during his travels, colll!tantly tron- over to ~he poet-office for me. I have written! Frank, Jr.
bled the fond wife.
the English Resident of Cabul, Afghanistan, ask- "Yes, poor fellow."
She had been trying to make Frank, Jr., promise lng him for farther p&rtlcula.rs regarding tile un- "Poor fel!ow, Indeed, I knew Tom Moreland.
that be would not undertake another journey for timely death of my friend and cousin, Bichla.rd He. was a ccllege chum of mine, and one of th~
five years, and she had not as yet abandonad the Carlyle, the celebrated geographer and traveer," most brilliant men I met a.t Yale," said Frank Jr.
hope of keeping him at home for that period of said the doctor.
•
with feeling.
'
'
time, a.t least.
"Pomp. is down a.t ~he work-sh?,Pi but he Is at ."And who was the other European In eompan~
Mrs. Reade, Jr., now hastened to support the your servtce, a.nd I Will call him, replied Frank, Wtth Carlyle and 'Moreland at the time of thr
opinion of the old gentleman, saying:
'
Jr.
.
. massacre?" asked Mrs. Reade, Jr.
,
"Father is right, Frank. Your duty Is clear. . "Thank you," said the doc~r. and as Frank, "C.aptaln Jack Conway the Yetera.n wild anima.!
Your father and your wife certainly have the most Jr., l pclled a bell-wire which communicated with hunter and traveler. He went to Asia as an agent
.earnest desire and need for your presence a.t home. the bell lnthe work-shop he continued:
for Barnum, hoping to secure strange animals and
Doctor, will you not take our side, and advise "I have spoken to you a. bout my Cousin Bleb- curiosities 1n the unknown regions of Asia which
Frank to abandon his proposed trip to Centra.! ard before, Frank.''
no European has ever penetrated," said the docAmerica and remain a.t home?"
"Yes, you told me that you had received authen- tor. _
,
.

··
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"A trio of brave and learned men," said Mr' "Oh, yls, sir, they wint away. But, begorra., I "What do you wish, my friend&?"
Reade, Sr.
.
heard one big blackguard say he'd be afther.havln' "For God's sake tell me is not that man Dr
"Yes, Captain Jack Conway has been all over a glimpse av the Electric Team yet before the show Va.neyke?" cried the stranger, who looked like 1
the world, and he bas bunted wild animals in every left town."
European.
{and," assented the doctor.
"A mere Idle boast, Barney."
As he spoke he pointed-at t he doctor.
"Here comes Pomp," said Frank, Jr.
"I don't know about that, begob. Sure, an' At the sound of his voice Frank started 111.
As the young inventor spoke, the jolly, reckless, thlm circus tellers could make a fortune wid an though he had received a sudden shock.
black marksman, came around the corner of the Electric Tame lolke yours In their show."
His eyes dilated as they became lxed u-pon the
house.
"Well, lock up the shop carefully when you are other's face.
Pomp looked as fat and happy as ever.
through work for the day."
"Thank Heaven I You are Frank Reade I" crie41
His open countenance, covered by a b7oad grin, "Yis, sir. An', bedad, It's •at noon we'll knock the stranger, as he now looked at Frank, Jr., inwhich disclosed a. double row of ivories, from ear off for the day, if yez pla.ze, Master Frank."
tently.
to ear, was a<> comical in its expression as when "Oh, you want to go to the show?"
"And you are Tom Moreland I" exclaimed
we first knew him.
"Pomp an' the other workmin do. But,, bedad, Frank, Jr.
J:fe pulled off his hat and ea.id:
it's mesel' as Is only goin' on account av me wager, Dr. Vaneyke leaped from his seat and bounded
"Heah. I Is, boss."
wid the na.gur. bad luck to his eyes."
to the gate as:he heard Frank, Jr., pronounce the
"All right, Pomp; the doctor wishes you to run "Tnt, tnt, I hope you and Pomp haven't been name ot one of his ceusins, Richard Carlyle's
over to the post-office for him," said Fra.nk, Jr.
quarrelihg again."
.
comrade who was suppo~>ed to have perished
"Yes, here is a letter I would like you to p!Jst."
"Well, I .niver knock under to a nagur, Master in Asia.
The doctor placed ·the letter in Pomp's hand as Frank. Oi'm an Irishman, long life to me, an' be- The good old doctor tre.mbled from head to
be spoke, and the good-natured darky hastened gorra, I kin bate any nagur at his own game. An' foot.
away_wilh it."
fot did lhe black villain stale me fiask for, I For once he was surprised out of his habitual
The conversation between the friends was then dunno?"
equanimity, and he said:
resumed, and the doctor went on to say:
"See here, Bnrney, you know I have forbidden "Can it be, sir, that you are Tom Moreland, the
"The last message our associ~Ltion received from your quarreling with Pomp a l:undred times. artist, who accompanied Richard Carlyle on his illCarlyle was dated from a camp In Turkestan. Don't let me hear of any trouble between you now. fated journey to Asia?"
,
This message came by caravan to India.
You understand?"
. Meanwhile Frank, Jr., and Tom Moreland were
"And since nothing has been heard from the ex- " Yis, sir. But be the tall of Biddy Dolan's goat wringing each other's bands in a grip ol true friendplorer himself since then !'fear that it will be dif- that rached unto ould Ireland an' rang St. Patrick's ship.
ficult to locate the scene of his death or secure his bell, Oi'll not stand an' have the nagur call me a "Yes 1 wa.~ Richard Carlyle's eomrade In Asia " •
remains for Christian burial," added the doctor, lo\~r !"
. •
replied 'Moreland.
•
'1
after a pause.
.
I shall reprimand Pomp If he has done any- "And your companion?"
.t..-.
"T!ue; and it will also. be as difficult-one may thing of the .kind. You may tell the mechanics "He is called • Mohammect the Faithful.' :e:e 'i s
say Impossible-to puniSh the murderous Af- that I am w1l!ing they sho'.lld stop work for the an East Indian and my servant"
. ghana.''
day at noon.'\
" And and I scarcely dare' ask the question ·
·~Yes, l'v~ no hope of that."
,
"L<;>ng .life till yez, Masther F~nk, an' if ~ez what of Richard Carlyle? You must know that in!
Frank, Jr s., eyes sudd~nly dilated, brightened, wip gr~e me lave to bate the nagur Jist ?.nee fa1th, telllgence, {n whlcn I placed . the most complete
and he started UP: But hiS wife drew him down to an;, yez ll ~ILke ';Oe a happy lad the day.
confidence, Informed me that my cousin Richard
his chair, and sa1d qu'lekly, drowning a. rllmark
Go along w1th you, you foolish fellow. Yon and all his companions }Vere massacred by the .Uwhich Frank, Jr., commen~ to utter: ,
know well enough if Pomp e,ver butts ron wit~ ghana? Tell me that Richard livos?"
that cannon-ball. head of his its all day w1th you.
"Richard Carlyle was living when I left Asia.."
" Now you are getting exClted, •Frank:.
In a whisper she added:
·
"But not all ntght, be dad," muttered Barney, as "Thank God I"
"Now, do not forget your promise, Frank.''
he turned back to the work-shop.
The old man dashed tearS of joy from his eyes as
'l'.IJ.is little by-play was not lost on tbe _good doc- A few momente later.Pomp returned. The darky he heard the glad tidings, and uttered his hllartfelt
tcr,\thougb he seemed not to observe it.
seemed somewhat exe1ted.
.
exclamation of gratitude.
.
Just then the sounds of band music in the town "What's the matter?" asked Frank, observing ..
was heard.
this, as Pomp began to stutter a trlfie in the atCome Into the hcu,s e, yon and your \!Elrvant,
"What does that music mean, I wonder?'' asked tempt to say somet.hlng hurriedly.
Tom, and partake of retresh~e~ts, and then you
Mr. Reade, Sr.
"Dar am two wild m,en after de doctor I" said shall tell your story, and e:::~lam how yo~ ca.me
"Oh, there's a circus iO. town. The band we Pomp.
.
here In _your wild costume, said Frank, linkmg
bear belongs to .the show. They are making a "What do you msan ?" den::anded Frank.
hi~ arm m th.at of his old college fr~end;
,
parade," 'replied Frank, Jr.
·
"Jis.~ what 1 sa'{, sah. Dar am two wild men
All right, Frank i I do fe~liL tr1fie ;~cky,. as
"Yes. And that reminds me that all the servants afU!r de doctor.
s'pecs dat da am 'scaped from we used to say at Yale after a nlght olf, repiled
Moreland, cheerfully.
Indoors have askea leave to attend the circus to- de clrkis show; sab.''
day," said Mrs. Reade.
"You ridiculous fellow. How In the wo):'ld have Mohammed, the East Indian, did not utter a
"And Pomp and Barney have also , determined you reached the conclusion that the wild creatures W<Jrd. .
to go. Indeed, I think there is 5ome sort of a are after the doctor, as you express it?" asked But n~ lollowed hls master as Frank led him ~o
wager between them about the show, though I do Frank.
the, house.
.
not know just what it is," Frank, Jr., remarked.
"I heard 'em say so, s.ah.''
. ... he returned wandtlrer, who was in vtlry deed
" Well suppose we make a party and all go I" "What did you hear them say?"
like one returned from the grave, was presented
suggested Mrs. Reade, Jr.
"I done heard 'em ax where Dr. Vaneyke lived, to Mrs. Frank, Jr., and the young Inventor's fa" An excellent idea. Anything for a change. an' dat da wanted to found him.''
.
ther. .
.
Readeslown Is a pleasant place, but I confess it's "Are you sure of what you say, Pomp?"
Then the party went Into the house, and refreshbecoming rather monotonous to me," said Dr. "Dead sure, sah.''
me~ts were placed before Moreland and the East
Vaneyke.
"Well, this is very singular," said Dr. Vaneyke. Indian.
"Yes, 1 agree. We'll all go to the show," as- "Dar come de wild, men: now," cried Pomp, at When they had satislled their hunger, Frank,
sented Frank:, Jr.
that instant.
Jr., said.
"And if Barney and Pomp have some wager
"Now for your narrative, Tom."
about i; you may be sure there'll be some fun not
"You shall have It, and jt will not take me long
down on the bills, I think," said Mr. Reade, Sr.
· 1
to tell it in a condensed way. My presence proves
"Judging from what I kr.ow of Pomp and BarCHAPTER I •
that· the report of the massacre of allot Richard
ney I would stake a good sum that you are I:lght,
A PBQJIUSE RECALLED
Carlyle's party was Incorrect.
Mr. Reade," ~aid the doctor.
· •
"The fact Is, the report must have originatedlin
As he spoke Harney came up the walk from the ALL present glanced in the direction indicated this way. Our party was attacked by robbers in
.work-shop.
by Pomp.
·
the mountains of .!:l:indoo-Coosh, In ,Afghanistan.·:
The belligerent, good-natured, !up-loving Irish- They saw two strange-looking men appro~ch- "We had a dtlsperate fight, and Captain Jack
man had not changed a bit since we saw him last. log f~;om th6 village. Indeed it seemed that, as Conway was wounded by an Afghan spear-thrust,
He was the same funny old Barney O'Shea. all Pomp said, they must have escaped 'from the show, and Richard Carlyle and Conway were made prieover.
so singular and wild was their appearacce.
onere.
•
Barney had a. short pipe in hls mouth, and he One of the men was somew.hat taller than hie "Mohammed and I escaped in the darkness and
was puffing away In evident enjoyment of tiljl comrade, and he was bearded to the eyes, 'll'hile fied southward., We were fortunate enough to fall
weed.
is hair hung upon his sbo)llders. A red hand- in with a caravan of merchants bound for Persia.
But, removing the pipe from his lilll? as he came kerchief was knotted about his brow In the form "We traveled ·with the caravan to Bushire, on
• in sight of the company assen::bled on the veranda, of a turban. A pair of wide yellow pantaloons, a. the Persian Gulf, and there took passage for MusEarney sa.jd:
.
strange-looking jacket of flannel, and a pair of cat, the nearest port whence we could communi" Bedad, it's not runnin' a side show I am. Bad sandals completed his attire.
oato with the English Consul at Cubu\.
luck to me eyes, ~ut I'll be afther raisin' a bit av a Th. e other one of .the two strange men was "The Persian vessel upon which we took pass·
ruction wid the bla'guards, so I will.''
smaller than his comrade in every way, and his age wu wrecked in the Arabian Sea, and Moham" What's up now?'' asked Frank, .Jr., smiling.
stniLewas much the same.
.
med and ltloated for seven days in an open boat.
"Faith an' thim circkis tellers was up.''
"Ah, the sll)aller man Is an East Indian, evl- "Flnall), ·however, a sail hove ·(Jl sight, imd we
"Where?"
.
dently a Hindoo I" said the doctor, coolly, as the were pickea ~p, more dead than alive, by an
"Til the shop."
two strangers approached near enough for him to Ametlcan ves~l bound homeward to New York,
".!h, is that so?" cried Frank, Jr., jumping up, see their faces quite plainly.
from Calcutta.
In excitement, as he though-t the safety of the Elec- "Yes," assented Frank, Jr. "But his com- "We reached New York, and pressed on here
tric Team might be end3ngered.
panion is surely a European."
iml!l,edlately, not even waiting to don a civilized
"Yis, begorra I But I slnt thlm away, an' if they •• Yes," repUed the doctor.
ga.rl:i or make ourselves more presentable, !or I
come forninst the shop a-lookin' and psertn', be "Golly I Dem tellers nebber seed a barber I had the doctor's address, and I could find oo one
the harp av Tara I'll get down me sprig av a shil- 'specs I Hole on dar I Hole on I" cried Pomp.
at hand to Identify me. In fact, more than one
latah an' have a. bit av a shlndy wid 'em.''
.He uttered the last command as the two strange person made me feel that I was taken for an im" N~ need of that, Ba.rnev. I think you are men paused at the gate, and seemed about to postor. You know, Ji'rank, I have been absent in
spoiling for a fight. No doubt the show people enter.
· London for twelve years, aad It's not much wonheard the village gossips tell about my new inven- "Leave me to deal wUh them, Pomp,'' said der no one in New York knew me in this rig.
"When we were attacked by the Afghan robtion, and they were naturally curious to see it. Frank, Jr., going forward to the gate.
They went a"'ay peaceably when you told them Pausing there he afldressed the strangers, who bers we mutually promised each other that the
the Electric Team could not be seenlyet, l pre- had also halted at Pomp's command, kindly say- one fortunl).te enough to escape, if Indeed we did
sume?" said Frank, Jr.
ing:
net all pet!sh, would devote every energy and
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means at his command to bring about the rescue For a moment Frank hesitated, and then he " Arrah, listen til the jewell Sure; an' it's betof the others.
said :
Stlil as has the nate an' plasin' way wid her av•
"I knew that you, Dr. Vaneyke, was devoted "You forget my promise, doctor. But I a m sure jokin' d 'ye moind, " said Barney, looking ve~y
to Richard Carlyle, and that you were a Fellow my wife does not. It would be the greatest pleas· sheepish.
of the International GPographical and Histo»ical ure of my life to rush t o the rescue of Richard Car- " Now den, you Irishwoman, you done see what
Association, of which Carlyle is a leading member. lyle with my new electric conveyance, but you a fool dat husband ob yours am. He done 's uit
"I said to mxself, Dr. Vaneyke Is the ma n to ap- know I never break my word."
Porn pus right yar. Wh en he say he stole de botpea.! to. He will render me assistance and hel p me Dr. Vaneyke uttered a deep groan.
tie, you was de thief, ~frs. Barney Irisher," said
to find the missing explor er. I say explorer, us- Tom Moreland and Moham med, not cleatly Mrs. Pomp, who had been washing at the .Reade
log the singular numoer, because I believe that understanding, evinced by their ·expression some residence that day, and now came running from
Captain Jack Conway <lied from the effects of his surprise.
'
·
'
the kitchen.
wound before I escaped.
The doctor turned to Mrs. Reade, but she did not " The nagur calls an Irish lady a thief I Hould
"He had fallen, and was silent for some time be· wait for him to s peak.
me bonnet, Barney. It's Worth's latest- from the
fore I found a chance to elude the fo e, who had Before the doctor could utter a sinl('le word the nsh-ba rrel- an' see me paralyze the African wench,"
hemmed In Carlyle as he became separated from good lady was on her feet. Her beautiful face was shouted Mrs. Barney, and she made a rush at
me. I spoke to Conway, and felt his heart. He pale, but resolute, and her lovely eyes were glow- Pomp's wife.
·
did not answer, and I could' not feel his heart beat, ing.
At the same moment Pomp ducked his hood and
so I concluded that one of the bravest spirits I bad " Dr.;Vaneyke,'you heard my husband':> promise made a butt at Barney. The darky struck Barney
ever known had taken its finalll..ight."
to r emain at home for five years, and you cannot IJl the pit of the stomach, and he turned a back.
Tom Moreland paused. His strong, clear, manly have forgotten that ther11 was a saving clause in somersault, and knocked over Mrs. O'Shea and ·
voice broke a trill..e, and his friends saw that he tliat promise," s&id Mrs. Reade, Jr.
the brunette as he fell. The three we re decid edly
was: deeply moved. Mohammed did not utter a " Yes, yes ; Frank said he would remo.fn at mixed for a moment, and Frank and the doctor
sound, but his great blaok eyes were fixed upon home for five years, unless you bade him go."
fairly roars<t with laughter .
the face of his master with a look that ws.s elo- "Right, doctor. And no1v it shall never be said
quent of sympathy and love. ·
that Frank Reade's wife stood between him a nd
CHAPTER III
As Moreland concluded · Dr. Vaneyke involun- his duty-that she retarded him when he would
·
tarily arose from his chair. His Intelligent, Intel· accomplish a work of noble heroism. No, no
THE ELE<.TRIO TEAM COMPLETED-IN INDIA..
lectual face was Illuminated. The light of a noble Frank, you are released from your promise. I FRANK saw there would be a general fre9 fight.
and heroic resolve ll..ashed in his eyes, as the rell..ec- give you up for the time freely. Gu-go I & -ve between the two couples unles11 he Interfered , and
of a grand, true cbaracter.
the noble life that is In deadly peril far away In so he did so. Seizing Barney by the collar he placed
.
Mr. Morelan<l," said the doctor, in a tone of In- Asia, ansi may the good God grant you success him on his feet, and then he ordered Mrs. Pomp toe emotion ~~ond earnestness. "You did rjght in and bring you safely home again."
the kitchen, and directed Pomp to go to the garden
comtng' to me !lrst; I will undertake to ll..nd my Frank, Jr., ~prang up and embraced the noble to pick some fruit.
·
missing cousin, Richard Carlyle. No means or ex- woman as she spoke, and then turning to the doc- Then having admonlllhed both parties that th&
pense shall be spared, and I will personally head tor, whose face was radiant, thou~h a glisteninlj next time they had a row he would make It a more
the great, and it may be long and perilous search, tear or two of deepest joy traced hts cheeks, said : serious matter for them, Frank returned to the
through Asia."
"My wife hill\ answered for me. I am at your bouse accompanied by the doctor.
"And I will go with you I" said Tom Moreland service, doctor. The Electric Team shall go to "It's odd how Pomp and Barney are ·always
positively.
·
Asia, and I will devote myself to the task of search-fighting between themselves, and yet how devoted
Mohammed still remained SpejlQhless, but he lug for the missing man heart and soul."
they are to each other at heart. Why, either one
quietly changed his position, and placed himself at " Bravely spoken, Frank. By Jupiter I I'm al· would ll..ght like a tiger against an outside party In
his maeter'll side. It was evident that wherever most tempted to recall my own decision about the other's behalf,~and have they not each saved the
Moreland went, there the faithful Hindoo would (!taylng at home in future and volunteer to go other's life more than once?" said the doctor. ·
go also.
with you," said Mr. Reade, Sr., heartily.
"Certainly. But It's all Barney's fault: ~
"Now let us discuss our great project, and con- "No volunteers accepted," :>aid Frank, Jr., light- can't rest easy . any length of time without 'II.
alder how we can best carry it Into execution. You ly, and then he proceeded to explain something fight or a' bit av a ruction,' as he says, and so if
must know that the greatest dangers and obstacles about his latest Invention. When he had conclud· there Is no one else han!I.Y he Is sure to pick
are in the way of him who seeks to explore the:al- ed Moreland expressed himself as convinced that a quarrel with Pomp," repltl!d Frank, Jr.
most unknown regions of Asia," said Moreland with the Electric Team they could s!lfely make a On rejoining Moreland .and the others in the
further.
'ourney through Asia, though he a1Ilrmed:
house Dr. Vaneyke said:
"Yes, I grant you that. There are perils from "I foresee, however, that we shall have some "How long dld you say It TTOuld take you t()
savage men and wild beasts at every step. Yet we desperate ll..ghts and some thrilling adventures." complete the Electric Team, Frank?"
must overcome them," replied the doctor. ·
As Moreland spoke, Mohammed silently bowed "I have calculated that It will be llnlshed In
" It will be necessary to organize a strong cam- before Frank, Jr., until h'ls forehead touched the just four weeks from tc-day noon," replied Frank.
7an, and the news of Its movements will be known ll..oor. It was an oriental salaam expressive of his "Oh, yes. And so we shall have to walt that
>y the natives ahead of us fifty miles. So they will profound admiration.
length of time before we.can start for Asia."
lave plelfty of time to assemble and give us battle "Is your eervant speechless?" asked Frank, Jr., "Yes."
>r get Carl:~:le out or the way. No, no, I was too smiling.
"Well, we must wait as patiently as possible,
"Oh, no. But he Is a singular character. When since In the Electric Team reposea all ourbopes ol
b.asty. A caravan will not do," said Moreland.
"Then what. do you advise?" asked Dr. Van- he speaks he always has something of. great lm· success," said Moreland.
~yke.
portance to say. Mohammed has been a great " That Is quite true,'' assented the doctor.
"A small party. We must proceed secretly. But Asiatic traveler, and he speaks many of the Jan- "Who will compose:our party?" asked Frank Jr...
no disguise can long conceal the Identity of a Eu- guages of the different races in Asia. He will ac- and he turned to the doctor as he spoke.
ropean from the wild men of the Caucasus. No, company us, and he will be of great service as an " How many persons will your electric convey.
that will not do. A small party would be massacred. interpreter, while his knowledge of the country ance carry?" asked the doctor.
Indeed, doctor, I am at my wit's end. If we only will he of exceeding value," replied Moreland.
"A dozen {lersons, it necessary."
had the means at proceeding swi!tly In Asia, and Just at that moment a shout was heard from the ' "In addition to the supplies which we shalt
at the same time the ability to repel an attack , we direction of the worksh'lp, and Barney was heard have to take along?"
might succeed. But I am unable to think at this to yell:
"Yes."
.
Urr.e of any expedient that seems feasible,'' replied "Whoop I Bad luck -til the nagur I Oi'll have his "Well, then, I should say our party would con.
Moreland.
.
. · blood. It's massacrein' me, the dhirty blackguard sistot;yourself Mr. Moreland, Mohammed,.Barne y,
Frank Reade, Jr., had listened to all this wtth is afther tryln' to do I"
Pomp and I."
feelings of Intense excitement, which he found it Frank ran out of the house, saying:
"Six all told?"
di1Ilcuit to exproos. His wife read his thoughts "Barney and Pomp are at it again , sure!"
"Yes. So we shall have room for six more If ""
trom the exprEiSl!ion of his countenance, and &he . The doctor followed Frank, Jr. Coming to the any time we should increase our force."
knew that he was thinking of his wonderful Elec- shop they saw Pomp :standing In the door, while "Yes. But I do not anticipate that It will b&
trlc Team, and t hat with his last surprising in- Barney was dancing about before him in his shirt- necessary to add to our number."
ventlon, he <:ould journey anywhere through Asia, sleeves and brandishing his shlllalah thr!liJ.tenlng- " Probably not. But It's best to be on the safe
and bid dell..anoe to all the savage tribes and faro· ly, while he shook his left hand as If It pained him. side. By thP way, Frank, are you sure Barney
·
"Come on, ye naguc! Come on an' see an Irish and Pomp will go?"
clous beasts.
Mrs. Reade's heart beat fast. She knew that a glntleman bate the map av Ireland In black an' "Gh, yes, I had told them of my proposed trip
noble wish was in her husband's heart. She was blue on yez ugly mug tu the tune of St. Patrick's to Central America., and they were both anxious t()
moved herself In sympathy for the missing ex· day In the mornin' I Bedad, I had a foln wee drop accompany me. They have beoome so Inn urad
plorer, whose fate was an unsolved mystery.
of the ould stuff In a fiask in me 'coat, which I left to a life of travel and thrilling adventure, that I
And now Dr. Vaneyke turned his fine old face hangln' In the shop. The nagur stole ·it, an' calle d really think they are quite unhappy if tqey are
upon Frank, Jr. His very soul was in his eyes. me a loiar whin I told him av it. Ol'm a paceful obliged to remain at home !dug in peace and
The glances of the two friends met. They under- long-sufferln' mon, bedad, an' I let that pass, out quietude. Though lllrs. Barney makes it rather
stood each other's thoughts, and the docter ex- av respect til yer orders, Masther Frank. But lively for Barney at times."
claimed:
' ust now, be me soul, the nagur is afther addin' "Well, the brave fellows will be of the utmost
"The Electric Team, Frank!"
insult til injury. Faith, an' he brought the sledge value as members of our searching party."
"Yes. The Electric Team could take you down on me hand whin I wm:: houldln' the chisel "Certainly. We have tried their courage and dethrough Asia in spite ot all the dangers and obsta· for him. · Bedad, it's to murder me h'e's afther try- votion In almost every land, and never found them
c1oes In the way,'' assented Frank.
In', and so I ax ye to let me give him Ulan. Jist wan wanting."
"Will you-will you go?"
good Donnybrook soakel·."
"Indeed no. Two more reliable men oould not
In the mtense mental excitement of the momen,t Barney made the exclamation as he saw Frank, be found."
the good doctor almost shouted the thri!llng ques- Jr. , and the do('tor coming.
"Now, Mr. Moreland,'' said the doctor, turnlll!: ,
tlon.
"Dat Irishman done tc.le aile, sab. I dQ8Jl know to the returned Asiatic traveler, "will you·not give ·
He realized that the fate of the missing man nli1Ilin ' bout his whisky,'' said Pomp.
us some Idea of the beat route to take to Asia.
hung upon the decision of the young Inventor.
Just then Mrs. Barney O'Shea came around the Where shall we land?"
Frank wished to RSsent. Every prompting of corner of the shop with a whisky fiask In her hand. "Yes, and ih what direction shall we !lrstexplore
his chivalrous nature appealed to him to do so. "It's mesel' as took the flask out av yer pocket, the country. Asia embraces suck a vast ~rritory,
He felt that he could In the name of humanity an' not the nagur, Mr. O'Shea. Sure, an' Is that I am a trifle Interested to know where we shall be
soa.rcely refuse. And yet he could not forget that the ways yez are aft her kapin' your promise to likely to venture," salli Frank, Jr.
be was bound by a promise-that he had passed drink no more? Faith, an' whln I get yez home, ·• I think we should proceed by steamer from
his word but an hour ago that he would remain at Mr. O'Shea, I'll comb yer hair fer yez so I will, wid New York to Calcutta, India. There we should
home for ll..ve years.
the broom stick!"
land, and then proceed in a north·easterl;v diree-
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tlon across Hindostan to the Afghan state. Asfcus, i~ more senses than one, but Pomp had the A hammer of steel rested on a silver globe over
the last we know of Richard Carlyle, he was in the trick mule foul, and after making plenty of fun for the batteries, and Frank, Jr., said:
neighborhood of the Af9,han mountain range, call- the audience, he succeeded in riding him safo3ly "This is our bell, see how I ring it."
~d the "Hindoo-Coosh, ' we should direct our first around the ring.
Thus speaking, he touched an electric button
~xplorations naturally enough to where he was
Then Pomp went for Barney, and demanded the marked " B" and the hammer was lifted on a
lefl by me. There at least we may be fortunate wager he had won. But Barney refused to pay it. pivot, and it began to fall upon• the silver globe
~no ugh to obtain some clew which will serve to
"Sure, an' look at the imperdenoe av the na- with regular strokes until Frank removed his finguide us aright. The savage band by whom Rich- gur! Do yez think it's green Oi am? Faith, an' ger from the button. The tone of the bell was
ard Carlyle was taken a rrisoner Is of nomadic yez didn't roide loike a Christian. It's no money singularly loud and clear. It could be heard for a
habits. They are wanderers, and we may be av mine yez will get,'' said Barney.
long distance.
obliged to follow them a great distance. Our The next minute Pomp grabbed him, and the 1'urning to a handle In the wall of the coach
friend, moreover, may have been sold into slavery two rolled over and over among the seats, but the Frank, Jr., slowly depressed It, whereupon a fold~
by his captors."
circus men promptly put them both out.
ing sectional polo3, like a fireman's sliding secThus replied Moreland.
.
We will pass over the events of the time which tiona! ladder, ran up from the top of tile coach to
"Ah, then we shall have a chance to explore the was required for the completion of the Electric a height of fifty feet, one section above the other.
wonders of India," said Frank.
Team, saying only that Moreland and his servant At the top of this was an electric globe and a ·
"Yes, and as Hindostan is a country full of Mohammed remained at Frank, Jr.'s house, and light could be displayed from that globe that could
wonderful revelatio~ts for a European, the journey tl:at the doctor was a gueSt there every day.
be seen for miles, even when intervening objects
will no doubt be an Interesting one, and not with- Finally the day arrived when Frank, Jr., an- shut out the main light on the front of the coach.
-out danger,.'' said the doctor.
nounoed that the Electric Team and the convey- Upon the top of the vehicle, placed on a pivot
Then ensued a further conversation relative to ance it was to draw was entirely complete.
near the rear seat over 'l'!'hioh it could be pointed
the supplies needed .(or the expedition, and the The entire household went out to the shop to was a small cannon, to which Frank lr .. next
· friends conversed fot a long time. Finally, after see the wonderful conveyance and witness a trial called attention.
'
'
noon-day luncheon ha'd been served, Moreland, of its merits.
Surroun1ing tbe exterior of the vehicle was a
wh,o had consented to.· r~Qlaln at Frank Rea~e, They beheld before them two splendid steeds of double row of D?etalllc bands, which olrered tbe
Jr: a, home as a guest t.ntll they starte~ for As!a, metal caparisoned with a metallic harness, and only hold by which any outside party could lal
.said that he was so wot"ll out and fatigued With attached to a vehicle that was in some respects han~s upon .the coach.
long travel that he woiJl.J like to sleep away the like an ordinary coach, and in others like an En- With these. bands wires connected the electrical
afternoon.
glish tally-ho
battery, so that a current could be sent around th
Accordingly he was shOIVI?- to an apartment, and The coach ·.was constructed so that at will the vehicle like a llas~, and deal a terrible shook 11
Mohammed acoOJ;npanied him,
.
windows could be clvsed by mean11 of metallic per- any person or thmg In contact with the met£
"The East Indian makes me thmk of a faithful !orated slides which insured ventilation.
bands.
·
'W~tch-dog. He scarcely ever leaves his master," The top of the coach was provided with seats
"You will observe," said Frank, Jr., when h
stud Mr. Reade, Sr.
beside the driver'll box. One of these was at the had e1:plained this last feature, "that the entir,
" True. He is as devoted to Moreland as Cor- rear aL.d the other at the front of the remarkable coach is bullet proof. And now we wiU more purrajo, the gaucho, is to Dr. Va~eyke. ~y the vehicle.
.
ti~~larly ebserve the Electri~ Team.''
way, doctor, why not take CorraJO to Asia with The driver's box was quite high and directly unThe wires from.the electric battery run through
us," said Frank, Jr.
derneath the footboard was a great globe for the the metal traces and made connection with the
" I would like to do S?· But only last week he electric lig\lt. When this light was turned on a machinery placed. inside the. metallio bellies of the
went back to South Arr.erwa. He to!d me h~ should flood of the most brilliant illumination would be horses. The intncate mach1pery occupies a great
~~tu~? In about two months and bnng a bnde with reflected over the wonderful metallic team and far P!'rt of the space between .he forelegs and the
him,_ answered the doctor.
ahead and all around
hmd ones. The power is applied, of course, b:t
".1 bellbve we decided to attend the circus this
.
•
means of the jointed Iron rods running up and
.afternoon," remarked Mrs. Frank Reade, Jr., pres- ?'he. vehicle was constructed with wonderful down the hollow limbs, which give in every reently. "Of oeurse, I don't care to go on my own skill , Ill eyery part. I~ was placed upon four spect a natural motion. In fact, these electric
account. It's only to please you aged children,." whee:s whwh wero provided with v_ery _b road steel horses move just like live ones, only the electric
she added, smiling.
tires so that they could not easily smk Ill soft soil. battery is the life In this case, and they never tire. ',_
"All right. It's time we were moving," assented Th~ box of the coach ~as support~d upon massiVe "I see y0u all grasp the idea of the mechanical
Frank, Jr., ned half an hour later our friends found sprmgs of tempered steel placed directly over the parts of the invention, and so I will not trouble
-·themselves In the circus tent.
front and rear axles.
.
.
you with much more minute description. But I
At the door Frank, Jr., met Pomp, who volun- Thllre was a r_ow of port-holes In each Side of the must add that in the heads of the horses I have
teered to say:
co~ch and also m the back. TJ;Iese port-holes were arranged a clockwork machine that feed mag" I'se heah for to won seben dollars ol! frum dat a~Justable and could be readily closed when de- nesium wire to a lamp that is set between a polIrlsher, sah.''
srred.
.
ished reflector and the glass eyes of each hClrse.
~v llow is that?" aske~rank.
The hubs of the wheels were fitted _With f'hort, So if I desire I can at any time flash a powerful
" Why, you see the oirkis folks hab ol!ered a sharp double.-edgod steel s'!Vords, wh;oh co~ld be light from the eyes of the team.
reward ob ten dollars to any one dat kin ride de removed by Simply unscrewmg them. ~n this re- " The animals are sharp shod so that they cantrick mule around de ring, and dat Irishman done spect the remarkH:ble coach was not unlike an an- not slip, and I can back or turn them at will.
bet ma dat he could ride de mule roun' de ring and meTnht Rotmanfcthhanot. h
d d "th Moreover the rear axle works on a pivot to faclli1 couldn't. So we is bol! a gwlne for to hab a try . e op o
e coac 'vas surroun e WI a tate rapid turning.
· ·
at wlstah mule, sah.''
rail, and. there w~s '!'n open space between the "We shall carry a suit of chain armor for each
"Hal ha I ha! There is fun In the air now,'' seat ~ehmd the .dnver s box and th~ rear seat.
member of our party, and the armor will be worn
laughed Frank, Jr., and he was right. The circus ThiS _open space "\'as really a sliding-door, and when we expose ourselves on the top of the coach
performance went ol! smoothly until the trick by pullmg a lever placed directly betwee~ the two In dangerous localities. The steel armor is !ropermule was brought into the ring. He was a small, seats the roo~ of the coach could thus be m~tantly vious to bullets and arrows."
vicious looking ani.mal, and kept kicking and opened, and If on. the top, one could readily de- Frank paused, and after all had expressed their
bucking In a way that iniormed the spectators scend to .t he intenor.
.
admiration he.c·.dded:
what one who tried to ride him might expect.
.Frank threw op~n one of the Side door~ of the "The motive power from the battery can be lm8
" I am authorized by the management to state, coach, and his friend !'\W that the interior was parted from the driver's seat by depressing the
ladles and ·gentlemen, that he will give ten dollars ne&t}Y padded and cushwned, and that there 'Yas bar which rises at the side of it. But the power
in gold to any person who will ride our celebrated also a storage playa which would hold everythmg can be controlled from the Inside of the vehicle
trick mule around the ring. Now, who'll be the n~eded f.or a long JOUrney. The wheels were very also.''
first to have a try for the tenner,'' said the clown. high, ar.d the great body of the co~h th_a.t hung Frank's friends were now mostan.xlons to start,
No sooner had he spoken the last 'words than betwee_n them, under the floor of the mt~rior, was and so, after a trial of the new IQventlon, which
Barney shied hls hat into the ring, and followed a spacious storage CO';Dpartment, to wh:ch r.e~dy proved that It was indeed a complete success, It
over the ropes with a whoop.
access could be obtamed by means ~f slidmg was taken apart, securely packed In cases especial·
"Sure 'an it's an Irish lad kin ride the baste! doors.
ly made for It, and shipped to New York.
Many's the wan I've drove til a jauntin' oar in the The seats of the coach, moreover, could be an- ·The exploring party followed by rail, and In New
ould sod. Barnev O'Shea is the boy to claim that folded, thus forming excellent bunks, and there York they were fortunate enough to secure pasten spot I" cried Harney, and he leaped upon the was a small water tank in ~he boot behind the rear sage for Calcutta on an American trading sleP.mer,
mule which at once started on a gallop only to sud- wheels.
which· was to sail in a few days. The great lnvendenly halt, depress his head, and send Barney The body of the coach directly under .the driver's tion was placed on board, and on the day of sailing
head first Into the sawdust, while the audience seat was a closed iron-plu.ted compartment, and a large crowd assembled on the wharf to bid the
roared.
there were stored the powerful batteries which explorers Godspeed. The "International GeoBut Barney was pure grit, and he tried It again generated the electricity, which was the motive graphical and Historical Association" turned out
and again but It was no use. The mule would power of t.he Electric Team. These batteries need In full force, and amid ringing cheers and the wavbuck, bite: lay down, and roll over, and do every not all be in use at a time, for they were three in ing of Innumerable handkerchiefs, Frank, Jr., and
trick known to throw his rider, and finally he number. In case one was destroyed another could his friends steamed away down the baJl.
chased Barney out of the ring kicking and bit- be promptly connected with the mechanical at- The events of the long voyage to calcutta were
tng.'
taohme!lt.s of the_Eleotrlc Team.
not of a particularly lnter~sting natur.e. No stora
" Be dad I don't want tin dollars bad enough to A series of polished lever handles numbered so occurred, and the American party arrived safe!•
ride the baste. Faith, it's the devil he Is in a mule that no mistake could be made by oue who kne~ at Calcutta, having made a remarkably quick voy
akin I" er!ed Barney, as he ingloriously fled from the meaning of the figures, was placed in a metallic age.
the ring.
shelf over the electric magazine.
Barney and Pomp were delighted to set foot 01
Frank: and his friends, as well as the rest of the These levers controlled the motive power of the land again, as, Indeed, were all the others, anc
ji.Udience had laughed until their sides ached a!- invention, and by means of them the mystic our- they lost no time in putting together the coach anC.
ready, bJt there was more fun ahead. Scaro,.ly rent of miraculous power could be sent to the the Electric Team. Tiley had prought with them
bad Barney got out of the ring when Pomp enter- electrio_team of metal.
.
a large variety of supplies, scientific instruments,
ed If.
Runmng from the batteries were a number of flr€-arms, ammunition, and almost everything
"Here I'is sah. I'se agwlne to ride dat mule, slender wires and small steel rods which connect- they thought they could possibly need, so there
sah," said 'p~mp, quietly, and he was permitted to ed with the Intricate clock-work like machinery were but few purchases to make in Calcutta. In
mount. But Pomp had once worked for a horse- placed further forward.
five days the explorers were ready to start on their
breaker <town south and he knew what he was The centers of the axletrees were provided with search for the misssing man. And they left Calabout. He looked his legs around the mule's pistonrod attachments, with two elbows by which cutta before daylight oce pleasant morning, so as
neck and threw his arms aroull'd his belly, while he the propelling power of the team could be aug- to avoid the annoyance of a crowd which would
lay flat on his back. Then there was anotber cir- mented.
•
otherwise have been sure to _follow them. Frank
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had seoured a passport from the English author!- " No,~' replied Mohammed, smiling. "It is the bodies glistened in the moonlight, sao wing tht.t
ties which gave him liberty to travel anywhere in cry of a monkey you hear."
hey were smeared with oil.
"British India."
·•Sure and Oi'm glad to hear that. It's dyin' Oi Each man carried a curved dagger of native
At the close ot the Jl.rst day's journey through a am fur a bit av a ruction. But, be the harp av manufacture in his girdle, and their faoes were
Jl.ne fertile country, . our explorers found them- Tara, Oi draw the line at tigers. But Mister Mo- alight with an expression of expectancy and
selves in a jungle on the old Nagpoor road. The hammed, would yez have the illegant politeness to ferocity.
·
young inventor had just turned oft th~ electricity jine me in a bit av 11: toast?" said Barney, drawing Fm~k thought of the stranglers, the dreaded
and brought the team to a halt, intendmg to camp forth a bottle of whisky.
Phans1gars who made traveling in that part o!
where they were, when Pomp and Barney, who "No I no I" replie.l Mohammed, for like all good India so dangerous, and he fancied the night
had been absent in the jungle for a few moments Hindoos, he abjured all intoxicating liquors.
prowlers or the jungle meditated a secret attack
in search of game, came bounding back uttering Bt~rney grinned as he said:
on his party.
.
cries of alarm. They reached the coach and gain- "Faith, au' there's no accountin' for tastes. Be But still remaining perfectly silent, Frank coa•
edits top just_as two enormous full-grown tigers the powers av turf, it's the milk av human kindness tinned to observe the movements of the mysterious
bounded out of the jungle. For a moment the is a wee drryp av rale ould mountain dew."
trio.
splendid animals crouched before the metal team And Barney drank with a relish anti gusto which Suddenly one of their number glided forward to•
as if about to leap upon them, and so galu the top proved that he was quite sincere.
ward the coach as stealthily as one of the deadlt
of the coach.
Pomp was engaged In removing the skins of the East Indian serpents could have done.
The electric light fell full upon the great East tigers. But the smell of the whisky made his The other three remained where they were.
lnd!a!l tigers as they crouched for their leap, and mouth water, a_nd_he coughe~ si~nlftc.. ntly as :Sar- "I'll capture this fellow when be gets near
r~hzmg. the danger, Frank, Jr., snatched up a ne1 smacke.d his bps after dnnk1_ng. llut the JOlly enough," thought Frank, and he peqnitted thecantle, wh1ch was on the top of the coach, and lev- Inshman d1d not seem to hear him."
tive to approach until he was close beside the
eled it over the front seat at the jungle terrors.
"Gollie, it's a mean man dat drinks alone. Dat's coach.
At the same time, Pomp, th" black dead shot, what's de matter," muttered PomtJ.
"I shall see if my brothers were right. Ah, Kalsprang to Frank's side rifle in hand and also took "Fat's that I Begob, is the nagur spakln' lolke lee has sent him into our power if he is here,'· mut~areful aim at the tigers.
that av anUrish gintleman? Sure, it's a foight yez tered the native in the faintest whisper, which was
are a!ther. Be me soul, Oi'm a paceful mon, but really an almost Inaudible murmur, bu' which
wbln yet. insult a Clonykllly lad, it manes a bit av Frnnk's exceAdingly acute sense of hearing en•
v
a shindy. Whoop 1 Pale yerse!f, nagur, an' It's a bled him to hear.
CHAPTER I •
mesel' o.s will wipe the turf wid yez 1" cried Barn~>y, " Who can the fellow mean? Whom does be
DANGER ON THE JUNGLE ROAD.
.
throwing off his coat.
seek?" thought Frank, mystiftad and wondering.
· Fon an Instant the two magnificent tigers re- "You'll do nothing of the kind. Go and bring Not a sound save the heavy breathing of the
mained crouching before the Electric Team, slowly I!Ome dry wood for a camp-fire,'' said Frank, sleepers inside the coach came to the native's ears,
'- waving their tails to and •fro while they Imparted sternly.
and reaching up he secured a hold upon the win'll sinuous movement to their great, muscular Barney went off muttering, but suddenly be be- dow sills, which enabled him to draw himselt up
bodies. The great size and brilliant markings of thought himself that he had left his flask in his until his eye came upon a level with the openthe gold and bl&Ck monsters told that they were coat, and he turned around just in ti:ne to see Pomp ing.
full grown, and the Jl.erce, hungry lighl in their draining it. '!'he darky had promptly secured the Then he looked searchingly into the coach, but
ftashing yellow eyes would have informed an Gld Jl.ask while 13arney's back was turned.
Frank was now leaning back as though sound
jungle hunter that they were" man-eaten; "-that Then Barney was mad, and he gaYe a real Don- asleep, and the shadows prevented the spy disthe! had previously tasted human blood.
nybrook yell and tushed at ?omp. Tbe-two came covering that his eyes were half open.
F mnk Reade and Pomp had time enough to take together before Frank could Interpose, and thdnext The moonlight fAll full upon the face of Mohammoment the darky "ducked" his head and butted med, and as the glance or the native fell upon the
a deliberate aim at the tigers, but Frank cried:
"Jump off ~~e back of the coach and secure tbe Barney in the pit of the stomach.
face of the sleepiilg Hlndoo he gave a start, while
breech-loader I left on the ground, Moreland. Over went the belligerent fellow, and he did not a look of exultation and satisfaction came upon
Dmw a bead on the lefli hand tiger."
.
· want to fight any more.
his dark and evll features.
Moreland had come to Frank's side, and the sue- A camp-JI.re was soon kindled, and as the travel-· Then he silently dropped to the ground.
· eeedlng moment Frank and the young traveler si- ers were provided with cooking utenslls aud all "It Is he-It is Mohammed 1 1 will return with
nultaneously pulled the triggers or t!Ielr weapons. kinds of food a savory meal was Roon J?repared, my' brothers, and we shall strangle all these men of
But the tigers leaped at the same,tlme, and only which all partook of with excellent appetites.
the race who have wrested our native land from
S'mnk's weapo!l was discharge,d.
.
At a late hour all hands retired !nside ~be,coach. us, and Mohammed shall become our prisoner,"
The trusty nfle in Moreland s hand had failed, They were pretty well tired out with tra\el, and so murmured tb.e native almost under his brooth
ll'hile the tiger at whieh Frank had aimed fell it was decided that they would spend the night Frank was about to cover him with his 'rifle
~ckward, shot through the brain, and tore up the where they were.
and order him to stand when Mohammed sud\ungle turf with h!s great claw.. in the .last des- Frank said he would stand watch the Jl.rst part denly awoke from a troubled dream, and utte.ad
, >erate th_roes. Wh_lie he uttered an awful roar of o_f the 1!-ight, for, although they were not In a hos- an exclamation in the :J!indoo tongue as he turnlgony, hiS mate gamed the back of one of thfl elec- t1le neighborhood, they were ~\Vare that danger ed over and closed his eyes again.
tic steeds.
always lurked upon the lonely jUngle r~ads.
Like a. Jl.ash the native darted away.
"Worra 1 worm 1 It's goners we are, sure!" yell- . Bands of native robbers, _and the ternble PJ;lan- He gained the jungle, and vanished into Its
ed Barney, and he leaped forward, srrung t)le !Jig9.!'S, or stra~glers of In~Ia, frequ~nted the h1gh- cover with his comrades before l!'rank scarc~ly
door in the top of the remarkable vehicle and dis- ways of travel1n that porllon of Indm, and despite reallzed that he was gone
11ppeared inside, where Dr. Vaneyke and Moham- the eft'orts which the British aut.horitles had. made Frank did not awaken his comrades.
med were when the tl~:ters appeared.
. to stamp out the secret assassms of the JUngle, "Let the rascals go When Barney relieves me
Barney had discharged the la~t shot In his ~ille t!Iey still perpetrated their ~mtrages from time to at midnight I'll tell hi~ to be particularly watc'h·
before he and Pomp came runnmg from th.e J~n- t1me In the part_s of the provmce remote frpm t_he ·ru!;"'thought Frank.
gle, pursued by the tigers, and he dropped ms1de centers o! Enr::hsh po'Yer.
But the night passed, and when morning
~he ceach to reload.
The young mventor s party had encountered no dawned Barney who had wat<Jhed the last hnl!
The situatiGn of Frank Reade and Moreland was t~avelers on the road t~at day save a party of "fa- of the night b~id he had se~n nothing of the
for a moment one of extreme peril. .
k11·s," bour.d for the fatr at Jagpore, and they had Phanslgars '
As th3 tiger which had gained the back of one no special r~ason to r.nticipa,te immediate danger. Then Fr~nk told all the party of the night's sil\of the metal horses clung there for a moment, But expenence had taught Frank always to be gular occurrence
seeking to gain a foot-hold for a leap to the top <?f on his guard in a strange cou_ntry.
"Begob, Mastber Frank, an' why didn't yez
the coach, nel~her Frank nor Moreland lost the1r Frank placed himself bes1~e the malo lnsl~egintlywhlsperinmeearthattheheathenspalpeens
presence ?f mmd.
. lever, which communicated ~nth the gr'lal electr!c was near? Sure an' it's an llllgant chance for a
Almost mstaQtly Moreland leveled his re~eatmg batt-ery which. propelled h1s wonderlul electrw ruction I've lost. Be me soul, it's cracki:l' av the
rift e. Th~ cause. of its fatlure Jl.r~t was a projecting team, and, .while h~ comrades soon slapt, he was blackguards' heads Oi'd like to have done" said
oartrldge m the cylinder, and th1s the young man alert and VIgilant.
Barney
'
had quickly removed.
The doors of the coach were closed, but on ac·
.
Then with the celerity of thought, and before count of the sultry atmosph-ere the windows were But although .Mohammed d1d not say a word,
Frankcoulddischatgeanethershot,MorelandJI.red, open, the perforated metallic guards having been Frank and the oth~rs observed that his bronzed
and this time he fully proved his skill as a marks- pushed entirely aside to obtain ventilation.
face assum~d a ~raylSh pallor. .
man. His bullet reaohed the heart of the tiger and 'fhe moon looked down upon the vast expanse It was qmteendent t.hat the Hmdoo experienced
the huge beast leaped Into the air and fell with a of iungle and forest, and strange and grotesque the greatest apprehenSI<?D.
thud upon the ground beside its mate.
shadows fell among the ruins of one of those an- Presen_tly, when th.e JOUrney northward towa~d
Barney and the others appeared on the top of clent reservoirs which had been erected In the days the frontier of Afghamstan was resumed, and wh!le
·he co&Ch as the second tiger fell, and as he saw of the moguls, now visible at the roadside.
the wonderfulEIEl<!tric Team was . proceeding qmte
he two tigers lying dead In the saput grass of the Tall trees grew out of dense thicket,; and the swiftly along the JUngle road, Frank said to Moreungle, Mohammed exclaimed:
.
night-birds Jl.uttered above their foliage, monkeys la~d, who sat with him on the driver's·seat:.
"Sahib, yon are a. mighty hunter, and the mast <lhattered to each other in the thickets, and occaI wonde~ why the Phansig~rs are so anx1ous t&
~!so I" For once Mohammed was startled out of sionally the cry of the jackal came from afar. But m~,ke Mohammed ~ prisoner?
"
I do, no~,kn,?w? replied Moreland.
Have ;you
,1is habitual silence, and as he spoke he Slllaam~d the night was beautiful, and the peaceful evening
>rofoundlv.
scene did not fail to Impress the young Inventor, asked h. m?
Yes. But he evaded an explanatiOn,
- "Sure an' It's right yez are. Bedad the ugly while he fell into a reverie of the future, and won- saying the Phan~!gare had been the enemies of his
!tastes chased Pomp an' mesel' out av' the woods dered If he should succeed in llndlng the missing fa~lly for years.
.
beyant loikethey was afther makin' a faste av' us," San, who was lost In Central Asia:
A"?;d you obtained nothing more explicit from
said Barney.
.
All at ·opce Frank was aroused by seeing a mov- him?
Then all the party descended to the ground and lng shadow on the edge of the thicket.
"No, I saw that he did not wish to talk upon the
examined the dead tigers.
Instantly he grasped his repeating riJI.e, and subject, and so I did not preas him further."
.
"They are Bplendid specimens certainly,'' said without a sound he drew further back !rom the "It's a strange affair. By the way, how did Mothe doctor in admiratlou.
open window, and watched the shadow as it glided hammed Jl.rst come to enter your service?"
"
"So they are," assented Frank, "and we'll re- along until it paused opposite the Electric Team.
"·I found him a fugitive in Central A!lia far
move their skins and preserve them as trophies."
A moment elapsed, and Frank's lntert<st and ap- from his native land. HA was starving and I gave
Just th'3n a strange groaning .sound was heard, prehen~lon were intensified as he saw a native steal him·food. He told me he had been sold into slavery
which emanated from the adjacent jungle.
out of the jungle.
among the Afghans, who had raided over the
"Be the powers av turf, there's more av the The man was followed by two comrades. They frontier of Hindoostan and carried him away Into
striped creatures a-comin' Oi'm thlnkin'l" cried were naked save for their short waist trousers and captivity."
Barney.
the turba.ll.s • on their heads, and their swarthy "And after that yon kept him with you?"
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"Yes, and I found him devoted to me. I had are to hav' a bit av' a ruction wid the blackguards his swarthy adversaries had him at a decided d~
are anxious for a shot at them."
at last. Shudes av Donnybrook, but if there's one advantage.
"All right," assented Frank, and presently he av the greasy divils that will tread on the tall av me But Barney knew how to use his fists though he
reversed the electric lever and stopped the team. coat, O'ill bate the head av' him 1"
prefered his shlllalah ,and he struck out straight
-"Doan you be so previous 'IJout a row·; I oebber from the shoulder In 1uvely style.
•
CHAPTER v.
seed sich a Irisher. Some day you'se agwlne to git Two of the natives went down, and then the
youtle own cocoanut smashed, I done tole yer."
others closed with the brave Irishman.
TRE HIDDEN TEMPLE.
Creeping stealthily forward, followed by Pomp, But theil· almost naked bodies were smeared
IT was wonderful how those splendid;mecnani~al :'3arney presently parted tue bushes of a de~se with oil to such a~ extent as to cause Barney's
steeds of m~tal gradually came to. ~ standstill, Jung!e-growth, and glanced aheP.d through them- ha!Jds to sllv every time he tried to grasp them,
precisely as though they were really ll~.ng, breath- terst!Ces.
and they were dragging him down, when he
ing horses.
Then, upon the Irishman's vision dawned a shouted:
Frank slowly turned of! the mystic current from singular scene, and one which he and Pomp be- "Lind a hand here, Pomp. Bedad, the heathens
the batteries, and with the gr<Ldual subsidence of ht1ld in amazement.
ar11 as slippery as glass, an' it's no hould I can git
the subtle motive power the magnificent horses, Just before them was an open space In the jungle on the blackguard!! 1''
footfalls became slow'e r and slower, until they less than half a:J. acre in extent, and In tlie center Pomp was already hastening to Barney's assistsaved his life, but late.r on he repaid the debt." of this clearing stood a. strange structure.
ance, and a couple oflea.ps now brought him to th~
"How was that?"
It was shaped somewhat like a Chinese pagoda, top of the steps, and he swung hi~ clubbed rifle
"He was with me in the fight with the Arghans, and the roof was like that of a Turkish mosque. and knocked Barney's as&a.llants over right and
In which Captain Jack Conway fell, and when A flight of steps led to a door, a.nli Barney said, left.
Richard Carlyle was made a prisoner. But for after gazing at the building for a moment:
In a. moment Barney w~s at liberty, but more ot
Mohammed's bravery I should have been slain."
"Bedad, an' Oi'm afther thlnkin' it's wan 'av the the natives were heard comiLg from the Interior,
"He is a quiet, peaceful-appearing fellow. Not heathen stanglers' hidden temples, a.v which we and so the two brave fellows concluded that in
in the least hke a hero."
have heQ.rd Master Frank an' the doctor talkin'." this instance discretion was the better !'art of valor,
"True, but he is brave, as you may yet see for "Golli 1 I specs you'se right," assented Pomp. and they beat a hasty retreat.
yourself."
"An Irishmon li! never wrong. Now begob Barney and Pomp fled Into the Jungle, and In a
The doctor joined Frank and Moreland, just then, Ol'm a-goin to see the inside av the house. These few moments a score of the Phansigars who Issued
nagurs have gould images, Ol'm told, an' beda<l, forth from the hidden temple were in pursuit of
. and said :
"I suggest that we halt in the shade until the Pomp, we'll carry of! wan av thlm if we can lift them. . .
'
heat of mid-day is passed. There seAms to be it."
In their haste to escape, Barney and Pomp fled
plenty of small game about, and Pomp and Barney "Dat's jess like yo use. You won't take nufiln' heedless of the course they were taking.
They could hear their enemies calling to each
stood like mfl.jestic equine statues, standing like you can't kerry, Barney."
monuments to the wondrous genius of the young "Shut up, ye nagur, or Oi'll- Begob there's one other in strange, shrill tones as they followed
American inventor.
av the blackguards now."
them.
The Elec~ric Team was halted under the grateful At the instant a hideous East Indian appeared in But Barney and his comrade finally eluded/
shade of a grove of teak and ironwood trees that the door of tlie temple:
pursuit, and when at last no further sounds !rem
towered in the air a hundred feet and more.
He was very old, and a·white robe or poncho hung the Phanslgars were beard for some time, they
Beyond the jungle became dense, and the tall from his shoulders.
came to a halt.
.
saput grass, parched and yellow, lay under the Had Barney and Pomp peen more conversant They were well nigh exhausted, l:ut they soon
burning sun amid the bushes. To the west every with the mannt~rs and eustoms·or the jungle tribe, regained their breath, and proceeded, as they sup.
now and then a little glade presented itself to view to which tfle Phansigars belong, they would have posed, in the direction of the Electric Team.
running into the jungle.
known that the aged native was a priest of Ka.llee- Storm clouds had obscured the face of the sun,
The sound of the approach of the electric con- the goddess of the stranglers of India.
however, during the last half hour, alid they no
veyance had started up a flock of antelopes in one The old priest made ~estures which were pre-longer had the luminary of _da;y to guide their
of these glades, and the beautiful .little animals cisely as though he was Signaling Barney and Pomp course by.
were seen trotting briskly away into the cover.
to apprvach. But in reality he was invoking the And it chanced that they wandered on and on
"Sure, an' it's steak we'll have for dinner 1" aid of the sun for one of the mystic rites of the tlll night fell, aRd still they had not reached the ..._
cried Barney, n.s he saw the antelopes.
temple.
ungle road, or found the Electric Team.
Then as soon as the Electric Team came to a halt "Bed11d," said Barney," the ould feller has seen Then Barney and Pomp were compelled to ache and Pomp took up their rifles and started in pur- us an' he is darin' av us out. . Sure, an' Barney knowledge to themselvet that they were lost in the
suit of game.
·
O'Shea is not the man to take a dare from an ould trackless jungle.
r
They had both forgotten their recent little mis- blackguard like that 1"
" It's a bad scrape we are into, be me soul, Pomp,
"'understanding, and they were on the best of terms With these words Barney strutted out of the an' I've only one idee that kin be aftl:er helpin' av
again,
·
,
thicket.
. .
us. If Masther Frank will only run up the electrio
"Lbok out for tigers I" called out Frank warn- The old Pha.nslgar priest uttered a startled cry slgnalllght we may see it," said Barney.
in~ly as the two jolly comrades hurried away.
as he beheld the stranger, whose presence he had "Dat's so; but we muss go ahead. No use tG
' And look out for men more to be dreaded thnn not even suspected, and then he _cried In the Thu- stan' still y&e," replied Pomp.
tigers 1" said Mohammed in Hindoo.
gee dialect:
They wanlf,ered on for some time further, and
Barney and Pomp soon disappeared in a tope or "Ishee soughn ah ghun 1"
the darknesa of the night became complet...
grove beyond the interglade.
"Bedad, he calls me an Irish son av a gun I" All at once they heard a shrill tiger call. It was
"Bedad thim Injia. deer can run like the wind, roared Barney, and indeed the strange words ut-a good imitation, but the two lost men knew It was
bad scran to thim. It's speedin' we'll have to do tered by the old priest did have very much the uttered by a human voice. The first jungle signal
if we get a. shot at thim," said Barney.
sound of the expression the hot-headed Irishman was answered by another, and then another, and
Pomp assented and the two ran swiftly.
mistook them for.
so on the tiger calls came from every direction unBut the antelope is one of the most fleet-footed Barney was mad then.
til it seemed to the wanderers that their enemies
animals in existence and the chase was along one. "Be the powers Oi'll show yez if 01 am an Irish were all around them and that they were·completePomp and Barney were not easily to be discour- son of a. gun 1" he cried.
ly hemmed ln.
aged though, and they pressed on for mile after ~:hen he threw of! his coat aild started up the It was a situation well calculated to cause the
mile.
stairs.
·
stoutest heart a tremor of fear, but side by side
Soon they were in the very heart of the jungle, "Shtand up til me face, ye dhlrty blackguard, Barney. and Pomp advanced.
1
an' it's mesel' as will paralyze yez in a whisk av Presently thay ascended a mound-like hlll, and
which was of vast extent.
And still they had not once succeeded In getting Widdy McGee's goat's tall," Barney went on.
then afar like a. great luminous star above the jungle
within range of the antelopes.
"Come back I Dar am more ob dem tellers in- growth they beheld a brilliant light.
1
Monkeys chattered at the disappointed hunters side, an' dey will cut yah deep, Bsrney, suah as " Whoop 1 The electric signal light I Bedad,
Master Frank has run up the full length of the
from the leafy covers among the branches, and you is born 1" cried Pomp, warningly.
their little ugly faces looked down at them for all He had caught sight· <if several dark faces at a sectional pole. Now for the light, Pomp, me
the world as though they were jeering at their window qf the temple at which the old priest jewell" cried Barney.
He dashed forward and Pomp kept at his side.
failure. The impish creatures annoyed Barney stood.
very much.
But Barney did not heed Pomp's warning In the But now the Phansiga.rs who had stealthily tracked
" Bud luck til the chatterin' apes 1" he cried a least.
and surrounded them began to close ln.
last," but I'll silence some. av thlm."
On the contrary, the foolhardy fellow went Through the opposing ranks of their dusky foes
Barney raised his ·rifle, but just then Pomp prancing up the steps of the temple, where, ac- who now became visible, Barney and Pomp dashed
eaught his atm.
.
,
cording to the faith of the strange jungte-d wellers, like a tornado, discharging their rifles as they went,
"Fat do yez mane? Bedad ·an' yez flpollt me it is death for one not of their religion to ven- and then clubbing them and dealing blows right
aim at that ugly divil in the fork av t!le tree be- ture.
·
and left.
ya.nt," said Barney..
But Barney was ignorant that by ascending the They passed the en~my; safely through them
"Hole yar bretr, Irish.. an' doan' got yar ba.ck steps he had committed a ~rlevous sacrilege their furious charge carried th·e m, ar.d then beg!Ul
up. I done tole yar dat J. heard sufiln' suah," re- against the mythical goddess worshiped by the a wild and thrilling race for life.
Phansigars.
Barney and Pomp went crashing through the
plied Pomp, excitedly.
"Listen til the nagur I Bedad, yez have no The old priest stood his ground, while in a. loud jungle, and after them came the enraged and per·
sense at all, at all. Ii!n't the woods full av voice he addressed some commands to the devotees sistent Phanslgars in hot pursuit.
noises?"
within the temple.
But out of the 'jungle Into the road Barney and
"But I heard de voices ob men. Da.t's what I At the same time he ge.Jticulated excitedly.
the darky burst ahead of the natives.
means."
"Ornh 1 ye are a game ould blackguard, but all They beheld the Electric Team just ahead witll
"Arrah I whist, thin. Where did the voice come Oi ax e.v yez is to Stilnd fornlnst me for the space the slgnall!ght up to tae highest point, and they
from, Pomp, me jewel?"
av o'ne illigant second," cried Barney.
saw that all the Inventor's party were on the coach
"Right ahead dar."
He had arrived at the head of the steps, and he and ready for an immediate start.
Pomp pointed as he spoke.
Wa.i!just about to make a rush at the old Phansl- "Quick 1 Quick 1" shouted Frank Reade as he
"Faith, an'lt. may be thim blackguards that cum gar.
saw Barney and Pomp emerge from the thicket.
nosln' around the night," said Barney.
But all at·once the temple door opened, and out A few swift leaps carried tl,le two fugitives to the
"Dat am so."
rushed six lithe, p1uscular, almost naked jungle- coach, and they leaped upon it. The enemy at the
"Faith, an' we'll stale forward foreninst the men.
same time sprang into view.
bashes yonder, and see if we can find out who is The entire band precipitated themse'!ves updn .Frank had not yet turned on the light of the
there."
·
Barney and he found that he was overmatched. ~rest electric lamp under the daHhboard in the
"Dat'e all right."
He had thrown aside his gun preparatory to en- front of the remarkable vehicle, but he now sud• '' Arrah I Oi' !ale it in me bones, Pomp, that we gaging in a flstic bout with the old Phansigar, and denly did so, and like a ft8tlb a great bar of vivid
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llght fell full in the laces ol the astounded natives. He brought his ba11d down on P.omp's shoulder know it is whispered that he is the 1·eal heir to the
They were frightened. But only for a moment with a resounding thump, and pulled out his throne of Jagpore."
· did they pause and manifest alarm. They were whisky flask and offered it to Mohammed, saying: Wolandah had turned, and he was bowing hlm·
pressing forward when Frank suddenly worked the "Take a drink, old chap, an', begorra, we won't self out of the arena, when the rajah sprang to hill
bell-lever and sent the electricity flashing along to count it!"
feet and shouted to the master of the show:
the intricate mechanioal contrivance connected Mohammed turned away with a look of disgust, "That man must not go yet. He is a trickster.
His tiger was drugged so he could not fight well.
with the hammer which served for the tongue of saying:
the great bell globe. At once the bell pealed forth "The strong drink steals away the brains. None He shall meet my two royal tigel'S at once, and we
in quick rtlsounding strokes like a fire alarm.
or me!"
shall see what he can do now."
Again the Phansigars paused, and then Frank "But a trifle for me I Here's bad.luck to the na- "But, rajah, the man is weary. He has made a
coolly turned on the lull force of the main electric gurs !" said Barney, and he poured the fiery stull good fight. It would be murder," ventured the
battery and started the metal steeds.
down his throat as iflt had been water.
master of the arena, while Wohmdah turned pale
Then the speed of the Electric Team was increas- as he facedrthe rajah and shouted:
CHAPTER VI.
ed, and the Phansigars were quickly out of sight "You seek to killll\e, usurper. You fear I will
aud left behind.
drive you from the throne which belongs to me,
A GREAT FIGHT IN JAGPO'nE.
But 'the explosion of the jars had caused the coward!"
THE Phansigars, however, were still disposei to june:lemen to halt, and they would no longer con- "Turn in the tigers I Your own heads shall pay
follow the coach. It must be remembered that tinue the pursuit, although urged to do so by their the forfeit if you refuse," fairly shrieked the rajah
these men were not uncivilized, a.q tar as a know- leader, who was the same man who had come and to his men, tor he was mad with rage.
Iedge of the ways of white men were concerned. recognized Mohammed the night before while the "Good heavens I what a monster the rajah is.
Long contact with the British, who had made a latter slept.
.
Wolandah is a noble fellow, and I'm going to take
c~nquest of India, had served to familiarize them
The.following day passed uneventfully, but the his part. we· wear our mail armors, and if it comes
With the achievements or the Europeans.
second · day the Electric ~eam met a caravan of to the worst we can make a great fight," said Frank
Many of the Phanslgars were no doubt familiar traders from the north bound for Jagpore, and Reade.
wlth the English language, and some of them fre· these men reported that recent heavy rains, con- Then, as he heard;his comrades nssent, he leaped
quently visited the settlements in the guil!e of trav- fined to the north, bad fi<>oded the plains on the to his feet and addressed the rajv.h, saying:
elers or merchants.
frontier, and that the river would be impassable "This must not be!"
It has always · been the policy of the dreaded for several days.
" Silence I Guards, place the European and his
sect <?f the stranglers to preserve the s~cret of the .. Since delay cannot be avoided I propose we co.~rades unde~,ar~est !" thund~;ed the rajah.
identity or the members of,;helr murder~ms,?rd~r turn aside and run to the City of Jagpore and see
I g~ess not, c11;ed Frank.
Come on, fellows,
since the Indian mutiny ~r Sepoy ~ebelhon, ~ 1t the sights," said Frank'Reade, after hearing there- and we I~ get out w1tb WolaJ?;dah, who is .making
is sometimes called, for smce that tlmeJhe British port of the merchants 01 the oaravan.
for the big door in the arena. He leaped mto the
government of India has outlawed the J:'hanslgars. All assented although they were very anxious arena •followed by all but Pomp, who was then
Thus the reader m?st understand that the ex- to .get to the Afghan country, and seek to find the discovered to be missing.
plorers were not dealing with untutored savages, trail of Richard Carlyle the missing explorer.
Frank ~nd. Moreland and the doctor reac~ed
such as they had often encountered In other parts The courae of the Electric Team was changed Wolandah s s1de, and the former ba:l barely tim&
of the world, and so It was.not to be expe3ted that and while the merchants of the carava.p. watched it to assure the tiger-tamer that they were his
they could be so easily temtled.
in mingled wonder and awe, the greatest of all friends, when the small door of the arena o~ned
F':Bnk Reade fully understood ~II this, and as modern mechanical triumphs sped swiftly away. ~~;nd two of the .largest and mJst savage tigers
the Jungle dwellers continued to fo.low the c~ach, Mohammed knew the country well.
living were ad~?-llted.
instead of putting on full speed and Immediately Under his guidance the city of Jagpore was soon 'Yolandah tried the great door, then ll.e exdistancing them, he presently slowed up.
reached for over the well made main northern cla1med:
"I should li,~e to teaoh t,hose rascals a lesson road td the ancient East Indian City, Frank "They J:lave fastened ~he l~,rge door I We must
to;, the future, said Frank .o Dr. Vaney.~e.
Reade's Electric Team made splendid time.
ll.ght the t1ge~ for our hves I
Yes, it would be advisable to do so, assented Jagpore was crowded with people from all parts But !'It that mstant, as the tigers were making at
th~ doctor.
.
of the surrounding country, and before the Elec- our !~1ends the ~reat door went dow~ w~h a cr~h,
For the~, convmc~d that we could not be I?-ed- tric Team entered the city Mohammed requested A.nd mto the nng dashed the Electnc :team, w1th
died with w1t~ impumty, they would,pe l~ss likely that while his friends were in the native city he ~omp and Barney on the box. ~he coach wheeled
t<> try to make :Us further trouble, sa1d More- might remain concealed in the coach.
m the center of the ring. Our fr1en~s and Wolanla?.d.
.
,
.
Thls request waa readily granted, and :Moham- dab leaped aboard, and the electr1c conveyance
But the questiOn is what shall I do? sa1d med took his place lns.ide. The blinds were closed, dashed away through the great doors at . full
Fr,~nk, reflectively.
and be was safe from observation.
speed..
.
. '
. Well, whatev~r !s done must surp.ass the As soon as the news of the arrival of the stran- But mstant pursUit by the raJahs native guards,.,t~lckery ot the nat1ve Jugglers t<_> make the 1~pres- gers reached the native "Rajah," as Indian princes was ordered, and our travelers had not _g~>ne fat'
s~on,?n ~he minds of the Phans1gars which we de- are called, he sent our friends an invitation to at· ~hen they came to a great open trench beyond the
~me, sa1d Moreland.
.
tend tho Amphitheater to witness a ·wild beast show mty and were compelled to stop. Then the natives
"Let me see. What scientiflo ap,pllai:!ce have we which was to be given that very day.
began a fierce attack. Frank,, Barn~y and Po~p
that we can turn to account now? put m the doc· At the appointed time Frank Reade and all his leaped to the ground ani levs.ed their guns, wh1le
to;;
. ,
party except Barney and Mohammed entered the the doctor and Moreland covered the crowd from
.. 1 have.~t I exclaimed Frank.
building In which the show was held. The Am phi· the top of the ~oacb.
"What? asked ~oreland.
. theater was packed with people in rows upon the It was a ternble moment of peril.
An idea for a,~nck on the strsnglers that Will seats placed one above the other, and the arena in
-eu,i; our purP.ose.
.
the center was separated from the audience by
CHAPTER VII.
What is 1t? Se_e, the natives ~re comin~ ~?arer. high palisades of bambOo. The rajah ocbupled a
THE ELECTRIC GLOVE.
W~ ~ust do some.hln~ at ~nc~ or ruu for 1t.
box 10 the center of the front circle, above the
"I 1J try,the ley~en Jars, Said Frank. .
arena. At one end 01 the ring, opposite the rajah, THE night was almost come when the Electrlo
Good I exclaimed Moreland, catchmg the was a door through which the small animals and ~eam dashed out ot the great amphitheater In the
td?~·
,
"
performers entered. Opposite tbi.R entrance was a City of Jagpore, and when Frank Reade was com- ~Excellent I cried the doctor.
We charged great high door through which elephants could pelled to stop the elect~io steeds, on account of the
them yesterday."
ass '
'
open trench u'(>on wh1ch the wonderful conveyt k ance had come, after leaving the city, the shadows
:;" That's so, and now we need lose no time," re- P J ·
F
kR d
d W
plied Frank.
~st as .ran
ea e an
s compan1ons oo of darknes~ were falling fast.
Quite fortunately, among the electric supplies their seats 1n the front row next the arena the show But the rajah's guards hemmed In the explorers'
and a large variety of scientific appliances among began.
.
. vehicle on all sides, and, of course, the trench,
the stores the Inventor's party bad brought with S!lrpent charme::s first gave an exhibitiOn With which it seemed had been opened to lay the water
them, were a dozen leyden jars.
.
the1r great snakes, t~en came the . educate~ mon- pipes of the city, was impaAsable.
A.q our readers are aware, when charged with key.s, wonderful ta.lkmg parrots, educated Jackals, Wolandah, the tiger kmg, and claimant of the
electricity a leyden jar is an instrument which can racmg antelopes and elephants, whose Intelligence throne of the native prince of Jagpore, had ruther
be re[\dered explosive by fully charging it with was surprising. But finally ~he event of the day mysteriously disappeared from the coach during
electricity, and yet It can be handled without dan- was announced, and a magmfi<:ent young Hlndoo the filght from the amphitheater, and none of
ger as long as one does not make the clrouit o.f the athlete entered the a~ena, carrym~ a na~ed sw~rd Frank Reade's party had .observed his departure.
electric current by touchlng the tube connected and clad In a fine cha1n-armor waiSt, while a shield The situation of the young American Inventor
with the interior and the outside surface at once. of tanned bullock's hide was on his left arm. The and his comrades was one of the greatest peril,
Leaving the doctor to ma.nage the guiding levers ~aster of the arena announced t~at Woiandah, the and in the event of their capture by the rajah's
of the batteries, Frank descended into the interior tlger-ta~er, W9~1d now eng~e, smgle-handed, in a guards they could only fear the worst.
of the coaoh, sprung the door In th!l floor and drew battle With a w1ld tige1, wh1ch he would conquer They had defied the authority of the native
forth a box of the leyden jars, which he passed to and slay before the audience.
.
prince, and saved the life of one whom he both
Moreland upon the roof, and then followed him- There was a moment of breathless Silence. The~ hated and feared. Naturally, if It was in his power
self. The team was almost' stopped, and Frank the small door of. the ar~na opened and through 1t to compass the destruction of the foreigners the
lowered the box of seemingly harmless j11.rs to the bounded a magmficent tiger.
. rajah would not hesitate.
ground, and then the electric team increased it~ 'Yolandah approached the savage beast war1ly And even while the native guards were closing
speed a trifle, as an accession of electricity was as 1t .crouch~>d in the center of the arena, as though In upon the Electric Team, the rajah was fuming
turned on.
meditating a spring.
with rage and issuing orders looking to the pre·
The natives soon came to the case on the ground, The excitement of the audience was Intense. vention of Frank .Reade's escape from the province
and, after eylnl\' it a little suspiciously, they began Suddenly the tiger leaped. Wolandah dodged and of Jagpore, even if the Intrepid young inventor
to take out the Jars.
struck the brute with his sword. Then a wonderful succeeded in eluding the immediate pursuit which
Then bang I bang I bang I bang I they went.
oombat followed, but It ended in the triumph of had been promptly instituted.
Every jar exploded, shattering the glass', and Wolandah, . who was a marvel of courage and Couriers were dispatched from the city of Jagknocking over the man who held It as though he strengtli. He slew the tiger, and a burst of ap- pore in hot haste, with orders to see tllat all the
bad been stricken by lightning.
plause that made the building ring went up from highways of travol leading to the frontier of the
·~Whoop I Hurrah I
Frank Reads, the cham· the vast audience.
.
province of Ja.gpore \'!'ere guarded, and that "the
pion young janus forever and Erin go bragh I Be A moment later Frank Reade heard a Parsee foreign interlopers" were arrested If they attemptdad, luck at thlm nagurs knocked over like tin- merchant, who was seated near Wm, say to his ed to cross the lines.
pins I Set 'em up In the other alley I All down in companion.
. 'I.' he rajah brought the serl<iu3 accusation of
thiq I Arrah, Pomp, ye blackguard, why don't yez "I'll wager the rajah is angry. I think he se- treason a~~:alnst the American party, and he moreyell?" shouted Barney in delight.
cretly hoped that Wolandah would be killed, for you 0 ver~ at once dispatched a message to the British
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"Resident" of Jagpore, setting forth that Frank "And they are connected by means of wires with denly formed there on the wild ~ungle-road by the
Reade and his comrades had joined th" ranlts of a small but powerful electri•J battery, strapped be- advent of the elephants and the1r swarthy riders,
the insurgents, who were plotting to place Wotan- tween my shoulders."
who had abruptly urged their gn•at animals out of
dab upon the·throne.
"An' that's what makes yer hump? Begob, I the thicket besije the highway.
This the wily rajah deemed necessary because thought it' was grub yez was carrying In a knap- Under the white brillialicy of the mystic electric
the British government keeps a minister at the sack."
Illumination, the great East Indian elephants ascourt of every prince in India, ealled the " Resi- " When I shake hands with Mr. East Indian you sumed grotesq,ue and strange proportions, and tho
dent," whose office it Is to watch the doings of the will see a surprised Sepoy, Barney. I'll make almost naked Jungle-men, who were perched upen
natives, and report if there Is any danger to British him move lively for once in his life at least. He'll their backs, seemed like uncouth gnomes of the
power brewing among them.
·
dance a hornpipe."
·
forest; their w·hite tu.rbans contra-.ted strangely
Though nominally independent, all these princes "Make it an' Irish jig. An' Irish jig if yez love with their copperlsh brown bodies that ehone with
pay tribute to Calcutta, and the power of the Resi- me, Masther Frank."
oil, and the curved swords flashed and scintillated
dent is almost unlimited, although his orders are 'l'he next moment Frank and the huge Sepoy as the light was reflected from their polished steel
•
always pulin the form of 1' advice" or" requests" met at a point midway between the Electric Team blades.
to the native rajah.
.
and the crowd of natives.
The shadowy arms of giant jungle trees framed
But of course Frank Reade and his friends were Frank extended his right hand and grasped the the picture above, and the gloom of night shut in
Ignorant of all these proceedings Gn the part of the hand of the swarthy native with his eleatric gloYe. the wild scene, making the perspective a black
rajah, which were intended to occasion them future "Who, ah I Who I Who I'' yelled the Sepoy, as void beyond the sphere of the weird ghostly light.
trouble, and at the present thl'ly thought only of the electric shock went through his frame. .But The ivory tusks of the elephants tlp~ed with
extricating themselves from the Immediate peril he couldn't let ~o, and he began to dance about bJlrnlshed brass, flashed here and there hke stars
of captme.
like a jumping-Jack, yelling and threatening In a set In the heads of the ~~:reat black beasts, and their
The bold front presented b,Y Frank, Barney and mixture of English and Hindoo that was scarcely barbaric trappings were studded and emblazoned
Pomp on the ground beside the coach, while Dr. intelligible.
with tinsel and glittering cloth.
.
Vaneyke and Moreland covered the crowd with "Whoop I Let the band play I Go In, old yaller The jungle on eitber side of the highway was
their rifles from the top o! the vehicle, for a mo- au' hoe down yer feet. Yah, dat's a Souf Carolin~> most impenetrable, and the Electric Team could
ment caused the native guards to hesitate about break-down, shuah I" cried Pomp, in delight.
not enter its entangled growth, and so pase the
rushing upon the Electric Team.
" You're a loiar !"cried Barney. " It's an' Irish barrier. of elephants. A determined charge at full
speed seemed possible, but the adoption o! such
Barney was In his element at the prospect of a jig."
"ruction," and he shouted:
The natives looked on in w:onder and awe, not a course could but be attended with a danger
"Bad luok 'til yez I It's wan good Irish lad as unmixed with terror, as they saw the chief of the which Frank Reade ever sought to avoid.
could bate the heads av the whole gnng I Faith guard, who was a notably proud and dignified fel- In such a proceaure there must ensue a collision
an' if yez. want an illigant bit av a shindy, sind out low, dancing Mvay like mad.
at once terrific and disastrous. The Electric T.eam
any four av yez yeller nagurs half way, an' it's Finding that he could not let go of Frank's could scarcely be expected to withstand such forBarney O'Shea will mate the same wid a sprig av hand, the Sepoy ceased to threaten, and his man- cible contact without sustaining damage. The
a shillalah, and bate th!' divil's tattoo on their ner was quite meek, as be implored:
Injury might easily prove so destructive as to ren- '
skulls, an' it's a foine toime yez can have over the "Let me go, good sahib. Let me go. You are der the machinery useles~, snd thus prevent th_r'
a great juggler, and I can do nothing In your escape of the AmericaQ. party.
wake."
But although the reckless belligerent Irishman grnsp,"
Frank Reade at first considered the idea of a
was In dead earnest, and Pomp locked as if he "I'll let you go if you will first order yoar men charge, but he dismissed the project as one
meant to back him up if his challenge was accept- back to the city," said Frank, who haJ a well de- ~raught with too great rlangeJ to his wonderful
ed, the natives paid no heed to his remarks, and the fined purpose in his .pr\)sent little electric ex peri- invention.
But retreat was not to be thought of, 11s unleader of the guards-a very giant In form-strode ment.
forth from the ranks of his followers a few paces, "No. 'It cannot be. The rajah would order me doubtedly the Rajah's emissaries were already on
and shouted in very good English:
beheaded," said the Sepoy.
the trail of the Electric Team in overpowering
" !'!urrender, sahib, or my men will slay you all! "Then I'll havll to make you dance a little faster, numbers.
It Is the order of the rajah thut you be arresteJ my nimble-footed friend," said Frank, facetiously. The indication. were that the Inventor's party
and conveyed to the royal palace to receive judg- As he spoke he, with his left hand, connected a would be compelled to engage in a desperate en•
second wire to his right electric glove, and sent an counter with the elephant riders if the latter, as
ment."
The chief of the guards brandished his sword as additional supply to It from tbe hattery.
their attitude Implied, were bent upon contestbe spoke, and it was evident tha~ he sought to in- The augmentfld el€1ctric current made the Sepoy ing the further advance of the Americans.
tlmidate the young American.
leap clear orr the ground.
Frank saw that the elephant-riders did not wear
But Frank did not scare. He had been thinking "Now will yez contradict an Irish gentleman, ye the costume of the rajah's troops, and almost at
Intently for a moment, striving to devise some ex- naygur? Sure and any one can see the yoller blood oncA he noted that they resembled in every repedient which might avail to turn the tables on the is dancin' av an Irish reel," said Barney t!> Pomp. spect the dreaded Phansigars or Stranglers, whom
enemy.
"No, sab; dat m~u am dancln' an old Virginia he had previously encountered.
·
In a low voice he now said to Dr. Vaneyk!) :
break-down. Dat's what's de matter," affirmeJ And further, before a word was spoken by Jmy
"Doctor, just turn the · team about and be ready Pomp.
of the elephant-riders, the young inventor recogto send the horse charging into the native crowd "Bedad, I'J! take the lie from no mon, laste av nized the fierce, evil features of one of their numat ful! speed when I give the word."
ali from a uagur I Square yerself before I wipe up ber.
"All right, Frank, but take care what you are the ground wid yez," cried Barney.
Beyond any questlon 1 the man whose features
about to do. We do not wish to make this a!Jair "Silence!" thundered Frank.
struck Fra'1k as being smgularly fnmiiiar was the
anymore serious than we cau avoid, I should sup- Pomp aud Barney were squelched.
same murderous-looking strangler who had come
pose" replied the good doctor.
,
"Now," said Frank to the Sepoy, "I war.t you to the elecLrlc conveyance stealtblly at dead ot
"Certainly not. I'm only going to try the virtue to be quick and order your men ofJ. Tell them we night and recognized Mohammed.
of electricity. I think electrical treatment will do are coming to the city with yon to surrender. In a whisper Frank communicated his startling
that big, self-important Sepoy good," replied That I've so agreed. You understand?"
and suggestive discovery to his comrades.
Frank.
"Yes, sahib. But--"
Mohammed was still concealed in the Interior
The old doctor quickly shut oft the electric cur- "Do AS I say, or on goes more electricity and ot the wonderful coach, but a low, startled exclarent on one side of the team, turned on a full head you'll dance your legs orr."
mation which escaped his lips ae Frank spoke, in·
on the other side aud slowly turned the team-the "Yes, sahib," said tbe Sepoy, desperately.
fonned the young American and his ftlends that
axles working smoothly on their central pivots, so Frank Reade and electricity had conquered at the mysterious East Indian had heard his remarks
that the turning was accomplished with great ease. last, and the Sepoy was ready to obey.
and was alarmed.
The metal team now faced the natives, and, de- He turned to his men and 'shouted:
"The scoundrels mean mischief," sai!i Dr.
pressing the lever controlling the electric light. the "Return to the city. The Europeans agree to Vaneyke .
. doctor caused a brilliant light to f'uddenly flash follow with me."
.
eyke In a whisper.
forth from the great globe under the driver's seat, The guards hesitated, thinking perhaps that this "Yes," continued the spokesman of the PbansiUke a fiaslj_ of vivid lightning.
was not a voluntary command.
gars. "We know that Mohammed Is with you.
l!'or an Instant the glarl.ng light blinded the eyes But the Sepoy reiterated the order under the im- In my har:d I holJ the rajah's order for his arrest
!>l the guards. and as they fell back a few paces in- pulse of h,s pam and terror.
and also for the arrest of your ectire party. But
"Go, I say?" be thundered.
I .will allow you to proceed unmolested If you give
;roluntarily, Frank said to the chief of guards:
"We IJave no guarantee that you will keep faith He was a leader whom his men knew by past Mohammed up to us."
'
with us. Once we surrender, your guards may fall experience was not .. o be disobeyed with impunity, "Never!" exclaimed Moreland. "What I Surupon and massacre us."
·
and so they tiled away.
render the brave, devoted fellow, who saved my
"Not so. I pledge you, In the name of the roval As soon as the opemng to the next street lead- life, to these blood-thirsty wretches, whose trade
eahib that you shall be treated as honorable cap- ing to the country beyond and skirting along the Is murder I I'll die before such a craven deed is
tlves 'and conducted forth with to the rajah," the open trAnch for a short distance was cleared by done!"
.
the guard, Frank let the Sepoy go by disconnect- "Well said I Have no fear. We are Americans,
chief' of the guards hastened to say.
"Very well, but In my country, under such cir- ing h,is electric glove with the battery.
and we an• not likely to be guilty of an act of cowcumstances as the prest'lnt, the contracting parties Then he rushed to the coach and .sprang ardice or ingratitude," said Frank Reade, earinYarlably shake bands to l>iud themselves to the aboard.
neatly.
Pomp and Barney followed.
Then to the Phanslgar:
fulllllment of the stipulated terms," said l!'rank.
"I will give the European my hand. Let the:n The team was at once put in motion along the "What bas the man you seek done? Do you ac•
me€1t me half way," said the Sepoy, readily, and he road which the dispersal of the guard had opened, cuse him of any crime?"
strutted forward.
and the electric conveyance bow!ed swiftly away. "Yes. He is the trusted friend and co-plotter'
. "All right" said Frank, advancing to meet The end of the open trench was soon reached, with Wolandah, who seeks to overthro'w the pres·
and then tbe Inventor's wonderful vehicle pro- ent dynasty of the province of Jagpore. ll1ohamhim.
'
" Worrall 1 Did I ever live to see Masther Frank ceeded on the route. to the north.
med, and the would-be usurper, Wolandah; are
surrender to a party of dirty yaller nagurs? Let But all at once a score of elephants, ridden by both outlawed. Tbere is a price upon the head of
some wan cover Bar!ley O'Shea wid sackcloth an' dusky riders, flied out into the road before the each. They are guilty of high treason!" said the
ashes. Stbay, Ma;,ter Frank, ler me meet the team.
Phansigar.
nagur an' cracl( h;s cocoanut, jist be the ways av a
Frank was about to speak again, when suddenly
joke to make things more bindin' forninst us,"
the door in the top of the coach opened, and Mowalled Barney.
CHAPTER VIII.
hammed himself bounded into view.
"You foolish fellow. Don't you see I have on
THE ELEPHANT BIDERS.
"Ha I said I not so. It is he I Mohammed, the
my electric gloves?" said Fr\'nk.
traitor!" exclaimeEl the ahief stcgngler, and his men
... Be dad, so yez have."
IT was a. stran~e. weird scene . which was sud· uttered fierce oxpresslons of satisfaction.
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"Tlppoo Kahn, thou liest I I am no traitor, but "We have given the scoundrel his answer," said of his elephant and struck heavily on the ground,
I seek to establish justice. Wolandah is the real Moreland.
where lie lay motiOnless.
.
heir to the throne of Jagpore. We have the proof. "And what Is it, sahib? Let me hear your "Whoop I take that, yez murderin' blackguard.
The murderous plot of the false rajah has been words again," petitioned Mohammed, and he Faith au' it was a nate bit av a tap, an' Barne)l
revealed to us, and I stand as a champion of jus- bowed his graceful form in a profound salaam.
O'Shea's the lad to twirl the sthick for--"
tice and right and I defy you and all your secret "We say that you shall not surrender I" shouted .Barn13y's exultant end characteristic utteranc11
assassins I"
Frank.
was abruptly cut ·short.
Mohammed seemed transformed. He grew in "Never I Never I" cried Moreland, and Dr. Van- He lost his balance and fell from the limb of the
height it appeared, his eyes fias~ed, an.d his fine eyke, whit~ Pomp, catching the en:husiasm which tree to whioh he had climbed, unsuspected by an,v
intelligent brown face was all alight With the fire was really mfectlous, caught up an Amencan flag one except Pomp.
·
of a noble resolution.
which lay on the top of the ooach, and .fl'aunting But Bamey struck on the back of the elephant,
He waved his hand at the strangler in a disdain- the stars and stripes in the faces of the East Indi- and came up on his .feet all right with his beloved
ful gesture of defiance, and a sudden outcry of rage ans, he cried:
shillalah yet clutched in his hand.
from his enemies burst forth.
.
"Dat's what's de matter, niggers I Surrender Despite the peril of the moment Frank Reade
"No doubt of that. And now that the Electric nuffin I Dat ain't de style ob .de game roosters and his comrades laughed outright. The achieveTeam is 1\t a stanestlll, the Phansigars will proba- under dis yere good ole flag I Hurrah fer de stars ment of the recidess Irishman was so absurd, and
bly not long delay about inaugurating hostilities," an' stripes, an' de fifteenth amendment I Hi I yi !"yet so daring and such a complete surprise that
replied Frank.
" Ireland forever and Erin go bra ugh I" shouted the inventor's party were startled into merri" An' il's a ruction that I smell, begob I" said .Barney's voice, and all were too much excited by ment.
Barney. He had his shlllalah in his hand, and be the thrilling c1rcumstance to notice that the Irish- And Pomp was simply tickled almo~t to death.
whispered to Pomp:
man's pleasant, brogue-laden voice seemed to em- "Gollie 1 Ki, yah 1 ·He done do it, suah I You
"Be the harp av Tara, me black diamond, O'ill anate from above their beads.
.
is de boss, Barney 1 You is de king pin an' doan' I
have one good wh1•ck at the divils, barrio' no M- Tl::e elephant riders consulted for a moment nobody say no 1 Gollie, to see dat yaller nigger
cident, do yez moind. Whi~t. me ebony Adonis I among themselves, and Frank Reade called out in jus' tumble 1 Yah 1 Yah I You done hit him right
Say not a worrud to Masther Frank, but look out commanding tones:
•
whar he reside I" cried Pomp, and h{l executed a
till yez see something drop forninst me sprig o.v a " Come, get out of the road, and let us pass. double shuffle, and be kicked out so hard that one
sthick."
·
We Oo not propose to be longer delayed by a band of his loose brogans flew orr his foot and struck
In the shadows, back of the front seat on the top of naked scalawags I"
an ugly-faced strangler full in the mouth.
of the coach, where Frank Reade and all the party "You shall not pass I We are determined to se- Then there was another ghout of laughter from
were now assembled save only Mohammed, Barney cure the traitor Mohammed. We have decided to the American party, and Pomp shouted . .
crept away entirely unobserved by. any one except give you until I count ten to surrender him," said "Gollie I I ,done frow myself at dem fallers
Pomp.
Tippoo Kahn.
·
yit I But I'se sorrv I lost dat shoe, 'cause dat's de
-.._ "Gollie I I 'spec dat Irl~hman am a gwlne fo' to "And then what?" asked Frank, sneeringly.
one I carrv me ra.Zor in; an' what am a colored
done some foolishness, suah I" muttered Pomp, as "If you do not surrender the outl!LW we will gem man wid out a razor in his shoe?"
capture you all."
But the Ftranglers were now thoroughly infu·
13arney stole to the rear of the vehicle.
But Pomp and Barney alwfl.ys stood by each oth- "We will have a little something to say about riated at the turn arrairs had taken.
er, and the darky did not voiee his convictions to that," retorted Frank, sneeringly.
The fall of their chief seemed to impel them to
the other members of the party. ·
"Yes, sah. Fo' de Lawd, yes I" gritted the black seek to take vengeance.
In reality, but a moment passed after the Electric dead shot, fingering his rifle nervously.
They surged about Barney, who stood on the
Team halted when the Phansigar, whom Frank had "One-two-three," thus Tippoo Kahn began to elephant's back brandishing his shilla.lah and
recognized, spoke.
count.
,
breathing defiance as bravely as Horatius, the
In an Incisive voice whose shrill intanations
noble Roman, only Barney did not look much like
were peculiar to the tones of the jungle-men, the
CHAPTER IX.
the classic hero, and the jungle road did not re·rellow said, drawing a soiled parchment from his
semble
girdle:
·
BAn N E Y' s BLow.
•· The bridge that spanned old Tiber with its gleaming
"Euro?eans. In the name of Kodah the Rajah "CouNT away dar, ole boss-fly. But hole on fer
yellow sands."
.. of Jagpore, I comma~d you to surrender th~ outlaw 'bout a half a minit. I bet yah a chaw of 'bacca The elephant-riders uttered mad, menacing cries,
10
Mohammed who~. ~ou have concealed
your yer doan't count ten," cried Pomp, interrupting and urging their unwieldy animals all about the
st~~oge palan,<;tuio.
"
the Strangler chief.
great elephant upon which the Irishman stood,
• Why fore? repl.ied Frank,
Whyfore do you "What 1 Do you mean to shoot him, Pomp? tMy slashed at the Intrepid fellow most savagely.
uemand the surr~nder of tae man you name, and No no 1 You must not do that. I wish to avoid A· circle of the East Indians' short, gleaming,
"re you not dec~~ved as to the presence of such a all'btoodshed if possible," Frank Reade hastened curved swords encompassed the heroic .Barney.
pe.~son with u~?
to say.
·
.
But he lay about him lustily with his stick• . It,
No, the SPI!!S of the order of Kalee are every- " Dat's all right, Mars Frank."
was a picnic for Barney. .He was in his element,
whore, In the JUngle In the bungalow, the pallice, "Then you won't shoot?"
and he would not have enjoyed a r eal Donnybrook
t~e hovel. The city shelters them, and the forest ."No, sah."
row better.
gives them protection, and the men of Kalee saw "What did you mean, then?"
•
It was ·Barney's policy to hit a h(lad \Vherever he
the outlawed Mohamme<;t c_oncealed !~you~ palan- "I was jlss gwine ter blurr de nigger, dat's saw it. Nimbly avoiding the swords of the enemy,
quln while you were m Jagpore, rephed the all."
Barney dealt blow after blow.
strangler.
.
.
"Nonsense 1 But if we are compelled to defend But closer and closer pressed the foe.
"Kalee is .the name of the deity w~rshiped by ourselves, much as I dislike the idea of killing The stranglers concentrated in the errort to slay
\h? East In~.u~n. cast of strangle~:" smd Dr. Van- any of these wretches, I think we are justified in the Irishman.
'Silence I cried Mohammed.
S1lence, wolves doing anything to protect our own lives" said And at last Barney yelled:
of the jungle, and hear a m~!l speak I I have more Frank.
'
"Bed ad, it's a great ruction I've had I A shindy
to say. You shall hear me I
.
"Yes," assented Moreland, sternly.
to be proud of, but it's gettin' hot, and I'd rather
Mo~amme<t stamp~d his foot an~ his tone was " This is a case of self-defense alone," uttered haYe the solid ground than the deck av any eleimperwus, as his voiCe rose higb.er m t~e erro~t to the doctor.
phant whin it comes to an out an' out bit av a
make hims~lf heard above the dm of hiS foes en- "The stranglers are dogs, and the;r deserve the shindy."
raged outcries.
. fate of d'ogs," Mohammed said, stridmg to 1\'rank So saying, Barney dropped to the ground .
."Let us hear what the outlaw would say 1" said Reade's side.
His friends on the electric carriage had not fired
Tippoo K.ahn.
.
In one hand he grasped a heavy East Indian a shot, because had they done so, they might have
. The voices of his followers fell, ~nd as soon as sword with a curved blade, and in the oilier he bit Barney.
<ill,~nce ensued, Wolandah's cb.ampwn resumed: clutched a repeating derringer, which was a pre:i- As Barney struck the ground, he made a run
Well I know the real motive which actuates ent be had received from Tom Moreland before the for the electric coach. At tlle same time Frank
you, TiJ?pOo Kahn, in serving the rajah to ~he end party sailed from New York.
Reade, who had elevated the small cannon over
of huntmg me down. You are determmed t.o Thsexpressioo'upon Mohammed's usually serene the rear seat by means of the mechanical contrivwrest from me '.he secrot of the. ~arsees' hidden and peaceful countenance indicated that all the auce under the carriage, which worked on a pivot,
gold. You covet the untold milliO!l~ to .which warlike passions of his nature were deeply stirred, suddenly discharged the cannon.
Wolandah and myself are the only hvmg nghtful and that in the event of a combat he would be fore- "Boom!" came the thundering detonation of the
heirs."
most in the fray.
cannon, and the elephant·s were terrified. Frank
"You lie l You lie, you traitor I" hissed the But scarcely heeding the lnterrupticn, the had purposely fired over the stranglers' lleads. He
Strangler, but his face took on a startled look that strangler continued his count.
sought to frighten them orr if he coultl, without
told full well that his denial was a falsehood.
"Four, fl.ve, six."
killing any of them.
"No, I sp·e ak only the truth. Your emissaries Thus he went on, and Frank Reade whispered to The elephants reared and plunged, and all was
hunted me out of India and I fled to Afghanistan, his comraaes in a voice so low and cautious that confusion among the stranglers.
acd the slave-dealers caught me and sold me into it was impossible that he could be overheard by While the enemy strove to urge their frightened
servitude more terrible than death. But I escaped the enemy.
elephants to charge the Electric Team, the huge
and saved my seoret-the great gold secret of the "Let all have their weapons ready to use when animals were further terrified.
Parsees-from you."
the scoundrel counts ten. I anticipate that . then Dr. Vaneyke and Moreland acting upon Frank
"I deny all!"
the enemy will make a charge. We all have our Reade's instructions had produced a number of
"It is your trade to lie-to lie and kill!"
chain armor on yet, and we need not fear bullets, fire-balls, which were in the locker among the sup" Bah I T~e end of thla talk has come. I hold I think."
plies.
rbe rajah's order. Yon must surrender I" cried "Sr,voo., eight," continued Tippoo Kahn, while While yet. the detonation of the discharged canTippoo Kahn.
Frank and bis comrades looked to their weapons, non reverberated through the jungle the Americana
"It shall be as my European friends say. I and one and all satisfied themselves that they were hurled the fire-balls among the elephants.
would not bring trouble upon them. Masters, all in perfect order and ruady for Immediate use.
The great beast uttered shrill trumpeting
what Is your will? Shall I go with the assassin?" "Nine I" cried Tippoo Kahn, and the nsxt num- screams, and rushed against each other in their
said Mohammed.
ber was about to be uttered by the murderous terror, lashing out . with their great trunks in a
He turned his splendid Intelligent eyes full upon jungle dweller, when suddenly a dark objec,twas fnrious way.
the group of Americans as he spoke, and they all lowered from the lim~ of a tree that projected out A few of the stranglers threw themselves oft'
sa1v that the noble, devoted fellow was entirely over the rascal's head, and swung In the air.
tbek elephants, ann leaped up and caught too
sincere in thus making' them the arbiters of his It was Barney's shillalah.
metal rqd whieh ran around the body of the elec·
fate.
There was a dull thnd as the daring Irishm11n trio coach, a11 that band of metal was the only
"We have already decided I" cried Frank dealt the strangler chief 11 stunning blow on the thing that arrorded them a hold.
Reade.
skull, and the jungle-man tumblEld from the back Frank was on the alert, and 110 sooner had the
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stranglers attempted to board the coach than he fight for his life against the most vowerful and tiger is to me a matter of great wonderment "said
turned on the electricity, and sent a strong curre.ut ferocious of all East Indian animals.
Frank.
'
through the rod they had grasped.
The intrepid young American, although he had Then Wolandah explained.
The junglemen received a terrible shock, and faced deadly perils in almost all parts of the world He stated that the means by which tigers are rethey went tumbling away from the coach fully during his several great journeys with his remark- tained in perfect.docility in some parts of India Is
convinced that the Europeans were jugglers of able invt>ntions, had never found himself in a sit- very simple, and not practiced by wild-beast tamers
supernatural power.
oation of more imminent peril than now.
of civilized countries.
·.
The elephants were now thoroughly unmanage- But he resolved to make a desperate battle for ' "You see, sahib, we bring up the creature from
able. The Stranglers could no longer control his life. His dauntless spirit and iron nerves sus- a cub on boiled rice and buffalo butter with a litthem, even partially.
tained him, and keeping his eyes fixed upon the tle boiled meat, never allowing it to taste raw fiesh
But a misfortune much to be deplored had be- yellow orbs of the tiger, he quickly presented his Many of our fakirs keep tamt'l tigers who folio~
fallen Barney. The elephants' dashed for the rifle and took aim at the creature.
them everywhere, and thoy are never ~ithercbainjungle as Fmnk shocked the Phansigars, and one But the tiger did not leap at him. On the con- ed or caged."
of the enraged animals oaught the Irishman up in trary, it remained crouching, for all the world like "And you spoke of the Nautch girls . . I am curlhill trunk as ~asily. as though he had been an in- a. well trained pointer" holding" game for. the ar- ous ~egarding them. '!.'hey are wonde!'ful dancers
fant and earned h1m away.
nval of h1s master, and presently the glowmg yel- I believe and famous for their beauty and grace?"
"Worra I Take him off! Be dad, Oi didn't con- low orbs seemed to lose their fierce light.
said Frank.
thract for to foight the elephants I Worra 1 Help l Then the tiger yawned, and stretched his great "Yes, the Bayaderes or Nautch girls are all that
:S:elp !"yelled. poor .Barney, ~s t~e · great elephant limb~ lazily. ~rank was surprised, but through most lovAly creatures, and they are a regular caste
. the Sights of h1s nl1e he had now covered one ol divided mto parties of a dozen or more who are
· disappeared 10 the JUngle Wllh h1m.
"Gollie, Is'e a-gwine to help Barney," eried the animal's eyes, and he was about to discharge under a master who makes all contracts' for them
Pomp. The Stranglers were carried away by the what he hoped would prove a fatal shot, when like the leader of a band."
elephants, and as Pomp spoke he made a leap suddenly be made a discovery which caused him "I think I have heard that In some instances
from the electric coach.
to withhold his fire, and w hiciJ occasioned him the th ·e nautch girls are slaves to all intents-at the
"I'll go with you," cried Frank.
greatest surprise.
mercy of the masters who may be likened to !talIn a moment he was beside Pomp, and he Upon the neck of the tiger he now saw a great ian padrones."
'
shouted to his friends:
spiked C?llar.
. " That is but too true, and old Madm of the
"Let the rest of yo~ re'?laln to guar~ the ?-'he s1g~t of the colla~ suggested to. Fl1l.n~'s Kalee temple, of whom I spoke, is one of the cruel
coach," and the succeedmg mstant he vamshed mmd the 1dea that the nmmal had been 10 capt1v- masters such as you mean. His beautiful nautch
with Pomp in the donse jungle, where the ele- ity, and at once his thoughts 'reverted to the re- girls are but slaves, and the old rascal treats them
phant that carried Barney had gone. A few mo- fiection that he had heard these savage beasts as such."
menta later Frank became separated from Pomp. were often tamed, and kept as p6ts by natiNe ani- "It is a shameful statfl of affairs." .
Tl!.en he came to an open space where the mcon- mal-tamers and Jugglers, who gained a livelihood "Yes, but many of the companies of dancingIlght fell brilliantly, and silently as shadows out of by exhibiting them.
.
.
gl:ls are all their own masters-as much, I mean,
the cover stole six of the half-naked Stranglers.
Frank also thought then that 1t was not 1mpos- as a company of actors would be in your country-,
Frank sprang to one side and placed his back sible that the tiger which crouched before him was Sahib."
·
against a great trAe preparatory to engaging in one <?f those tame tigers of which he had beard.
"And why nre Madra's nautch girls kept at the
a desperate fight for life.
This thought was a most welcome one, for nat- temple of Kalee?" asked Frank, thinking a place
He did not attempt fiight, for he knew it would urally tmough, he considered that if the tiger was of worshio a singular place for an engag<lment of
not a wild one-and his hesitation about attack- public dancers, who would only appear in a theabe useless.
Thll Phansigars rushed at the young inventor; ing made the idea seem mora probable-then the ter in America.
but all at once there was a crash in the unde~· master of the creature might be near.
"You must know, sahib, that there aPe two
growth, and out into the "open," between Frank An occurrence which quickly sncc6eded these separate classes of nautch girls-the 'Temple BayReade and his enemies, .sprang a magnificent refiflctions, which Frank made instantly, was con- aderes,' who are attached to the temples, and exefirmatory of them.
cute the sacred dances as an act of religion, and
full-grown tiger.
At the same moment Frank heard the electric He caught the sound of approaching foot~teps, the public dancers, who travel or remain In the
bell sounding a thrilling alarm.
and presently a man strode out of tha jungle into cities where they have a reputation. · The most re- ""
A wiU, despairing cry fell from Frank's lips as the' open."
now ned ones are entirely free,"
he faced the double danl:er-the tiger and the He was a splendid-looking fellow, and at one
Stranglers.
··
glance F:ank ;Reade re~ogmzed him as'.' WolanCHAPTER XI.
dah the .tiger kmg," and the hero of the Wild-beast
show at Jagpore.
A
SURPR!SING
AMBUSH.
CHAPTER X.
Frank pronounced Wolandah's name, and he
oried:
As Wolandnh last spoke he and Frank Reade
WOLA.NDAH AND Hrs TIGER.
"You have come just in time I"
emerged out of the jungle into the rond in which
FRANX READE was really in the wildest and most "Ah I 'Tis the brjj.ve Enropean. Down, Saba 1the young Amerioan inventor had left the Electric
dangerons of the East Indian j nngles, as any na- Come here, good Saba 1 Come, come, I say!" re- Team.
.
tive could have told him, for there the tigers lurk· plied Wolandab, addressing the tiger last.
And there, under the moonllght, stood the reed, constantly on the watch for their prey.
The animal arose and went to his master's side markableconveyancedrawn by the metalllc steeds
All around the open space in which the young like a well trained dog, and licked his hand. Wo- whose wondrous mechanism was the last great
inventor was confronted by thd six Phansigaro, landah patted the oreature's head, and he rurred triumph of the youthful inventor's surpassing
and the scarcely more dreaded tiger, the cover was like a cat when stroked.
genius.
most !mpenetrable.
• ·
Frank was surprised.
But the electric llght was extinguished. Not a
The thickly-brnnehed trees were full of monk- "Then the tiger is yours, and tame?" he said.
single ray emanated from the great globe whose
eys and parrots chattering to eac~ other, but at the "Yes. Saba is my pet. I caught him when he brilliant illumination Frank had exnected to weiappearance of the great tiger the concert in the was but a kitten, and he has never left me. He is come him.
,tree-tops ceased instantly.
docile and obedient. But like a dog, he will fiy at Only the pale moon shed its weird llght upon
The frightened monkeys sca10pered away, and my enemies at my command;"
the jungle road, only 'the nocturnal luminary disthe parrots followed them on swift wing. The "Well, the tiger's coming saved me from the closed to Frank and his native comrade the vestrong musk~ smell of the tiger pervaded the air, Stranglers, and I am grateful to you, Wolandah." hicle in which he hoped to penetrate to the heart of
and oarrie<.l a warning of his proximi~y to some "Speak not o( gratitude, sahib. 'Tis Wolandah Central Asia, and solve the mystery which surdistance.
who IS indebted to you. The false Rajah of Jagpore rounded the fate of the missing explorer.
The tiger was a magnlftrent creature, standing as would have caused my death but for you . . I left And, moreover, all was silence, profound and
high as a small cow, alld he made a fine picture in you snddenly that I might serve you. A spy in- oppressive on that lonely highway.
the midst of the jungle landscape.
formed me that Tlppoo Kahn, the Phansigar, bad Not a sound came from the electric coach, not
'l'he splendid animal's bright golden hide was been sent by the rajah to head you off, and with ono of Frank's party w'aslto be seen. The young illstriped with the most intense velvety-lrlack, every my tiger, I took to the l'ungle, hoping to save you. ventor experienced a premonitory dread which he
musclo in his massive, yet wonderfully graceful But an unexpected d~ ay detained me, and I fear coul<l not explain.
form. stood out plainly, and each movement was that your wonderful vehicle has already been at· And he was completely astounded. It seemed
tacked."
that all the explorers party had deserted the woncat-like and stealthy.
For a moment after the sudden advent of the ".Yes, but we repul•ed the enemy', and 1 follow- derful invention, and left it standing there alone
tiger into the natural arena of the jungle the ed them into the jungle in pursuit of one of their with no one to guard it, completely at the mercy of
Phansigars seemed paralyzed with alarm, and all elephants which canried off one of my party."
any chanee discoverer.
at once they understood that the dreaded jungle "And here you were surprised by the Phansi- Involuntarily Frank halted upon the road-side,
t<orror was between them and the European gars, whom I saw running through the jungle as I and his ~urprise for the moment dominated every
whom they meant to attack. They knew, too, of came up?"
• other thought il'l his mind.
'\ oou se, that they were in as great danger from "Precisely so, and I fear that poor Barney O'Shea, What did it mean? Was it possible that his party
the savage beast as was the white man, who my faithful servant, is lost."
had fled? Had they been atta<,1ked dc.rlng his
stood by with his back against the great tree.
"Say not so. I know the haunts of the jungle- absence an'd carried away into captivity?
The natives of all parts of India fear the tiger men. J think Tippoo Kahn will take your man to These questions presented themselves swiftly
more t.oon any· other animal, anq the jungle-men the temple of Kalee, of which old :Madra, the for Frank's consideration. But he thought neither
almost immediately wheeled about and sprang juggler and master of a famous company of Nautch explained the mystery.
away into the dense cover, glad to esoape the girls, is the keeper."
If his friends had been captured the enemy
tiger, even though the European eluded them.
"Then I must ask you to help u:e sa7e Barney." would undo~tedly have destroyed the Elect.rlc
But they did not think that he would esoape the "I will do·so."
Team, or compelled the explorers to run it where
savage monetcr that conffpnted him, and perhaps "But fin;t I must return to my Electric Team, they w!lled.
they exulted in the thought that the young Amerl- which I left in the jungle road where we encoun- Thus Frank reasoned.
can would fall a vicllm to the tiger.
tered Tippoo Kahn's men. A moment ago the bell But only for a morp.ent. Then he advanced toThe electric bell on the inventor's wonderful of the electric oarriage rang an slarm, and I would ward the coach, accompanied by Wolanda hand his
coach had ceased to peal forth its alarming strokes, learn what the signal means."
•
t!g0r.
·
and the sounds made by the elephants as they "I will acoompany you,'' replied Wolandah.
Still the profound silence remained unbroken,
crashed their way throu:;h the jungle in their wild Frank then led the way in tile direction of the save for the occasional cry of a jackal in the disflight were no longer heard, and silence dread and road, and as he and Welandah went along they tance.
·
appalling settled upon the scene.
conversed farther, while Saba, the 'tlger, trotted at Frank reached the coaeh, and Wolandah was but
Frank Reade believed that no assistance was his' master's side.
a few paces behind him, when suddenly the door
near, and that single-handed and alone he must "How you oan have so completely tamed your of the vehicle was dashed ~pen.
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Frank Reacle sprang back with a startled cry, l9.r about to set my master and the doctor free wh~n "That settles the question as to Barney's pres·
at that instant he was confronted with one of the I saw you coming, and I thought! could be of the ence at the temple," said Moreland.
greatest sarprises he hatl ever. experienced in all,hi..; most service by turning the cannon ou the Phan- "Yes," assented Wolandah. "Come, let us adlife.
sigars."
vance cautiously, dodging from tree to tree."
As the dot>r of the coach opened, half a dozen "You have done well. Now we must at once _In silence the two crept forward, and upon reachnaked jungle-men armed with short curved swords release my comrades," replied Frank.
ing the line of trees which shut out the view beleaped out.
Then he and Mohammed descended to the yond, they discovered •~ . strange-looking building
Instantly Frank understood that his enemies had ground. Mohammed greeted his con: patriot, at a short distance further on.
made the electrio coaoh serve them as a place of Wolandah, warmly, and the two exohanged some This was the Phansigars' temple, and it very
eoncealment in which to lay In wait for him.
remarks in the Hindoo language as the former muoh resembled the other 'temple of the same seot,
The ambush was well planned, and its inc~ption led Frank Reade to the jungle.
where Barney and Pomp had encountered the
must have been 'the work of a cunning mind. The At a short distance in the tangled thicket Dr. Stranglers, as previously recorded.
Pnansigars expected, no doubt, that Frank Reade Vaneyke and Tom Moreland were found, and in a A yard surrounded by bamboo palings inclosed
and Pomp would return to the Electric Team with- moment they were freed from the cords and the the jungle temple, and inside this yatd the rescue
out Barney, and certainly they could n t have an- gags with which they were seoured.
party beheld Barney O'Shea.
ticipated the arrival of Wolandai). the tiger king.
A further explanation followed.
The Irishman stood in one corner of the bamThe sight of the hero 'of the jungles seemed to Then W.olandah said:
boo fence with coat and hat off, and as he danced
disconcert the swarthy jungle-men for an instant, "If you would rescue your man who has ·been about and fiourished his shillalah he breathed deand Frank and Wolandah bounded backward, carried away by the elephant it must be done to- fiance at a soore of Pbansigars who thronged in
while tho East Indian grasped his tame tiger by night. I am sure thtl poor fellow is now Tippoo the temple yard, and who seemed bent upon s~·
the collar and uttered some command to tlle ani- Kahn's captive, and if he is not set free to-night on curing the bold fellow.
.
mal in his native language.
t.he morrow the Phansigar chief will take him to ·.rippoo Kahn was urging his men on, shouting:
The succeeding moment the Phansigars maje a Jag pore, and once he is lotlged in the rajah's dun- "Are you all' cowards? Seize the European dog,
rush at Frank -Reade and Wolandah, while the gtJon we cannot save him."
I say."
tiger, which the jungle-men had ~ot discovered, "Pomp has not returned, but we will not delay But Barney retorted:
crouohed close to the ground behind his master to wait for his appearance. Two of our number "Bat! luck ter yer eye, ye skinny ould scare·~
and the young American.
must be left in charge of the Electric Team while crO\Y. Come on yerself, an', b'gob, it's Barney
Frank and Wolandah stood shoulder to shoul- the others proceed to attempt Barney's rescue," O'Shea as will tattoo tho map av ould Ireland all
der, and the former leveled his rifi·e at the on- replied Frank Reade.
over yez ugly mug wid the sprig av a sthiok."
rushing Phansigars, while the East Indiau bran- "Pardon me, sahib, I need but one man be- "There has been treachery here l The European
dished his sword.
sides myself," said Wolandah.
was bound to a stake in the yard, and he could not
Frank's rifie cracked sharply, and one of the "You had better take two," urged Frank.
ha\'e freed himself. The temp.le entrance and the
jnllgle-men fell. But the others kept on. They "Then I will do so," as&ented Wolandah, and he gate of the yard were guarded. No one could pass
seomed confident of overpowering the two brave added':
the guard to free the European, yet his bonds were
men before them by force of numbers.
"I will choose Mohammed and hls master."
cut. Ha, I have itl" cried Tippoo Kahn.
·
Fierce cries fell from their lips, their swarthy Moreland and the East Indian assented, and led As he spoke he sprang to a small door under tbe
·faces looked hideous under the moonlight, and by Wolandah they set out for the stronghold of fiight of steps which led to the main entrance of
their eyes fiashed and scintillated with savage Tippoo Kahn.
the temple, and pushed upon it. The door yielded.
fury.
"Ah, I thought so. Some one came through the
But the Phanslgars counted without their host.
door leading to the zenna or apartments of old,
True it was they had completely surprised Frank
CHAPTER XII.
Ma4ra's Nautch girls. Only the females are there,
Reade and his East Ind_ian friend, but they In turn THE BEAUTIFUL BAYADERE OR DANCING GIRL, By my faith one or the temple dancing girls· must
were ~bout to be Bnrpnsed.
have cut the cords that bound the European," con·
As 'the jungle-men made their fierce charge, FRANK READE and Dr. Vaneyke remained In tinned Tippoo Kahn, as he disco\'ered that the
Frank Reade caught sight of a dark form crawl- charge of the Eleettic 'l'eam, while Moreland and small door was not ~astened.
ing out of the thicket, and making its way stealthi- Mohammed went into the jungle guided by the Meanwhile, two of the Phanslgars had been steal·
ly toward the electric coach.
East Indian tiger-tamer.
ing toward Barney while those in front took his at•
The man \i!ted his head, and Frank saw the "How fur h>we we to go before we arrive at the tention. The two who came along the fence back
features of Mohammed.
temple where-you expeot to find Tippoo Kahn and of Barney, carried the silken cords oUhe Stranglers
Just then, when the jungle-men were close upon Barney?" asked Morelal!d of Wolandah, as they in their hands, and it was clear that they ·meant to
Frank and Woland~~oh, and when it seemed that a were advancing.
throw them over his head and drag him down.
terrible hand to hand conflict was to ensue, Wo- " In less than an hour if we go swiftly we shall " Be the harp av Tara l is there wan foighting
landah suddenly sprang aside and reveal!Jd his be there," replied the East Indian.
.
roon in yezhull ugly crew? Shure·an' it's a chanfJe
tiger to the startled sight of the Phansigars..
.., It is singular what a murderous superstition for an illigant bit av ashindy I offer yez I Come on
Then Wolandah uttered a peculiar shrill cry, and inspires the Phansigars," said Moreland, pres- now l Don't let the foine chance for a ruction pii.Ss ~
at the signal, which the tame tiger had been thor- ently, .
yez, or faith It's meself as will charge yez an' bat3
oughly trained to obey, he made a terrific i'lap.
"Yes, murder is the religion of the fanatical the hul) gang I" continued Barney.
·
Straight. at the jungle-men the great tiger leaped. Stranglers. It is their belief that .every human life The Stranglers were close at Barney's back,
His splendid form quivered for a moment in the they can sacrifice to their G~ddess Katee will when suddenly a rifie exploded beside the fenc(l
air, and then he desoeuded right among the Phan- please t!Jat deity, and so since the mutiny they and one of the Stranglers fell. Barney wheeled
.
sigars, waile he uttered a....roar that carried terror have murdered travelers all over India although and dropped the other with a crack on his head
to the hearts of the Stranglt~r~.
the Brit-ish government have made every effort to fr;Jm his shillalah.
The affrighted jungle-men fied pell-melllnto the stamp out this terrible curse of .our land," replied "Galli I I'se heah I Ole Pomp am on han', yon
jungle, and the tiger pursued them. While the Wolandah.
bet yer life, Barney I Gib dem yeller coons fits, an'
enemy was In full flight the electric light suddenly •• How is it, Wolandah, that you l}nd Mohammed I'se wid yer. Make a run fo' de gate, chile!" cried
fiashed out from the great globe on the coach express yourselvet' so well In English?" asked an Ethiopia~: voice, and our friends, co'ncealed by
again, and thea the small cannon was quickly dis- Moreland, who was surprised to hear the tiger the trees, saw Pomp, who had discharged his gun
charged, and a shower of grape-shot was sent king conversing like an educated European. ·
just in time, leap toward the entrance of the in·
hurtling over the heads of the dusky marauder~.
"Both Mohammed and mysel1 were educated by closure. He had crept up unseen by the enemy.
Mohammed had gaine<t the eleotric conveyance, the mi~sionaries at Delhi," explained Wolandah.
"Whoop I Ireland forever! Black diamonds are
and as Fran!' had taken occasion to previously in- Their rapid progress as the way became more trumps, begob, wbin Pomp is around. Look out
struct him in the management of the electricity, dif!l.cult precluded further conversation just then, fer yez heads I Whoop I" Thus yelling, Barney
the East Indian had without diflloulty turned on ~o the trio proceeded in silence, with Wolandah charged for the gate, dealing blows right and left.
the light and discharged the cannon at the fieeing and his tiger in the lead.
The Phansigars were astounded. Pomp's sud·
enemy.
Finally they arrived at a watercourse, which the;( den shot had frightened them, for they naturally
The tiger pursued the Phansigars until Wolan- forded easily, as it wa~ by no means deep, and supposed he must have had a.force at his back.
dab drew a silver whistle from his girdle, and blew upon reaohlng the opposite bank the oharacter of Barney so promptly took advantage of the cira shrill blast upon it. Then the tiger came bound- the jungle changed. The undergrowth was no cumstances, that he was at Pomp's side in a molng back to his master.
longer dense and tangled, and the woods gradually mtJnt, and the two were in full fiight, beyond the
The young American Inventor meanwhile reached became open, until it was an extensive grove of temple yard, before the native'i realized it.
th& coA.ch, and' ascende;l to to the roof where Mo- teak trees, towering high, with here and there a The Irishman and the darky reached the trees
hammed was.
clump of bamboo.
where their friends were concealed, and discoTered
]'rank WA.S consumed by solicitude for his com- "Now I must tell you_my plans, for we s'hall them. Then their delight may be imagined. The
rades, and his first words to Mohammed were:
presently come In sight of the temple, which. is Phansigars advanced in pursuit, but a volley of
"Where A.re the others?"
Tippoo Kahn's favorite retreat, and our further ad- shots from the.trees drove them back. Then our
"In the Jungle," replied the East Indian.
vance must be made witlt great caution," said Wo- friends retreated.
·"Explain. Tell me, Mohammed, whnt occnrred landah, halting in the teak grove.
Ina few words Barney told that whfln the ele•
duritlg my absence wtth Pomp in pursuit of Bar- "Since t.he Phansigars will be in force at the phant that carried him away dropped him he was
ney?" said Frank.
· temple we can only suoceed by rescrting to a ruse, overpowered by the Phansigars and taken to the "-~
"The jungle-men crept upon us like serpents. and first, while you conceal yourselves in yonder temple.
.
The door of the coach was open, and we were on bamboo clump and there A. wait my return, I will "Bnt, bedad, the most beA.utiful colleen that
the roof. The Stranglers gained tho interior of the go forward, and try to find out positively If your ever I put me two eyes on, sneaked in through the
coach, and when presently the dootor and my comrade is a prisoner there, as I think."
little dour under the stairs, A.nd cut me loose from
mA.ster Snhib Moreland, went down. inside, the Wolandah pointed at an adjacent thicket as he the sthake the blackguards tied me to, an' th" col·
enemy seized them. Then I took the alnrm, and spoke, and the other~ were A.bout to enter it whon lean whispered: . 'If yez get away, send some one
sounded the alarm with the boll, ani leaping from A. yell was heard ftom behind a row of trees in the to sa\'ea poor gurrul who is in despair.' 'I wul,'
the coach I ran for my life. The jungle-men pur- direction of the Phansigar's temple, and a voice says· I, an' begob, the cq:lleen shall be saved if it's
l!'lled me, but I gained the cover!and;elnded them.'' shouted:
mesal' as docs it alone.''
·
... But the wretches have not slain my friends . "Whoop! Bad luck til yez murderln' black- "We cannot mal:e the attempt to·night. The
Do not tell me that?" criej Frank as Mohammed guards, sure an' it's me good sthick I have in me temple will be doubly guarded now. But during
paused.
fist once again, an' Oi'll lay out some av yez yeller to-morrow, wher. the vigilance of the guards is re" No. After eluding the Phansigars I crept bA.ck 'niggers before yez take it from me I"
!axed, we will try to rescue the dancing girl," said
and sa~ the rascals carry the doctor A.nd my mas- The rich Irish brogue and unmistakA.ble voice Wolandab.
ter, who wore both securely bound and gagged, proclaimed that Barney O'Shea was the speaker, "Yes," replied Moreland," and I will help to
into the thicket. Then the Stranglers went back and that It must be the brave reckless fellow was 'do it.''
and concealed themselves in the coach. I was abeut to engage in a "ruction" with his captors.
Then the party beat a retrflat in safety to th&
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:ll:lectrio 'l'eam, and Pomp said hl'l had lost his way, rades discharged a volley from the top of the are a Hindoo. I should say you were a European,
and accident!llly found the temple.
coach.
or, at least, one of your parents was."
When the Inventor's party were reunited again ThP shots from the Europeans' weapons went An expression of sadness crossed the sweet beauWolandah said that be must leavto them, saying: hurtling through the · ranks of the jungle-men, tiful face of the Nautch girl, and looking up' at the
"I am secretly organizing a revolt against the and their pursuing charge was immediately benevolent features of the old doctor Runee replied
pathetically:
'
false Rajt~h of Jagpore, and I shall travel among checked.
the people at the north. We mny meet again.'~
Naturally the Fhan&lgars hastened to seek the "You have touched upon the mystery of my life
The noble fellow then shook hands with all, and cover of the jnngle, and the young Amerioan in- when you ask who I am. Alas 1 I do not know
after some conversation in the native tongue with ventor determined to give them a lesson and put Save that I am called Runee I am nameless allCi
Mohammed, he strode away, followed by his tiger, them to turther flight.
my earliest recollection is only a vague me~10ry
and Mohammed said Wolan.;lah had told him of a Barney and Pomp lent assistance and tile can- which has caused me to believe that my mother
secret entrance to the teru[Jle.
non of the roof of the electric vehicle was quickly was a beautiful E 1ropean lady. But ever since 1
The Electric Team wa~; run into a jungle thicket, loaded with an electric bomb.
can remember I have been in tho custodv of the
and there concealed until the following day.
Then Frank trained the gun on the tangled jun- old master of the temple ' Bayaderes and his wife
'l'he'l Mohammed, Moreland, and Barney started gle in which the Phanslgars had sought conceal- By them I was taught to dance and as they cia!~
for the temple. The Irishman's description of the ment. A moment and the report of the cnnnon to have purchased me from my parents and they
beautiful dancing-girl had lired Tom Moreland's reverberated through jungle and plain, and the adopted me, in accord!lnce with the native customs
imagination, and he was ready to take any risk to electric explosion fell in the tangled growth which they have the authority of parents over rue.'''
'
rescue her.
sheltered the enemy.
"Ah," said the old doctor musingly. "A rom!lnMolla'?med led the party to a bank. nearthe1:em- Almost at once the explosion, upon which the tic history. At the time of'the S'epoy rebellion In
pie, wluch was on a hillSide, anu ampng the young mventor had counted, ensued. Crash! InaJa, when the natives arost'against the Eurobushes that grew there he disclosed a tunnel-like 'rhus the roport came, an<:~ the trees ~nd shl·ubbory penns, many an English gentleman's child was carentrance. Lflaving Barney on guard at the en- were. rent and shattered 10 every direction for a ried away into captivity. The probability is that
trance, ]!foreland an<\ Mohammed stole along the considerable space.
such was your fate, my poor child.''
tunnel until they came to a second door. There The consternation and surprise of the natives "I have often thought so. But with the dreamthey listened, and they heard a musioal V?ice, exceeded th,e expectations of the inventor's party, like memory of my mother's face there comflS bewhich emanated from beyond the- door, chantmg a anq even '1'1ppoo Kahn and old Madra took to their fore the mirror of my mind another prollle. I
strange melody. Suddenly the song ceased, and heels. These two were among those who were recollect an aged Brahmin or priest with a long
.the same voice said:
fortunate enough to escaM,
beard of snowy white, and deep, flashing dark
"Oh, will the European whom I set free send "Beg(Jrra I Whin will ~be yaller. nagurs learn ayes, and long flowing robes. I~ seems that he exme help?"
·
that they car.not fool w1d the lo1ke av Masther erted an Influence upon my destm~, but how or In
"Yes," whispered Moreland through the key- Frank? Sure, an' it's a chance for a foine bit av a what way, I am perplexed to tell.''
'
hole, and then he added an explanation.
ruction ye have spoilt wid the bomb, but I'll forgive "Well," said Frank Reade, as be gradually
The door was fastened on the inside, and the girl yez this toime," said B'arney, as he witnessed the turned on the electricity, and started the ,vonsaid she could not open it, so Moreland produced flightof the enemy.
.
der!ul metallic steeds, "let us hope tbat we may
an implement which he had brought with him In "Gollie, dem fallers donn stop to say good-bye. yet be instrumer.tal in helping you find your parview of such a circumstance as this, and he quicll.\y I spec' da Is gwine in ou a long run. Ya! Da ents, Miss Runee. But as we are bound on a danbroke the fastening. Then a young girl whose go like da was walkin' Io' de cake I" remarked gerous mission in search of a missing man, far
surprising beanty rendered him dumb in ad mira- Pomp.
away in the heart of Central Asia, where no civlltion came into the passage, and :Moreland con- Meantime Tom Morel!lnd and the lovely dancing ized man bas ever penetrated and returned alive,
ducted her out to the light of day. Then he and girl had reached the electric coach, and the young we must try to leave you in some place of safety.''
his comrades set out for the Electric Team with the American artist gallantly handed his companion "Yes," assented Moreland. " Tell us, beautiful
rescued maid. But In a moment an alarm sounded into the coach.
Runee, Is there no friend wllom you can rely upon
in the temple and they were pursued.
The entire party welcomed Moreland arin the to protect you in India?"
Fully a score of Phanslgars were·qulckly bound- maiden, and although Mohammed uttered few "There is, but he is far .away. The English resfAg l!ofter the party, ai!d Mohammed said:
words, the expression upon his intelligent bronzed ident of Lahore is my friend. A timely warn in~
"We must separate and thus confuse our pur- face told that.he was delighted at his master's safe which I sent him once when in the north, whither
suers, who will not know with which one the maid return.
Madra hail transferred his band of Bayaderes,
has gone."
The repulse of the enemy was complete, and the saved the officer from assassination at 1\ travelers'
The East Indian's advice was obeyed, and while Inventor's party was inclined to think that the bungalow on a lonely road. I had overheard tha
Barney went in one direction Moreland and the Phansigars would be rather cautious about making plot, in which, indeed, old Madra, who is secret!~ 1
girl ran on hand in hand, and the East Indian another attack.
a memt>er of the Stranglers' caste, was eoncerned,:
W"ent crashing away In another course.
All congratulated the Nautch girl upon her ea. said Hunee.
Barney and Mohammed reached the coach, but cape, and there was not one among them who did "We will convey you to Lahore. Mohammed is
Moreland had not yet arrived. Frank Reade and not regard her with respectful admiration.
familiar with the country, and he will guide us. I
all the others took their pl:l.ces on the top of the The girl of the temple was in form the ideal of flatter myself th!lt my Electric Team can annihilate
coach, and scarcely had they done so when a shapeliness and gmce, and there was not a more distance aud surmount every obstacle that may inchorus of yells were heard In the jungle.
lovely face in all India, with its great black eyes terpose In our way. Yes, Miss Runee, we will see
The coach was .-un out into the road, and in a. soft and lustrous, luxurious dark hair twined with you safely under the protection of t.he English resfew moments Moreland and the beautiful dancing pearls, pouting red lips, curved in delicate beauty, ident or Lahore, and then we will continue on to
girl sprang out of the cover hand in hand and and showing brilliant white teeth.
search for our missing friend, Richard Carlyle,"
rushed toward ~he coach, while close in pursuit The dark, swarthy complexion of the Hindoo said Frank· Head e.
came a score of the junKie-men. Frank Reade and was wanting in the Nautch girl, and iustead, her "Richard Carlyle!" reiterated Runee, with exhis men aimed their rifles over the beads of the skin wn.s pale olive, cleat• and transparent, and the clamatory emphasis. "Ah, that was the name ot
fugitives, meaning to eheck the pursuit of the contour of her features was not Asiatic. In fact, the European Hydra, the spy of Wolandah, men•
enemy.
the Europeans decided that it must be that there tioned.''
It was a moment of suspenseful excitement, and was English blo9d In the maiden's veins, and that "What I Can It be that you know aught of my
the bands of the swarthy natives were outstretched the ancestor, who wM not of the race of India, bad mi~sing cousin, Richard? Explain your wordsto drag the fugitives back into the jungle.
given the lovely girl most of the characteristics of Tell me everything pertaining to yom: remark,"
Europeans.
said the doctot, with great excitement and solici·
The dancing girl blushed charmingly u nder tude.
CHAPTER XIII.
the admiring glances of the AmAricans, and she While the others-all of whom shared the good
RUNEE's STORY-CARLYLE's MEDAL.
said,,in a sweet and musical voice, using perfect d<?ctor's suddenly awakAned interest-also listened
English:
w1th greatest &ttentlon, Runee went on thus :
:MoRELAND and the beautiful NButch girl were in "Honored sahibs or gentlemen, you have "I OYerheard one Hydra, who Is working secretdeadly peril, and for a moment the issue of the rescued Runee, the Nautch girl, from a fate which ly for the overthrow o!tbe present Rajah ofJagpore,
race tor lire in which they bad ellgaged against the Madra, the temple-master, meant she should not and In the interest of Wolandah, say to a conjungle-men was in doubt.
escape. The rascally old master of the sacred vert to ·llis views among the Temple Guards that
Tippoo Kahn and old Madra, the master of th<l ancers sold me to Tlppoo Kahn for his wife, and he had just come trom a pilgrimage to the far
Temple Bayaderes, were among the foremost of on the morr01v I was to have been delivered to northern part or Afghanistan, and that a medal of
the pursuers of the beautiful fugitive and horcom· the Pllansigar chief."
gold which he exhibited had been given him by an .
"We are glad to have saved you," said Frank Afghan chief for the perforrnauce of a secret polltpanlon.
The chief of the jupgle-men and the old dane- Reade, narnestly, and Moreland's eyes met the ical service. The medal was afterward exhibited
log-master strove to Incite their men to put forth beautiful orbs which Runee turned upon him as to me, and Hydra read the name Richard Carlyle,
eveJ:y e!Iort to capture the European and the maid she spoke with an expression so ardent that the \Vhich was engraved on it."
of the temple.
maiden's glance fell, btlt not before she had given
-" Ah, yo'l shall repay me all the rupees I gave ac- the young arti~t one sweet smile.
CHAPTER XIV
eording to our bargain, if I do not get the Nautch "And 1 fear very greatly that you have evoked
·
girl back again 1" cried tke chief of the Phansig!lro great trouble for yourselves through your generTHE TREASURE MAP.
to old Madra.
ous deed in my behalf. The strangler chief and "AH, this may bo the first clew to the present
The maAter of the dancing girls groaned, and he old ·Madra will put forth. every effort In their whereabouts of Richard· Carlyle I" said Frank
lnvoluntarily clutched the sili<en purse coneealed power to again drag me back to the hateful slavery Reade as Runee paused.
In his bosom \vhere was bestowed the purchase which I have esca.ped," Runee continued.
"Yos, I know Hydr~. His word is to be tr usted,
m.oney or the bribe he had received from Tippoo "I will protect you. No harm shall come to you We muet find him, and he must tell us who the
Kahn. '
'
while I can lift my al"m in your def.;nse," said Afghan chief was who gave him th~ m~~al, .and in
Old Madra worshiped the gods of the temple, Moreland In sincere <1ssurance.
·
what part of the country he resides, said Mo·
but above them all be worshiped gold, and his "Faith, an' if it comes to foighting for the swate hammed.
.
.
avaricious nature took the alarm as be heard slip av a colleen, it's Barney O'Shea, the Cloney- "True; the man may be able to g1ve us m[ormaTippoo Kahn's threat for he saw that "Runee," kiltv boy, as will lle to the fore with his &prig av a tion that will prove invaluable-that may lead us
the Nautch girl was' about to slip through his sthick, an' tlivil take the heads that come forninst to find Rich!lrd Carlyle, it he be yet in the land or
hands.
'
him,'~ said the jolly Irishman.
the living, as I trust he may be," assented the
At this juncture, as the hands of the jungle-men "We can promise you protection, young lady,'' doctor.
who were foremost in the pursuit were out- satd Doctor Vaneyke, gravely. "But tell us, what "But you said, Miss Runee, that you saw the
stretched to seize them Moreland Bnd his fair authority has Madra, the master of the temple gold medal which was engraved with the name
companion in pert! made' a quick forward. bound. N~utch girls, over you, according to the t:ules of Ricbar.d Carlyl~. Tell us w~at It was like. DeAt the same time Frank Reade and his com- thtt! country? and who are you? Idonotthiuk,you scqbe 1t to us,1f you please? he added.
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"The medal was in the form of a C\oss, and it leaved, served to exclude the direct rays of the
CHAPTER XV.
was set in a circle; yes, a cross In a circle, that sun.
THE BLAZING srABS
was the form of the medal," replied Runee.
A luncheon of fruit and bread with a glass of
·
"I fancied so. That is the medal of honor light wine was served by Pomp, lor the invl!ntor "THOSE men are Phansigars, and Tippoo Kahn
bestowed by the InternaLional Geographical :.tnd had taken care to provide supplies for a lo?g JOUr: is among them," said Mohammed in a thrilling
•
H istorical Association for achievements in the ney, and after an hour's halt the electnc coach whisper.
field of discovery and travel. My cousin, Richard, wa.s started again.
It was so. Frank Reade saw and recognized the
received the cross of honor four years at:{o when 1'he approach of night found the Electric Team chief of the Phansigars as Mohammed spoke.
he returned from a f!uccessful journey through traversing a fertile country, where native villages The young American understood that by taking
the wilds of Siberia" said Dr. Vaneyke.
were occasionally met with. The inhabitants were a secret route, which was shorter than the way
Then he ~u rned t~ Mollammed and asked:
astounded at the sight of the remarkable mventlon, tmversed by the Electric Team, and urging swift·
"Is there 3ny way which you can devise where- a.s, indeed, tliey well might .be, and .they .turned ~u~ footed elephants to their be~t speed, Tippoo Kahn
by we can communicate with the man called en masse te> gaze at the fl.ymg vehicle, always diS- had made almost as good time as the wonderful
Hydra?"
creetly keeping at a considerable distan~e.
Elect.ric Team.
·
"Not at present sahib. At this moment Hydra After nightfall the country changed m avpear- In silence Frank Reade and Mohammed conis far away. But 'he and Wolandah and I arc to ance again, and soon grew wild. The jun~les tinned to watch the elephant-riders until they all
meet at a certain point on our route to the Afghan spread out on every side, and the roa:d became filed past and a bend in the secret jungle path
border and then I promise that we sh•\ll learn all narrower and grown up with small bushes as concealed them from sight.
that it is in the power of Hydra. to tell us of the though it was' seldom traveled.
Then Frank said:
medal and the missing man," replied Mohammed.
Finally the Electric Team arrived at a" traveler's "We must return to the coach. It seems to me
With this the doctor and his friends were com- bungalo,v.'' or public building, built for the aceom- that.the path taken by Tippoo Kahn and his band
pelled to be satlstl~.
modatlon of travelers. These travelers' bungalows will briQg them out on the jungle road which we
"Well. Here's luck till the missing mon, be- are not in chart:e o~ any one. The doors stand a;e traveling ~,short distance north of the traveldad I" said Barney. t.'l.king a pull at his flask.
op~n. No one lives m the house1 a.nd every travel- r s bungalow.
Then· he otl'ered it to Mohammed, saying: .
er 1s free to enter and pass the mght.
~ohammed ass~nted, and he and Fran!' Reade
"Take a pullav rale ould mountain dew, Moham, M<!hammEld assured Frank Reade that there was qmckly made the1r way back to t.h~ eleetnc coach.
old boy, an' begob, we won't count that wan."
no Village near, and th~ party resolved to halt for There was every reason to unt!Cipate an. attack,
.. No," replied Mohammed. "I have always re- the remaind~r of the mght.
~nless the Phanslgars pressed on Wlt~ou~ discover·•
fused the strong water of the Europeans," anq he . The electricity was tu,rned of!', and the mech~n- mg that they had pas~ed the Electnc 1eam. To
made a. gesture of disgust
JCal team was drawn up, and stopped at one s1Je have started the Electnc Team would have been tQ
Barney turned to Pomp and winked. The two of the jungle path near the "travelers' bungalow." overtake the Phansigars, and so destroy the possl•
seemed to delight in the Irishman's attempta to T~en Frank and. Mohammed, merely as a pre-ble chance of eluding them ..
tease Mohammed and the darky grinned from ear ca.uh?na~y proc~dmg, made a reconnolssance in The young Inventor deCided to stay where hll
to ear as he said:'
the v1clmty, for 1f there was any native party lurk- ,~as, and all hands were called to hold a consulta,
"Why doan' yer otl'er suftln' to some pusson dat lng near, they desired to kn?W it.
tion.
doan' go baek on de juice ob de rye?"
The yo~ng inventor and the Ea,st Indian had ~n- "I thi?-k," said Fmnk, "I'll 'tf_l-ke time by tho)
"Faith an' it•s becase av' me principlf?S. Bedad tared. the JU?gle, and advanced P?rhaps hal~ a mile, forelock and prepare f<?r the P~ns1gars. We m!tst
an' me principle~ are timperance. but me practice shapmg the1; course so as to II_lnke a. deto•u around w?rk ~ome of our ele~tnc~l contnvances to as to mall
is not. Here's lookin' at yez, Pomp," replied Bar- the travelers bungalow,.when Jt~hanced. that Frank and frighten tqe natives.
ney, provokingly, as he drank again.
was at some few ~aces m t~e rear of his COII_lpan- Then he open~d the suppply chest.an~ took out
Meanwhile the Electric Team was proceeding lon,.and out of sight of h1m, by reason of mter- six large electne torpedoes, and d!re.c.ed Pomp
swiftJy northward
venm~ bushes.
and Barneyt.o take them and a great coil of slender
·
. ,
All at on.ce Frank was startled and alarmed by a brass wire, and hang the torpedoes in the trees in
Fran!' Reade and Mohammed sat on thl! dr1ve1 s terrible cry from Mohammed. The voice of the a circle about the electric vehicle.
box, w1th a great sun-umbrella ovE'r their heads, East Indian was full of te~ror, and Frank Reade, To each of the torpedoes was attached a wire
or the .day was sultry, an:l presently all save the thinking some dreadful danger menaced his com- which communicated with the electric battery; and
young u~ventor, MohamJ?ed and Po~p, w:ho seem- rade, sprang quickly forward, with his rifle ready each torpedo, moreover, was capped with a ball of
ed t? enJOY the heat, retired to the mtenor of the to use upon the instant.
cotton saturated with oil.
ve.~lllle..
.
In a moment Frank came in sight of Moham.med The torpedoes were divided equally between
I thmk we are well rid of old T1ppoo Kah':' nnd under the moonlight.
Barney and Pomp. The Irishman took three ' of
his men, and I do nGt antlcipat~ that they Will !\t- A cry of alarm and wonder escaped Fmnk then. them and the darky three. Barney was delighted
tempt to follow us further," said Frank Reade to He saw Mohammed struggling in the grasp of a at the prospect of another fl.ght, and he said to
huge boa constriCtor, the largest and most dreaded Pomp:
Moham.med.
"Sah1b, you are. wrong. Y~m do n~t know the of East·Indian serpents.
· .
"Be the harp av Tara, it's a bit av a ruotion
character of ~he S,mngler ch1ef. He 1s relentless The scaly monster had swung himself down we'll have wauce more 1 Faith,,an' if it don't come
and as tenaciOus of purpose as mortal man can from the limb of a tree and caught Mohammed in soon its mesel' as will be afther g>3ttin' rusty for
be," replied Mohh.amk med.h
t ~ th
t f his crushing folds b~fore the poor fellow was want av exercise. But, begob, here's a chance for
you t m we ave no se.,n e 1as o aware of his peril.
sport. I'll bet yez a pint av the be.;t that I git me
him?
The young American knew that nota moment three torpeters hung up furst."
"Such indeed Is my opinion. You must know must be lost in rescuing the East Indian, or the "Done. I doan' 'low no white trash to git ahead
that undoubtedly Tippoo Kahn hat! set his heart life would be eJ;!tlrely crushed out of him.
ob me," replied Pomp, and then they both scramupon posses>Jing the beautiful Nautch girl whom Already Mohammed's strength was gone and bled up a tree with one of the torpedoes each.
we have wrestt"d from him." ·
.
he could not speak. The young inventor carried It was a sharp race between them, but Barney
"True. The old rn.scalwill have a powerful mo- a. large hunting-knife in his belt, and he whipped got his torpedo hung and reached the ground
tive in pursuing us. He will be attempting tore- out the weap·on t\nd stole upon the serpent, which ahead of Pomp. In the second case Pomp got hi'i
gain possession of the most beautiful creature in had not seen him. l'hun one quick blow and torpedo in place first.
India."
Frank almost severed the huge boa's head from "Now comes de tug o' wah 1 Gollie, Irish, I'Bfl
"But that is not all."
·
his body.
a-gwine fo' to beat you, suah as you is 1\ foot high! ..
"Ah, I think you are about to allude to the gold At once the crushing pressure of those elast1c, cried Pomp.
secret of the Parsees." ·
musc:ular folds which were dealing death to Mo- "Not much, begorr&! Sure an' the nagur was
"Yes, Tippoo Kahn is one of a sworn league of hammed began to relax. The serpent bad his niver hatched as could bate an Irishman at any•
desperate and daring men, who have vowed to death blow, and in a moment Fmnk extricated the thing," retorted Barney.
wrest the great treasure secret from me."
· · En.st Indian from the embrace of the monster.
Then both he and Pomp scrambled up a tree;
"And so you think they will follow you?"
He thought, at first, that Mohammed was dead, each carried the third torpedo.
"Yes. The ·emissaries of the trea.-.ure-league, and he loosened the tunic at his throat and breast Barney got his hung up all right, and he was
every member of which is also a Phansigar, will and felt his heart beat faintly. But as the light of scrambling down his tree when, as Pomp was also
never leave off the pursuit of you, sahib, as-long the moon !ell upon M:ohammed's bronzed, bare descending, his torperlo, which in his haste to
ag I am a. member of your party, ~nd perhap!l I breast Frank &aw that it was strangely tattooed, win the race he had failed \o properly secure, fell
had better leave you."
.
and a second glance revealed to the young inventor to the ground.
"No. That must not be thought of. But once that the tattooing on Mohammed's breast was a There was a detonation and the torpedo exwe are in Afghanistan we need not anticipate that perfectly and artistically drawn map.
ploded.
.
the men who are leagued against you will follow Frank's wonderment and snrprlse may be im- The grass and the shrubbery of the jungle was
agined. But while he was staring at the tattooing very dry, and there would have been an imme· further."
"Wrong, Sahib. I did but just say the enemies of Mohammed opened hif< eyes, and the next Instant diate confiagrntion as the result of the explosion
Wohmdah and myself would neve1· give over the he understood that Frank saw the map upon his had not Frank. Reade instantly turned a stream
pursuit."
breast, and a. strange look came upon his face.
of water from the hose attached to the water-tank
"But in Afghanistan they will be without pow• As soon as .Mohammed could move a hand he in the rear of the coach upon the exploded tor·
er?"
covered his breast, and then when at length he re- pedo.
"No. Gold will be used to bribe the fl.erce, wild gained breath and voice, he said:
"The exploSion of the torpedo will be heard by
Afghan chiefs. I tell you, sahib, the Phansigars "You have discovered my secret. The map on the C!J.emy, and they will surely attack us now I
are striving for untold wealth, and they will spend my breast is the clew to the hidden treasure of the How could you be so careless, Pomp?" eried
tlieir rupees freely."
Parsees, which Tippoo Kuhn and the league ot the Frank.
.
Frank Reade and Mohammed continued to con- jungle are seeking to discover."
"Begob, I'll break the nagur's head I Ye blackguard, stand forntnst me the space o! a musTerse as they rode along together. The East In· "I suspected as much," replied Frank.
·dian guided the course of the inventor.
"Some time I will tell you the story of the keeto's wink. Come an, ye blunderin' moak I~ ·
Moh>\mmed's knowledge of the country enabled Parsees' great gold secret. Now, I thank thee for cried Barney, and he threw otl' his coat and mad~'
him to select the most desirable roads,mnd the my life, O·Sahib. But hark-! heard a voicej" said a rush at Pomp.
.
most direct route toward Lahore.
Mohammed.
"Go 'way, man I Go 'way I You heah me reExcellent progress was made by the wonderful . He and Frank listened in profound silence, and mark, I'se bad when I git's mad I Yes. sah, I'se a.
electric conveyance, and meanwhile, in the interior presently they both heard low voices. Then steal- dangerous pusson. Go 'way, man. I done tole
of the coach, Tom Moreland, who had really fallen ing in the direction whence the sounds of the yer de las time," said Pomp, and he backed
"head over heels" in love with Runee at first speakers emanated, they presently discovered a away.
sight, was cultivating her acquaintance most earn· line of elephant riders traversing a path which But Barney was aching for a ftght, and he danced
,
Mohammed said was a secret way, used ,o nly by about Pomp with hands up in boxing style until
estly.
At midday a halt was made undet" a. wide- the dreaded Phansigars.
suddenly the darky managed to clinch him. Then
aprooding tree whose patriarchal branches, thickly
they tusJ>eled.Ja the direction of the coach uatll
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; b.ey came in contact with it. Frank called out with the battery, and the next momebt a current

The old ljlaster of the temple dancen< replied

'p them to desist, but they did not seem to hear of electricity shot along the wires, and five distinct deprecatingly:
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explosions rang out in the tree tops. Instantly the "Have patience. You can trust the word of
"I'll take some of the fight out of· you l" cried fire balls burst into a series of brilliant flames.
.Madr<~. when he speaks to a brother of'K11lE'e in
Frank, and he turned the hose on the twG> belliger- "Behold 1 The stars fall!" shouted Frank good faith. Runee, the beautiful, is not lost to
ent fellows and drenched them in a moment. '!'hen Reade.
you."
as they went stumbling against the metal rod
"A truce to idle talk. You shall pay me back
which ran around the conch, Frank reached beCHAPTER XVI.
my money this very night," Tippoo Kahn uttered
hind him and quickly touched a lever.
sibilantly.
The electricity was at once sent to the rod In
AMONG THE FLAMES.
"No-no l You &hall have the girl yet. The
11. powerful current, and Pomp and Barney received
THE electrical experiment performed by Frank Brahmin Jagarnes shall help me. Fortunately he
a s?vck :Whi~h made them leap about like a pair Reade.with th.e torpedo~ and tire-balls was a weird arrived at th~ te~ple yesterday. The aged one is
and astomshmg exhibitiOn.
bound on a p!lgnmage. Ah a ruse is forming in
of lumpmg-Jacks.
'lhfl scene was really laughable despite the prox- But the question of vital import to the young my mind to get back Runee'. Cunning shall suctmlty of peril. Barney and Pomp were still dancing American Inventor and his comrades was, would ceed against the EllrOJ>eans where force has
about when .Mohamwed, who had stolen northward the strange and apparently magical illumination failed."
along the jungle road a sl">ort distance, hnst!lned frighten oti the fierce band of Phanslgars whom "Tell me your plot; speak plaill.ly .Madra."
back and brought news of the Phansigars' ap- Tippoo Kahn had brought against them?
•• Ah. You must know that Jaga:nes the aied
proach.
The result of the applica.tion of the electrical Brat min, is he who r;ave Bunee to me when ahe
" They hoard the report of the torpedo, and they current to the wires uniting the torpedoes in the wns but a ehild."
are coming. Tippoo Kahn an~ old .Madra are in tree tops was even m?r!l wonderful and startling . Tippoo Kahn's swarthy face was suddenly
the lead, and they are determmed on a desperate than Frank Reade at;~tiCipaled.
llghted ur> by a suspicious flash from his keea
battle, I think," said .Mohammed.
When ti:Ie explobiOn of ~he torpedoea occurred eyes, and he said quickly:
. "Then•we wilt be prepared for them. Let every the gloom that brooded .m shadows among the "And yet you assured me neither you or anJ
one put on their suits of n~ail. I have mine on trees was. suddenly illummated with a shower of one else knew who the girl Runee really was, But
· r.ow, andlwhil Moreland ana the doctor take their red, tlammg sparks, as though a star had bursted it seems tt:~.t Jngarnes, the old, must know where
places in the interior of the coach with the lady there.
·
the girl came from?"
and place themselves at the loop-holes, let the Then the inflammable cotton balls saturated with "No. He has assured me that he found the
others come.to ~he top of the coach," said Frat;~k. oil ·burst ~nto a splendid !lame, and in a moment chil.d in the jungle where some Europe.an fugitives
'fhe young mventor'~ orders were qumkly t~e Electnc Tea.m was surrounded by a zone or had abandoned her or lost her in the hurry and
obeyed.
girdle of-flame that seemed to hang suspended be- terror of their !light ftom Nana Sahib's pursuing
Runeo grasped .Moreland's arm in terror, as twtJen earth a~d sky. .
Sepoys. It was during ~he mutiny."
she said:
The dry fohage furmshed fuel for the flames "Yes, and now as to your plot. How do you
"You will not let them drag me back to slave- and the contlagration leaped from tree top to tree mean that the Brahmin shall serve you?"
top with surprising rapidity.
" Listen."
ry?"
·
The young artist pressed the hand of the beauti- The circle of fire encompnssed the Electric Team, Tippoo Kahn became silent and attentive as
ful girl, and murmurect:
~leaming lurid against the black space in which speaking rapidly old .Madra developed a most sur" Runee, I would give my life for you. I will It wa~ suspended, and; it was as though the wand of prising and cratty project looking to the recapture
kill Tippoo ~aim mtper than see you retaken."
Alladm, or some weird , supernatural power had of the beautiful Nautch girl.
His words were impassioned, but he did not been emplo~ed to evoke the cordon of flame.
.
But when the jungle-men were gone, Frank
mean them to be extravag:ant. IJ:,e wa~ entirely And the rn1;g of r~d fire was.hke a suddenly m- Reade determined to proceed on his journey.
11incere, and Bunee gave him a srnii.!J wluch made terposed barner which .a mystic uns!len .h and had The coach was .soon under way, and the vehicle
him hope that he :night win the lovely girl's heart placed about the Electnc Team to shield It from the made excellent hme along the highway. Nothing
yet. But almost immediately the elephant riders foe.
was seen of the Phansigars for the 'Present. It
appeared.
From th.e b~rning tree tops the sparks fell in se~med they had sought the fastness of the der.se
Frank Reade hnd trained the cannon to cover showers, hghtmg up the shadowy space under- thicket. But whether , they had abandoned the
the ro!l.d· over which they were approaching, and neath with weird an_d fitful gleams.
.
.
pursuit of the Inventor'!! party permanently or not
he, \'vith Barney, Pomp and .Mohammed, leveled The. monkeys, fnghtened from their retre.ats Frank could not decide.
.
a battery of repeating Winchesters at the enemy. among the brancho&' scampere.d away, uttermg 'fhe sky threatened a storm as the night adTho dark figures of the elep~ant riders an_d their screams ?f alarm a~d ch 1ttte~mg to each other vanced. Great dark banks of rain clouds drifted
huge steeds were outlined aga,j._nst the starlit sky, l~ke a legwn. of magpies. Seen m the strange fitful up from the southern horizon, and the darkness
auJ thE-y came on silently. But all at once they light these little creatures assumed a grotesque became more and more dense.
halted. ·
and horrible resemblance to dwarfish little old men The electric coach bowled steadily onward the
Tippoo Kahn had observed the array of weapons of the woods.
electric light from tl.!e great globe in the fro~t of
on the top of the coach, an•l the ferocious jungle The birds beat away on wildly waving pinions, the vehicle illuminating the road aaead.
chief ·· who prided himself on his cunning, was and their shrill, alarmed notes contributed to the But all at once the light of the electric lamp was
pandemonium of sounds.
extinguiahed. The burry and excitement ol renow bent upon a diplomatic ruse.
He knew the Europeans would not surrender But, above all, the shrill, trumpet-like screams cent events had caur.ed Frank to neglect the lamp
Mohammed but he hoped to be able to get them of the jungle-dwellers' elephants pealed out. and the magnesium wire which fed the !lame under
to deliver Runee to bim.
These animals were terrified, for, perhaps of all the the electric current bad been cons•1med.
Tippoo Kahn urged his elephant to the front animal kingdom, the elephant has the greatest fear Frank under&tood the cause of the. failure or the
and 11uttereu a white hantlkerchief in token of the of firE'.
light at once, and, giving the main lever to the
Like the whistle of a score of locomotives all doctor, he set about repairing his negligence.
fact that he dl'sired a confab.
"If you have anythin,.:: to say be quick about it, blowing In unison was the elephantine chorus of The young inventor was getting out the needed
for in a few moments our gre<..t juggler will call alarm. And the wind sent the showers of sparks SUJ>J>lies tor the great lamp, ·when all at once the
the blazing s(ars down upon :you," said Frank from the conflagration in the tree tops hurt.ling vel\l,Cle, which w11s going on in the darkness,
Reade, sternly.
•
back upon the great elephants lite a shower of stopped with a crash.
"Sahib" replied the Phansigar, "we come peace- sha.ttered meteors.
"Quick, doctor l reverse the lever I" shouted
fully o~r daughter has fied from the temple. 'fhe jungle'-men regained the back'3 of their ele- Frank on the instant.
You have carried her away, and we would buy her pbants with alacrity, and they stroV'e to control Dr. Vaneyke acted promptly. With one movement he threw the main lever back to the last
back. Yes we· will pay you a thousand rupeeb for the:n and cause them to stand firm.
the Nautch' maid called Runee."
Tip!foo Kahn's voice was heard above the tumult notch, so as to turn oti the entire current of elec"The ould divil lave me make a sneak on bim. shouting to his swarthy followers, encouraging tricity.
Begob, I'll crack .his head whilst yez arll talkin' at;1d entreating them to charge the ElectritJ Team It was well he did so, as was presently seen.
wid the spalp.e en" said the Irishman in a whis- of the Europeans.
Frank Reade lost not a moment in getting th t
per.
'
¥
· But the E-lephants could no more be driven uo- electric lamp in order again, and when, presently,
"Nonsense!" answered Frank to Barney, and der the circle of fire in the tree tops than the trees its brilliant light was reflected ahead again, a fallen
then he replied to Tippoo Kahn:
themselves could be riven from the earth by the tree was seen across the road.
"We do not deal in slaves. We have rescued a hands of the jungle-men.
With this obstruction the Electric 'l'eam had
poor girl from you villains, and we shall never sur- The elephan~ine legion was on. the contrary come i~ violent contact.
render her to you again. Now go, I command utterly .,moralized and bent upon Immediate re· .Movmg the levers which controlled the machinyou or the blazing stars shall fall among the tree- treat.
ery employed in retrograde movement, Frank
top~. "
All at once a terrible roar rang out above the cautiously backed the electric coach.
"Bah 1 You are not so great a Juggler as to do trumpet voices. of the elephants and the sounds of But at once a grating, jarring sound informed
that. Even our greatest fat<irs cannot diaw down the contlagration.
the youn~ inventor that there was something
the stars" retorted Tippoo Kahn, in a tone of Then a splendid full grown tiger which was wrong with the machinery.
hauuhty ~ontempt.
driven from his lair leaped away from the flames Frank wns alarmed, and he said anxiously:
Then the companions of the young inventor ·un- and charged ·straight toward the elephants.
" I fear the machinery has sustained a serious
derstood what he·meant to accomplish through the If anything had been wanting to complete the injury."
agency of the combination of explosives and fire rout of the great bensts, .the. ad ven< of the jungle " I trustnot, f?r if such is the case we may fi nd.
bal!s which were s"spended in the tree-tops.
terror would have supplied It.
ourselves w a dilemma," said th(' doctor.
The jungle chief turned to !)is men and ad- And the natives fully shared their animals' Frank alighted from the vehicle and proceeded to
drossed some order to them in the native tongue, alarm.
examine the Electric Team and · the conveyance
and at once the lithe swarthy fellows slid from "The tiger-the tiger!" they shouted to each witn the greatest care.
their huge animal~. and using the elephants a.s a other, in frightened voices, and now th~y sought He soon disc,overed the cause of the sound which
breastworks beaan to urge them forward toward to encourage the retreat of the elephants mstead .of had alarmed him, and he said:
the Electric Tea~.
·
retarding it.
'
"I find one of the delicate steel bars in the InThe natives were cqmpl'ltely screened In their And Tippoo K!thn gnas!Ied his teeth in all the terior of the hollow metal horses is broken thus
approach lly t.he bodies of the blephants, and it Jury of impotent rage and disappointment as he letting drop one of the main cogwheels and thr@Wseemed that tho great animal whose hide would in rode away beside old Madra, the master of the tem- ing the clock-work which moves the horse out of
some instances turn a bullet, would come crashing pie Bayaderes.
gear.'
down upon the electric conv\)yance while the de- "The European magician conQuers again! By "Can the bar be repaired?" asked the doctor, in
fenders of the wonderful invention were unable to the faith of the men of the jungle, old .Madra, thou great anxiety.
reach the men behind them.
shalt repay me, rupee for rup.ee, all that I gave
But suddenly Frank Reade connected the fine you for Runee, the Nautch girl," fairly hissed Tipwires which ran to the torpedoes in the tree-tops, poo Kahn, his dark face distorted with passion.
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" ·Yes. Bedad, that's it I" cried Barney.
native s~bjects, only so the regular tax ill paid to
"Gollle, dat suits dis coon I" afflrme~: Pomp.
England."
THE ELECTRIC TEAM BREAKS DOWN,
"I am satisfied to leav~ it to chance," asr;ented "And how do the native despota protect them" I THINK so. I have an extra ·bar among the Moreland.
selves?" ·
supplies. Barney, get me one of those small steel "Vf!rY well, then, in that way we will decide the "Instead of tryillg to elevate their race, the rajaba
bars marked 'A.' You will find it in the red chest questwn, and Runee shall hold the lots," said grind them down, and seek to koop them in ignoin the .locker," replied Frank.
Frank.
ranee.''
"Y~. sir; I'll have the same out in a jiffy," reTheu he instructed Runee to pr,.pare five sticks, "Yes, th!l Rajah of Jagpore is a sam pill of th&·
plied Barney.
and make one of them shorter than any of the native rule rs," sa1d Frank.
•
"And bring me the tool-box, too," 1continued others.
''And y.et India is the richest and most popuWrank.
·
" The man who draws the short stick shall go lous dependency or the English crown," :mid More·
Barney got out the required steel bar and the with Mohammed," snid Frank in conclusion.
land.
mechanic11l implements, and Frank sat about un- Hunee understood what was required, and she "Right," replied the doctor.
screwing the broken bar.
qui~kly procured ~be sticks, nnd held them with
"India contains more tilan a million square
He removed it, and placed the new ba.r in its the1r ends protrudmg from her hands 1:10 that no miles of territory, according to statistics," said
place.
•
one could tell which was the shortest.
Frank.
·
· Meanwhile, instructed by the inventor, Pomp '!'~en the drawing began.
"T~ue, and there are more than a ilalf million
and Barney produced axes, and began to cut F1rst Frank drew and then the doctor.
native and foreign inhabitants," said tile doctor.
a-way at the fallen tree.
Moreland, the darky and Barney followed, and "Yet agriCJiiture is backward," remarked More" Sure and we'll soon have the tree out av tha the brave Irishman uttered a whoop ·or satisfaction land.
road "said Barney, as he and Pomp plied their as he drew the shortest straw.
.
"Yes, and the m!lans of transportation is poor
axes' lustily.
.
"Begob an' the luck is wid me this toime. Be through most of the country," 1'ojoined the docHaving secured the bar properly, Frank entered the:powers I go wid Mahom, an' if the jungle nagurs tor.
'
the coach and gently started the machinery.
fall foul av the pair of us it's batin' the heads av "Wbat are the leading products in the line of
But again there was a grating, jarring sound, tbim we'll be afther doin' I" he said.
grain?" asked Frank.•
and only one of the horses moved properly.
"You are about to set out on a perilous mission, "Rice, cotton, indigo, opium, sugar cane, corn,
"Still something wrong I" exclaimed Frank, and Barney, and it may be that we shall never see you wheat, and the first five of these products t\re
once more he examined the interior of the metallic and Mohammed again,'' said Frank, seriously,
largely exported.''
horse that refused to respond to the tJiectric cur- "That's true for ye, Mastber Frank, an' if so be "Some of the wheat is imported, I think," obrent.
we do not come back, y ~u'll know we wint under served Moreland.
"Well, as I u... e, the mai!l uppe: shaft of the like !;>rave !fl!n, .an' it,~v:ts ~o picnic the nagurs wuz "Yes, wheat is brought from the great grain
cogs has snapped close to 1ts beanngs so that I aftber havm Wid us, rephed Barney.
fields of Russia " asseqted the doctor and he
did not at first see it. But, thank Providence, I "I am sure of your bravery and devotion,'' said added:
'
'
have a dupli.cate one,'' said ~rank, when be had F~nk.
.
.
"AJ:!d Calcutta is the capital, and railways and
concluded h1s second inspectiOn.
. And no.w you bad \lest lose no time m setting telegraph ·lines, which are all in the hands of EnHe opened the supply chest and got out the o.1t. It Will b~ necessary for you t? take the ropeans, are penetrating where in other days only
shaft he wanted as he spo~e.
broken s~,aft With you to serve as a model for the the elephantll used to travel."
It required a good ~ours work to g"t ou~. the n~~v <!Oe, he added.
"~!.'hat's so, doctor, and I think there is a great
broken bar and substitute the new one this tlmtJ.
R1ght ye. are, Mast her Frank, hut the shart is future for India " Frank said
Finally, however, this task was completed.
not heavy, and we can carry -it easily by takin' "How about' educational 'advantages?" asked
Then Frank again turned on the electricity to turns," replied Bnrney.
Moreland ·
·
see If everything worked right.
::We will be off at once," said ~ohamm~d;,
"Educ~tion is progressing. MisSionaries have
But at once a sharp snap sounded, and a moYou had better wear your smts of mali, sug- done good work and the government has estabment subsequ~ntly, upon examining the n13w bar ge~ted t~.e doctor.
"
lished many scbo~ls. "
which he had JUSt pur in place, Frank found that
Yes, assPnted Frank, put on your armor by "Iri New York I have se<m wonderful table sets
it ht\d broken off sh<!rt a.t one end.
al~,me.ans and g~ well armed.''
of band-<>arved brass dishes, which were said to
A very close exammat10n t~en. revealed the fact
!rvst an Inshman, to look out for number have been made by the convicts at the India.
that the.new bar had. a ftaw m 1t whiCh had l>een one, responded Barne) ch~rfully.
prison of Benares. Is it true that the convicts
made when it was ongmally forged.
Then he an~ the East lnd111n made the neces- really .nake those beautiful brass services?" in"To think th11t I s.hould havfl.broug.ht a defect- sar):' preparatiOn.
.
quired Frank.
ive bar with me I This is a calam1ty I d1d not deem Finally, clad in the1r eteel armor, they were ..
.
·
.
possible,'' cried Frank, in alarm.
ready to taka leave of their friends.
Yes. The natJves of.certam clfUises are e~pert
"Have you not another of these main upper So much depended upor: the journey the two brass-workers, and this mdustry has been utlhzed
shafts with you?" asked Moreland.
bmve fellows were about to undertake, and they by the government . at the convict rrison _o!
"No. And now we are indeed in a bad fix. I were expose1 to so much peril, that their friends Ben~_tres. The conv1cts thus b~come self·s-up·
cannot. mend the broken steel. The machinery were serious and app~ehensive for the re~ult.
portmg,_ and those '~t,o have no trade when they
can only be repaired by a new bar" answered All shook hands w1th Barnev and Mohammed come are expert bmss-carvers when they leave,
Frank.
'
warmly, and Pomp said:
All the con~,10ts sent to Benares are sentencefl for
"And until that is done we cannot proceed?" "Gollie, if any ob dem no-account natives done long tern:s, answered. the doctor.
.
.
asked the doctor.
got away wid my ole pard, Barney, l'se a-gwine to Thus the converuatwn ran on unt1l some t1me
"Certainly not. The broken shaft is one of the ~it even wid dem suah. Good-bye, Barney, an' had. eh\psed.
.
the most important parts of tlie moohinery," Frank took keer ob yerself."
.Fmally the g:ay hght o! a new day ~gnn to
answered.
"Good fortune attend you, and may you return d1s~el the darkness, and soon the glonous sun
"This is really too bad. What is to be dqt:;p?" safely," said Frank.
.
.
bamshed all the gloo.m.
said Moreland.
1:!
Finally the East Indian an'd the I rish man strode Then Fra~k and h1s comrades, after partaking
•• Here we must remain, or abandon the Electric away.
. <;>f the morcmg meal, finished the work of removTeam, unless we can procure a new bar, and we Barney carried the broken shaft and Mohammed mg the fallen tree from the ro~d, and then Frank
cannot think of giving up our electric conveyance," )Vent in adv~nce as guide.
·
set out lli~ne. to make a ~cout m the neighborhood
stated Frank.
Their fr iends watched them until they disap- to ascertam ~~any enem1es were lurking ne!lr·
" But can a duplicate bar be secured in this pe1,1,red bey~nd the range _of the electric ligl)t, and The young mventor did n<;>t mean that the JUnglecountry, think you?" asked Moreland.
then they d1scussed the s1tu~~;tion an_d reso.lved to men should take the Electric Teal? by surprise. .
"Y<ts, but we should have to have one forged at keep a sharp lookout for thmr enem1es wh1le they Fra.nk made a ca:erul rer.onno1ter, ~u~ he d1d
some town where there is a foundry " replied were forced to remain where they were,
·
not d1scover any ~vidence of the prox1m1ty of the
Frank
'
men of_ the Phans1gar's band. .
.
"Sahib" said Mohammed "the nearest town
Con~1derably -reassured, Frank returned to the
ts somo t~venty miles distant: But at that pl•tce ,
CHAPTER X VII I
E!ectnc Team and made n cheering report to his
there is a foundry where stt~el and iron are manu·
fnends.
. . DESPAIB.
•
The g~t danger wae that they might be attackfactu red. The English established the works
some years ago. The route to the place I speak of LEST the electnc hght on the coach m11Wt serve ed by the enemy while they were unable to move
is through a wild country where tha Phansigars to attract their enemies to them Frank exlfnguisil- with the electric conveyance,
have many strongholds and danger lurks all along ed it.
.
.
.
The jungle-men might, in case they were discovthe route.''
Then, wh1le Runee retired to the interwr of the ered, attack them in overwhelminoo numbers and
~· But we must have a n~w bar," said Frank.
coach, FranK, the . ?octor and Mo~el.aud seated since ~hey could not av,ail themselv'es of the speedy
"Begob nn' I w1ll go for 1t,'' said Barney bravely. themselves, and wl'nle they kept a VIgilant watch 81ectnc Team, they must in such an event cer" No. You do not know the route,'' replied they conversed in low tones.
tainly be captured.
Frank.
Pomp, stretched out near by, listened in si- 'l.'be day passed and there was no alarm
"But I do, sahib, and if you. will permit me, I len11e.
The next night was divided into three ~atch eA.
will t1;r to reach Banole-such IS the name of the :r'hey talked of India, and Frank was enter· que of t~e ~hree ~!len was alwa.ys on guard, and
town .
tamed .
..
~mcethe1rhves might depend upon their vigilance,
"You are a brave fellow. But alone you must "India is a great coul'try, but the Br1tlsh sys- 1t may well be surmised that they were the most
110t go. Your ell6mies will seek to waylay you if tem does not do much to better the condition of faithful sentinels..
ou are discovered. You must have at least one the natives," said the doctor.
But that night went by and nothing occurred to
rave comrade with you," said Frank.
"So I should say," aesented Frank.
alarm the party.
"Gollie! l'se the coou to go wid Mahom I" cried "You know India is divided into l:lritish terri- The second day passed safely. But again Fmnk
romp, eagerly.
tory and feudatory ~ta~es.~cknowledgmg the sov~ made" scout. Still he made no diecovery or mo" Begob, an' I was the wan to volunteer furst, ere1guty of Great Br1tam.
ment.
an' it's me nght to. go wid Mahom. Faith, an' I "Yll~."
. .
The third day since Mohammed and Barney set
sint a bit av a roctwn on t he way, an' no nagu r "The government IS mtrusted to a secretary ot out to go to the village to get the new shaft dawned
shall bate me out av me chance for an illigant bit state for India.''
and it found F rank Reade and his friends very
av a shindy," said Barney.
"So I have heard."
hopeful.
" 1 will accompany Mohammed," Moreland de- "The execut1ve authority is vested in the gov- " I specs,'' said Pomp '! dat dem yeller nlggers
clar!ld.
ern or-general by the British crown.''
ain't a-gwiue to' bodder ~s no mo' 'fore Barney an'
"It seems to me, since there are so many dangers "And what about the power or the native Mob om gits back."
In the way, the fairest way of deciding who shallac- rajah~<?"
"I hope you are right Pomp 1 think our
company Mohammed will be to draw lots,'' ~aid "Thoy are really under the governor, but the_y friends ~hould return to-day, sur~ly. If they do
Fmnk.
are allowed to do about as tbey please With the1r not come beiore nightfall, I shall conclude that
CHAPTER XVII.
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they have fallen into the hands of ttie enemy," The jungle-men appeared in great numbers ad- "Yes. In manv instances forests have been laid
said Frank. .
vancing along the road from the front.
low, bunr;alows aiid native dwellings shattered and
The hours wore on. A constant lookout was But when they were almost within rifle range of the country devasted for miles."
'
z:ept for Barney and the East Indian, and tlaally, the electric coach the enemy divided their forces "You alarm me."
about noon, Frank started out to make his usual into two sections, and deployed right and left into "And the wind is not all we have to fear"
uaily scout. He procGeded in the direction taken the jungle, so as to spread o~t and surround the "No?"
.
'
by Barney and Mohammed.
'
,.
coach under cover.
·
"No, indeed; the rain often comes down In
Frank was returning some hours later, when all It was not long before the Pbansigars were heard torrents such as we know nothing or in Ameri~a
at once, in the midst of a jungle, he heard the sound shouting to each other from all sides, and then the flooding the country in a few moments and raisi~g
:of native voices, and presently he saw a file of full besieged Americans knew that they were com- the river twenty or thirty feet in a single hour."
three score swarthy jungle-men file out into the pletely environed-- hemmed in upon every hand by "We must be Prepared for the tornado as well
"ope~ "-;-oLe of those small.interglades frequently the enemy.
.
as ppssible, sahib. Tho doctor has said truly.
met w1th 1n the Bast Indian Jungles.
,
The battle opened almost as soon as the env1ron- The storms of India are to be dreaded. The heat
Frank was concealed, and he listened eagerly to mont of the electric coach was acco•uplished.
of the jungle fire has disturbed the nice balance of
the c?n'·.e!Csation of the Phansigars as they marched The jungle-men advanced from all sid.es simul.ta- the atmosphere, and we shall surely have a ternby h1s huimg-place.
neously. Many of them were armed w1th Enghsh pest," said Mohammed.
He could understand a few of the native words, carbines, and they discharged a fuslllaue of bullets Frank immediately ordered every one inside the
and he caught enough to make out that their at the electric coach.
.
coach, and he descended himself.
scouts had discovered the Electric Team, and that From the interior of the vehicle Dr. Vaneyke and The b!inds were closed, a:1:i Frank CQntrolled
th.ey ~ere aware that there was something wrong Moreland l?romptly returned the volley of the the movements of the Electric Team by means of
enemy, wh1le from the roof Frank Reade dis- the lower lever, while the small window we have
w1th 1t.
Further, It see~ed that this party were on their charged the cannon.
alluded to enabled him to see ahead.
way to Ulllte w1th an~ther band at a short dis- A.nd. Pomp n?W b~gan to act as a sharp-shooter, Suddenly a terrible darkness descended upon
tance, and then !' c~mbmed attack was to be made and w1th unerrmg a1m the black dead-shot picke<J the scene, and the black tornado cioud blottfld out
upon the Ele~tnc learn.
off the swartt.y enemy.
tbe light of the sun utterly. A gust of wind a
Frank was m a state of terrible alarm when he Tbe first assault of the attacking party was re- flash of vivid lightning a peal of thunder that
understood all this, and hastened to make his way pulsed, but they were determined, and another and seemed to rend the Sky and the tempest burst in
&tealthily back to the electric conveyance.
another charge ensuect.
all its tury.
'
He arrived at the coach in safety, anu hastened But the defenders oi the electric coach fought
to Inform his comrades of his terrible discovery.
ike heroes, and each charge against them was met
CHAPTER XX.
"There is no e!lcape this time. We can only and foiled by destructive volleys from their rifles
fight until we fall. .Better pei:ish here than be and the cannon.
ADRIFT.
taken captive by the merciless jungle demons. _Qh, The battle raged until night-fall, and then there THE rain came down in drenching sheets, and
Heaven I that Barney and Mohammed . m1ght wail a lull, but Fratlk Reade saw that the enemy the tornado threatened to overturn the electric vewas preparing fora protracted siege, and ho dread- hicle.
oome I" said Frank In despair.
ed the ensuing night.
But it stood firm. The broad tires were not
At last <lark ness fell, and then the electric light easily thrown from their balance. The rain beat
CHAPTER XIX.
was ignited, so as to prevent the enemy stealing ~pou the vehicle and the wind howled over it, but
up unseen.
1t was not destroyed.
BKSIEGED.
.But all at once the young inventor discerned two The moment the tornado cloud produced dark·
THE American inventor and his comrades were dark moving objects cmwling toward tbe coach ness Frank Reade turped on the e:ectric light.
now in the worst situation yet encountered.
from tile rear, where the shadows behind the elec- At once a broad and brilliant bar of strange
But Frank Reade's naturally hopeful spirit and tric light were darkest.
glowing white light was ra<liated from the great
determined nature soon triumphed over the senti- The young inventor directed Pomp~s attention to globe in frQnt of the coach.
ment of despair which had uominated his mind tte stealthily ad\•ancing forms, and Pomp whis- The darkness of the storm was penetrated and
upon the first consideration of the desperate cir- pered:
·
·
the toad ahead could be saen.
'
e umstances.
"Golly, I see 'em, an' l'se a-gwlne to plok dem And so the Electric Team went on and on
"We have an excellent fortress in the electric off."
through the storm.
coach, at all events, and we are well supplied with He llrted his rifle and took careful aim at the Occasiona~ashes of lightning made the surprovisions and ammunition," said Frank, predent- foremost of the dark forms. But suddenly he rounding cop.1try momentarily visible, and during
\y, in a more hopeful tone.
dropped his weapon, exclaiming In a thrilling one of these transient illuminations Mohammed
"Yes," assented the brave old doctor. "And we whisper:
who had. come to Frank's side and was looking
can stand a long siege. It will cost the jungle-men "Afore de Lord, dat am Barney an' Moham I"
through the small window in the front of the 1
t--..-~ aear to take the Eieatrlc Team."
The next Instant Frank saw that Pomp was coach, said:
"True enough1 doctor, and now to make ready right, and ic a moment, sure enough, Barney and "Weare approaching the great reserviorofMI\gfor the impei!Jing attack," said Frank.
Mohammed reached the coach and were admitted. aderes. It is a lake artitlcially made on high
The entire party then retired to the interior of the With the'm the two brave iellows brought the ground, and Its water is used to irrigate the conncoach.
,
new shaft which they had been SEint to obtain, and try hereabouts, and supply the town of Magaderes
The door was closed and secured, and the per- haw they were welcomed may be surmised.
further on."
!orated metallic blinds were carefully drawn over "Now to repair the machinery. I'll extinguish "Is the reservoir secure?" asked Frank.
the windows, but the loop-holes were left open, so the electric light for a time, and will depend on " Oh, yes. It has stood the storms of years.
that through .them the defenders of the electric ve- the moor. to «:-or.ble us to see the approach of the B.ut, our road runs alon~ the foot of' reservC?ir
t.lcle could d1~charge tht>lr weapons at the enemy. enemy, for I rl.o not wish them to know what I hill, and I shall feel a tnfle more secure, sah1b,
~'he ammunition chest was opened and pll\ced am about," said Frank, and he put out the t:lec- when we are well by it."
conveniently within reach of tho party, and the re- tric light.
"If this terrible storm should cause the reserpeating rifles \vere all examined and carefully Then he got out of the coach, and having opened voir to burst its walls, Mohammed, what would be
loadeJ.
thfl hollow metal horse, he placed therein a small the consequences? I think .the whole countr y
~
Then the four brave men put on their suits of lamp, which g.wo him light to see to work by.
would be flooded . Am I not right?''
mall, and leaving ·Dr. Vaneyke and Jlforeland ·at. With the new shaft, which proved to be an exact "Yes. Ah, the destruction would be terrible I
the loop-holes Frank Reade and Pomp ascelfded duplicate of the brokel one, Frank at once set The Magaderes reservoir is one of the largest.
to the '~P of the coach.
'I
about repairing the machinery. About a.n hour Miles of ~ountry in every direction would be !nunAs we know their armor of templjred steel was was tlius consumed, and then having tested it the dated If It should burst."
Impervious to bullets, the inventors and Pomp inventor found that it was all right and · that he "W~ll, !he storm does no~ p~omise aQ.y abatewere not exposing themselves to a great risk in was ready t:> dash away with his wonderful con- ment Ill vwlence. as I can discover, and ! think I
taking their position on the top of the coach.
veyance. Mear.whlle, Barney had explained that Hhall venture to turn on a little more electricity in
It was very necessarv that they should oCC"upy he and his companion had reached Banole in order to hasten our passing the reservoir," replied
the top or roof of the· electric coach in order to safety, and that their delay was due to the fact that Frank.
work the cannon whkh was placed there.
the foundry was not working, and they were "Do so by all means, sahib; if you can without
From the Interior of the vehicle a large quantity obliged to have recourse to a native metal work- too great danger to the m~chin~ry."
of ammunition was passed up to the roof and de- shop, where the work was done at last, though Frank made a connect1?n With the second b,atposlted conveniently beside the cannon which ver slowly. .Returning, they had managed to tery, and gradually permitted Its power to pass
was loaded and primfld ready to open fire · on the pasa through the lines of the enemy undetected. along the network of wires to ~he machinery of
enemv whenever Frank Reade desired to do so. '
Immediately the Electric Team was started. the metallic horses.
And with them on the roof the young inventor The route to Labove was taken, and as the won- Their speed was lncr~ased materially. But th<
and Po:np had their excellent repeating Win- derfnl Invention dashed away the jun11;le-men drenching rain was converting the jungle into 1
chester rifles, which they meant should render sw.armed forth before it and tried to stop it, but in bed of mud, a~d despite their wide tires the wheel!
them good service at long range.
vam.
of the electric vehwle sank deeply, and mort
All the party were now coo) and composed. With exultant shouts the Americans left the e.n- power was required to keep them moving.
They had been under tire too often previously to emy behind very quickly. But Mohammed soon Not many moments after the young inventor ha<
feel any of the fear which might have take~ pos- foretold that a st~rm was con:ing.
applied ~ddit!onal electric power another vivi<
session even of brave men on the eve of thell' first Presently the s1gns of a rmnfall became appar- flash of !Jghtnmg came.
ent to all the party.
By its light Frank sll'W the country all around,
battle.
In a short period of time all the preparation~ The sultry atmosphere gradually became and he olJserved that some parts o! the open,
-vbich suggested themselves to Fmnk Rende's mind weighty and humid.
marshy low lands were already converted into ,
kr the repulse of the impending battle were made. The brassy sky gradually beQA.me overcast until sheets of water.
•
Tben the party quietly and calmly awaited the a canopy of storm clouds veiled the face of the He wa.~ alarmed to some degree also by seeing
appearance of the expected enemy.
burning, tropical sun.
. that all the domestic animals in sight were moving
Rnnee experienced great alarm, but s\le tried to The doctor lsoked somewhat troubled as he !or the higher ground.
ttppear brave and hopeful and Moreland sought to gazed upon the threatening sky.
But tbe electric coach speeded on.
liustaln her courage by encouraging remarks.
"What do you fear? The storm that is com- The tireless met~! steeds felt not, heeded not the
Sometime, which was a period of anxious sus- ing?" asked Frank Reade, as he noted the good storm. The electno power v:ras sufficient to overJX)nse for Frank Reade and his comrades, elapsed, doctor's expression.
come all the obstacles interposed by the elements
after all their pr aratlons were completed, before "Yes," replied Dr. Vaneyke, seriously. "Yo·1 in .their warfare.
the enemv ma
eir appearance.
m!lst know that at this season of the year in India The road presently made a bend, and a wi:le
But finally
!approach of the Phanslgars was tornadoes are of frequent occurrence."
bridge of heavy logs, spiked to stout stringers, was
"And are they very uestructive?"
before the coach and team of the inventor.
d iscerned.
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Up the h!llside, just beyond the bridge, tht> walls water intently. A lo0k of recognition presently application of electricity serve as a revivifying
of the reservoir arose.
appeared upon Mohammed's face, and he said:
medium, the strange native was soon revived.
The electric light enabled Frank Reade to dis- "I kn'lw that man."
As soon as he could speak he sa:d to Mohamcover, as his glance was anxiously directed .to- "Who is he?" asked Frank Reade. Ho had pro- med:
ward the reservoir, that small streams of water cured a rope, and was about. to cas~ it to the man "I come from Wolandab. I was sent to find
were trickling down the hill-side.
"ho clung to the tree.
the European magician who drives the horses of
Frank feared that either the resevoir leaked or "One of Wolandah's adherents," replied Mo- metal. The storms and the Hoods overtook me,
that the water had overflown its wall.
hammed:
.
but the good fates have brought me to those I
In either case the peril of the Electric Team WllS " ~'hen he is your friend?"
sought.,.
·
great.
"Yes. The poor fellow must be sa.ved. See, he "Yes, yes," replied Mohammed, '.'but ·tell me
It the descending streams of water which Frank is well-nigh exhau&ted, and he has not strengtn what message did Wolandah send?"
Reade had discovered came from the reservoir, it enough to catch th~ rope," said Mohammed.
"That he IS in danger. He is hemmed in by his
was certain that the walls of the reservoir were not Frank had cast the rope as he had spoke, but the roes. He bade me say to bis European frlends that
secure.
native hat! failed to secure it.
he asked their aid, and that he had due with him
The young American Inventor l'huddered as he Mohammed began to discard his tunic.
who could give them some information about lhe
thought that ac any moment the great lake might He meant to go to his friend's rescue, but at that lost European they seek."
burst its walls and come rushing down upon him instant Barney cfl.ught sight of a strange, dark, "Let us go to Wolandah. We owe him a service,
and his comrades in a restless, overwhelming elongated head, furnished with a double row of and then, too, if we do not save the man who can
flood, like a modern deluge.
gleaming fangs, which was lifted above the water. give us a clew to Richard Carlyle's whereabouts we
The Electric 'l'eam was speeding toward the The creature was swimming straight toward the may never find him," said the doctor.
"Right. But j11st now we must wait for the flood
bridge.
man who clung to the tree.
Five minutes, which were periods of suspense to "Worm, begob, an' there's a shark !"yelled Bar- to subsirle before we can attempt to respond to
Frank, though he did not impart the full extent of ney.
.
Wolandah's call," said Frank.
his fears to his comrades, pa~sed .
·
"No, a crocodile I A man-eater I" S'lid Frank.
" Who is the man who can give Information of
'l'he bridge was almost reached.
"Yes, ye~. But I must not see the monster the missing European?" asked Mohammed of the
All at once a strange new sound was heard •tevour my poor, helpless friend," said Moham- native. ·
above the many voices of the storm.
ined.
"Hydra, the spy, who has the gold medal."
It was a crash, but not the crash of thunder.
Then he drew n long, heavy knife from his girdle "It is as I thought. As soon as the water fa\h1
A rushing sound of many waters followed.
and placed it in his teeth.
and we can make the land we will hasten to tbe
"The reservoir, sahib 1 The reservoir 1 On- The next moment he plunged Into the water and rescue or the rightful prince of the province of
on for our lives!" shrieked Mohammed.
the spectators uttered cries of alarm.
Jagpore-my friend, Wolandah," said Mohammed.
"We are lost I The reservoir has given way I" "Sure and the crocodile will make a meal av The day wore OJt. The flood gradually subsided1
said the young inventor in a voice of terror, with Mister Moham," said Barney.
and when the succeeding night had passed ana
his eyes at the little window in the forward part Indeed it seemed the adventure would end thus. dawn had come again, the bridge was ftmnd ttl
of the coach.
The crocodile and Mohammed were both have drifted upon dry !11nd.
'l'he same moment the feet of the electric horses swimming for the man In the tree.
No time was lost in getting under way.
.
rattled upon the bridge.
Suddenly, as the monster was almost upon his The inventors journeyed until noon, and the)
Runee clung to Moreland; B11rney was on his prey Mohammed disappeared under the sur- failed to see a couple or stool thy spies, who bad
kneAs with Pomp beside him.
face.
been sent byTippoo Kahn to ascertain their fate, 111.1
Dr. Vaneyke stood white and silent at Frank "He's gone. An' wldout a drop of good ould the dusky villains glided away from their nool'
Reade's side, and Mohammed was behind them stuff in his stoumick, too, poor fellow," wailed Dar- halting place.
ney.
·
Au hour later and the Electric Team was again
wringing his hands excitedly.
•· Hea\'en--" began Frank, but his words were But not so. The succeeding moment Moham- in motion. The re~cued native was guiding it to
cut short.
med was seen again.
Wolandah. But just at nightfall, as the route enThere was a crash ana a roar like*the voice of He arose beside the crocodile, and In an Instant tered a jungle, the road under the Electric Team
old ocean lashed to fury, and the young inveQ.tor's he threw himself astride his scaly body, and grasp- and coach gave way, and vehicle and horses sank
voice was drowned.
•·
ing his knife, buried it in one of the creature's lit- down into a pit.
The coach gave a side lurch and hurled every tie fiendish eyes as the great head swung toward "Ha I We are caugnt in a trap I The stranglel'l!
one in the direction in which it tipped.
him.
missed the road, and we are in the pitfaUJ" cried
All t110ught it. was going over, but no. The '.rbe aim of the East Indian was true, and his Frank, :and a chorus of fierce, exultant cries cut
eoach righted almost instantly, and the next mo- heavy-bladed knife went crashing into the brain of short his words.
_ meutFrank uttered a cry of joy.
the man-eater.
} "What is it?" ~emanded the doctor, excitedly.
It was a skillful death blow.
"We float I" cned Frank.
The monster sank and Mohammed reached the
CHAPTER XXII.
"Can it be?"
' side of his friend and started to swim with him to
M 1 N IN G THE PIT.
"Yes; the flood from tile reservoir carried the the floating bridge.
·""
bridge off its foundation bodily and our conveyance But just then a "shoal" of crocodiles, if one may THE situation of the Electric Team and the Inwith it."
use the term, were discovered by th<J' inventor's ventor's party was one well calculated to strike
"And we are drifllng away on the floating party.
terror to the stoutest heart.
bridge?"
A dozen crocodiles were bearing down upon Mo- No longer was the magical power of electricity
"Yes."
hammed and his friend.
avallablfl to carry them away from the yelling wild·
"Onr escape Is miraculous and I am grateful, "Here'a a chance for us to help Mohammed," men of the jingle.
though our search for my missing cousin will now cried Frank.
Hemmed in by the walls of the pit Into which the
be further delP-yed," said the doctor.
In a moment he gained the top of the coach, electric vehicle had been so suddenly precipitated,
It was as Frank Reade said, amazing as the air- placed an explosive shell in the cannon, depressed retreat was as wholly impossible as a continuance
the big gun until the &i~hts fell on the group of of the journey.
cumstance appeared.
The torrent from the reservoir, whicll had broken crocodiles, and then diScharged the missile of The Phansigars had planned the ambush with
through Its wall, had really swept the floor of the destruction.
.
cunning forethought, and calc'dlated the possible
log bridge oft its buttments without injuring it.
The boom of the cannon was followed by the contingencies resulting from the suceess of the pit- 4
'l'he electric outfit wa.S now standing on the float- explosion or the shell, which struck right among fall.
ing bridge, and it was at rest, for Frank had in- the man-eaters.
.
They had mined the road at a point where the
stantly turned off the electricity.
The water was dashed up liKe a spout, aud sev- highway was just beyond long rifle range of the
All around where the electric light cast its ilium- era! of the crocodiles were blown to atoms. ·
adjacent jungle, which was In this neighborhood
. "Whoop I Begob, it's the big gun is a daisy. particularly dense and impenetrable.
!nation was a seething sea of water.
The bridge was floating southward toward the Wid a pair av the same In 'llle belt, bedad, I'd free Tippoo Kahn's scouts had brought him word of
lowland and a river which would ultimately carry ould Ireland before nlxt fourteenth of Ireland," the approach of the Europeans who were carrying
away the water of the Inundation.
cried Barney enthusiastically.
away the beautiful Nautch girl he had purchased
Whither they were going or how their strange "You'se got no &ense, Irish. How you , kerry from her mercenary master.
voyage would end Frank. Reade and his comrades dem cannon? Ba)ll you done make me tired, 'l'he Phansigar's band was denloyed in thejun·
did not for the time trouble themselves to consid- man," said Pomp.
gle guarding one portion of the way from a val·
er.
"Whist, naygur, ye?. are not oxpected til un- ley beyond.
They were all too much rejoiced in the miraculous dherstan' the power av an Irish gentleman," re- The old jungle chief was acting In conjunction
escape of the present to worry about future con-torted Barney.
with another force of the rajall's which surrounded
tlngencies just yet.
Meanwhile the shell had frlghtened·oti the croc- the opposite sideq of the wall-bound valley.
And so they drifted onward.
odiles that were not killed.
Therein Wolandah, the intrepid young patriot
Mahommed reached the bridge In safety with his and rightful heir to the throne of Jagpore, was
friend and was drawn on board.
besieged . •
CHAPTER XXI.
The rescued native was insensible and Moham- Wolandah had gathered about him a small band"A PITFALL.
med and the others set about the work of resusci- of brave and devoted adherents, which he· meant
BoT the storm had now spent Its fury and the tating him.
to be the nucleus of a revolutionary army, with
darkness faded. Light flashed through the dis- Barney produced his flask and presented it to which to wrest the throne from the usurper.
slpated clouds, and the tlun shone out upon the Mohammed, saying:
.
,
Surprised in the small valley, and environed
scene of the flood again. •
"Bedad, an' I don't like to tempt a drinkln' man, by an overwhelming force of tbe enemy, the
Suddenly a cry of terror was heard by the lnven- but yez done so well wid the cro!lodile that yez are young East Indian naturally enough bethought
tor's p~rty, and they discovered a man clinging to welcome. Take one little hoot, Moham, old chap- himself or sending a messenger to call Frank
a fioa.tmg tree.
pie, an' begob may it warm ye inside av yer shell, Reade and his wonderful invention to his assistThe imperiled man was a native, and as the cur- sure I"
ance.
rent of the flood brought his floating tree nearer Mohammed put the bottle from him.
The Phansigars had discovered the messenger
the drifting bridge, Frank Reade and his corurndes "How many times will you persist In offering as he was threading the jungle with the flteaitb of
. obtained quite a distinct view of the Hindoo's me drink?" · he said In a tone of disgust.
the Aerpent, and they had set out to run him
face.
.
Barney and Pomp exchanged grins.
down, but he had eluded them, and then he wa11
Theyottnglnventor, with Mohammed, Pomt: and "Oxcuse me, Moham, old rocks I But bedad I overtaken by the ~ood.
Barney, had now alighted from the coach, and they forgot you had sworn off," replied Barney, A moment after the Electric Team broke through
were standing on the bridge, which had so strange- readily.
the road and sank into the p i . c b had been
ly been converted into a fiat-boat.
\
Through· the united efl'orts of Mohammed, Frank cunningly covered with sleml, · am boo stalks,
Mohammed scanned the face of the man in the Reade and Dr. Vaneyke, who made the scientific over which a thin layer of eart
e the rest ot
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the road, had been 11prinkled, the messengl!r from thicket, bent upon getting beyond the range of the commenced the task of sloping the blown-up bank
Wolandah said to Mohammed:
big gun.
In such a manner as to form a way of ascent for
"Just yonder, where the hills rise out of the But several of their number were left upon the the Electric Team.
jungle and beyonu the barriers, Wolandah is sur- ground in the "open," thus telling tllat the shell But Barney raused to produce his tlask and take
rounded by his fotls."
· had done execution.
a pull at it. 'fhen he extended it to Mohammed,
As he spoke in the nath•e tongue the East Barney llad !(Otten out ~he blasting cartridges saying:
Indian pointed northward.
meanwhile, and they were inse~ted into the cavi- "It's mesel' as knows yer wakeness. It's not
Mohamme(l translated what the messeHger said ties which the drills soon formed in the wall of the the loikes av Iliesel' as would make bould to timpt
for the benefit of the Europeans.
pit.
a man who is thryin' til swear off; but, be gob, it's
.But without an instant's delay Frank Reade, as Then Frank carefully arranged a wil'e', which he a wee taste ye shall have, MQ.ham, ould by, to celesoon as lle understood that he had fallen Into a connected with the electric battery in the coach, bmte the occasion, be me sow!."
tr«p, began to devise means to extricate himself. and preparatory to the discharge of the blast ali But Mohammed only pushed the bottle from him
The yells of the. Phanstgars in the jungle were the party retreated behind the coach, where there without snying a word this time, nod the jolly Irishyet ringing in the young inventor's ears. and the was a space between the vehicle and the wall.
man l).nd Pomp had a laugh.
dark forms of the jungle-men were Yisible at the But now a dozen or more of the hostile East In- "Mistali' Moham done broke dat Irisher's head
contlnes o~ the thicket, though as yet they pru- dians were seen advancing from the jungle under one ob dose dnys, 'uf he done keep shovin' dat
dently kept out of rifle range, when Frank snid: cover of a movable barricade which consisted of a bottle under his nose, I 'specs," muttered Pomp.
"Barney, open the supply chest and get out half two-wheeled native cart covered with n 'closely "Sure an' yez say that to put Moham up to a
a dozen mine cartridges."
woven mass of bamboo, which was in turn sup- foight. Be gob, an' do yez mane to put a mon up
"Faith an' 1 wull do that same, Masther Frank. plied with a heavy layer of jungle sod, ~o as to to foight Barney O'Shea? Faith, nagur, it's yerstll'
But ~ure an' are ye:o afther thinkin' av blowin' up render it impervious to rifle bullet.
as will have the first foight, ye black baboon,.yez !"
the whole heathen country?" ~aid Barn Ely.
The cannon had not yet been reloaded, for it cried Barney.
"No, but as we are caught like foxes in a pitfall, chanced that the ammunition for the large gun was - He made a pass at Pomp as he spoke, but the
like those anim:Lls, we can only escape by digging all in the supply-chests.
agile darky neatly dodged the blow and snatched
our way out," said l!'rank.
Shfllteretl by their novel b~eastworks on wheels, the bottle, which Barney still held in his left
'l'he young American had quite regained his the enemy came on to war<! the pit very swiftly.
hand.
composure, and now he was as cool as possible in There was no time now to get out more ammu- The next moment the two ridiculous fellows
the face of the imminent danger.
nition and reload the cannon before the Phansi- were clinched and tumbling about in tho dirt,
"Is it possible, then, think you, Frank, that we gars would be upon the inventor's party, it rolling OVJlr and over, struggling for the possescan get the Electric Team out of the pit?" asked seemed.
sion of the precious bottle.
Dr. Vaneyke, in an anxious tone.
·
"Begob, an' it's an illigant bit av a hand Frank was angry, and he cuffed both the bellig•• Well, I think so, doctor. That is, if the East In- til handy shindy. A ruction after me own hPart, eri\nt fellows' ears right and left smartly, and soon
t.!ians do not charge us in overwhelming numbers. as we will be afther havin' now in faith I" said brought them to their senses.
By the way, will you iust ascend to the top of the Barney, branuishing his shillalah.
"Yllu deserve to fall into the hands of the er:ecoach and see if 1you cannot elevate the cannon 1' No," said Frank Reade, grimly. "The wretch- my both of you. Now to work, or I'll ropes·end
on a level with the top of the pit, and if so, es are charging us from the front. There's luck you both, you unreasonable good-for-nothing rasdrop a few shells among the Phansigars at the edge for us in that, as you shall see."
cals," said Frank.
"
of the timber, The rascals know they aro out of As he spoke, Frank leaped into the coach and Aud Neither Pomp or Barney dared say a word
rifle range, but it seems to me tney have not calcu- seized the lever controlling the electric battery.
when their young master took that tone.
They seized their spades and set to work with a
lated rightly if thl'y think our big gun cannot carry
a shot to them," said Frank, as he produced a
CHAPTER XXIII
will.
·
Soon the bank was neatly sloped up to the road
couple of long iron drills, steel pointed, and well
tempered. .
THE CAMP OE' WOLANDAH.
bed.
"All right, I'll attend to the cannon," replied the "BE the powers, an' it's mesel' as twigs yer scame, Then the party boarded the electric coach again,
good doctor.
Masther Frank I Orrah I But it's the llllgant head and Frank sent the electric motive power to the
The excavation into which the Electric Team stuffed wid gilt-edged brains yez have on your machinery of the metallic team, and the steed
had sunk was large enough to leave some space shoulders, sure l" exclaimed Barney.
started.
·
around the vehicle, and Frank, assisted by Pomp Then a suspenseful silence fell upon the imperil- The ascent out of the pit was accomplished In
., and Mohammed, set to work with the drills toed band, and they looked into each other's faces safety, and once more the Electric Team was ready
make an opening in the bank ahead of the Electric inquiringly, as though each sought to read the to proceed:
.
Team.
other's opinion of the plan which they all com pre· The road ran through the hills into the valley,
It was the young inventor's purpose to drill the handed was in Frank Reade's mind.
where Wolandah was besieged. The native who
.-.~--=<~"'for the reception of the explosive mine cartRunee stood at Tom Moreland's side, and he felt had come as the young prince's messenger said
ridge. He h,oped to blast away sucll a portion of her slender, graceful form shiver a.~ the moments that the enemy had built a. barri-:Jade at the enthe perpendicular wall as to form an inclined went by.
· mince of the valley, and proceeding swiftly, the
plain, up which the Electric 'l'eam might draw his And the Phansigars continued their swift ad- E!ectric Team soon brought our friends in sight o(
eoach to the firm earth beyond.
vance behind their movable barrier.
a log barrier.
A hasty but none the less thorough examination The fl\varthv jungle-men were completely shelter- "We'll shell the barricade, and then demolish
of bis electric convayance and the metallic steeds ed, and they thought, undoubtedly, that tbey would it!" cried Frank.
had assured Frank that none of the machinery had now get near enough to engage th~ Europeans in Then he had a good supply of ammunition
been broken by tb.e fall.
a hand to hand encounter.
brought up to the roof, and at once opened ftre on
Wben the . catastrophe occurred Runee, the Frank Reade watched the advance of the foe the barricade.
beautiful fugitive, was naturally epough thrown carefully. He seemed to be making a calculation, The shells exploded behind it, and sent the eninto a state of great exoitement and alarm; and and all at once,as the strange movable breastworks emy away in confusion.
·
when th<o fierce yells of the jungle-men reached loomed up close ahead or the pit, the y'oung in- Then flre-balls were discharged instead of shells,
her hearing, her terror and despair attained a vent or depressed the magic lever which he held in and the dry logs of which the barricade was made
his hand.
·
were soon in flames.
climax.
' -The poor girl thought that cruel destiny had de- By this aet a stream of electricity was discharged Wh11n the conflagration had well-nigh destroyed
creed th!tt still should fall into the power of the men along the wire connecting with the mine cart- the barrier Frank gave orders to have the greatshe droodedagain.
ridges.
steel swords, whlcb he bad brought with him for
One cry of tllrllling Intonation escaped her !Ips, The succeeding Instant they were almost sim- the purpose, screwed upon the wheels at the hubs.
and then, white faced and trembling, she clung to ultaneously exploded.
This was done !\nd then an advance was made.
the noble you!lg American, Tom ·lllorelacd, .as The result was terrific, terrible and startling. The metal horses and fire·proof vehicle charged
though upon him she placed all dependence to '!'he earth was hurled high into the air under th6' straight upon the smoldering flames of the burnprotect her.
Phansigars' movable shelter, for they were right ing oarrlcade and safely passed it.
And Moreland had murmured words of reas- oYer the b&nk which the Europeans had mined A moment, and the young American's wonderful
s11rance and hope, which were not an expree~ion when Frank discharged the blast, nicely timing invention was in the hill-locked valley.
J. of his real sentiments.
the application of the electricity so as to attain But then a hundred of the adherenta of Tlppoo
9
But Frank Reade's cool and hopeful words and this result.
Kahn and the false rajah of Jagpore leaped up
his evident de~ermination were an aAsurance that It was as though an undtlrground volcano had from their places of concealment among the adjagave Moreland cours.ge, and when Frank directed suddenly belche(,l forth its pent up volume of ex- cent rocks and charged desperately upon the alecthe doctor to attend to the cannon the young artist plosive gas.
tric coach.
sprang forwarJ, B!\ying:
The Phansigars' sllelter was de'!lolislied and its Forth from every loop·hol.e a volley of shots was
"I will help you with the gun, do(ltor, and let fragments were strewn about, mmgled With tne discharged by Frank and his party, all of whom
,. us try to drive the stmn~lers back into the jungle bodies of the men who had been concealed be- were now in the interior of the bullet-proof coach.
And the Electric Team was kept going at full
"'i.1fore they gain sufficient courage to make a hind it.
charge."
.
The few who esc-aped the explosion fled as speed toward a fortified camp whieh Wo!and,11h's
Then, while Frank and his assistants drilled though pursued by the demon of destruction, and messenger said was the str"nghold of his master.
away at the embankment, Moreland and the doc- their shouts of terror rang out weird and ~ppall · The grent swords projecting from the hubs of
tor, working in unison, succeeded in eleYatiug ing.
the wheels noV/ did execution.
th" scre\V carringe of the cannon to its utmost But more· than the rout and destruction of the The huge blades swept everything before them,
height, and they were delighted to find that the enemy had been accomplished by the timely ex- and the enemy soon found that they could not atmuzzle of the great gun was thus finally lirted plosion.
tempt to board the wonderful coach without being
just above the level of the pit wall.
The perpennicular wall was demolished, and a mown down by the great swords like the grass beAs the gun reYolved on a pivot and could, there- j!l.j:(ged slanting opening to the surface was made. fore the blade of a reaper.
fore, be readily turned in any direction, no difft- "Whoop 1 It's brains and janus agin brute force The Phansigars saw the electric vehlclfl sweep
culty was experienced in presenting it at the ene· ns wins the foight 1 Frank Reade and Barney onward triumphantly townrd the camp of WolanO'Ghea foriver I" shouted Barney.
dah, and they were furious at tb,eir inability to
tny.
The cannon was already loaded, and taking care- "Dnt's so, Irish, you done tole de truff fo' once. overtake it.
ful aim, the doctor discharged it.
Gollie! now we'll git to work wid de spades an' They knew that the Euroreans with their wonA booL.Jing detonation ensued, and an explosive ll'vel down dat mined out hole, an' den out o~es derful invention would lie o invaluable assistance
shell went like an arrow whlziling nmong the de 'Le<ltrlc Team an' weunsam on dec!: again wid to Wolandah, and they began to feel that thus reinswarthy jul'lgle-meu.
all sail set I" cried Pomp, delightedly.
forced the young prince might ev.en yet get out of
Yells, groans, and howls of consternation m~tde "Yes. To work I To work with a will!" cried the valley where they had hemmed him iu, and
a pandemonium of dreadful ·sounus the !!uccet>d- Frank.
where they meant he should perish.
tng instant, and the jungle-men plunged into the . Then all hands- set to work with spades and The Electric Team reached Wolandah's camP.
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and Frank Reade and his friends were welcemed "Thus perished all the heirs to the Parsees' gold; cry they were assured that he must have been on
gladly.
save Wolandah and myseH.
·
the coach when he uttered the shriek, and as the
The good d octor almost immediately asked to "And in some way Tippoo Kahn discovered that doetor had reached the top of the electric vehicle,
see Hydra, the spy, who had in his possession the I held the s~ret of the vast treasure, and he knows, reversed the lever and thus stopped the coach
JrOld medal which bad belonged to the lost ex- too, that the map without whi ch a search for the quickly, it certainly could not have advanced
plorer, Richard Carlyle.
.
.
hiduen wealth would be entirely useless is tattooed more than a few yards after the inventor's voice
upon my breast.
was beard.
CHAPTER XXIV.
"Now )IOU can understand why the jungle chief Now Frank's comrades went back along the road
,
is so anxious to make me a captive."
for nt least a hundred yards. The lantern waa
FRANK READE s MYSTERIOUS DISAPPEARANCE.
"Yes. The motive is plain," assented Frank held close to the r oad-bed, and every foot of the
WHILE Frank Reade and the others consulted Reade, as Mohammed paused.
distance was in~pected critically.
with Wolandah as to the best means of securing "And," said Wolandah, "Moham!Ded and I have The searching party anticipated that s•1rely they
the escape from the valley of the young prince a nd revealed the story of the bldaen gold to you for 11 must discover some track or imprint In the soft
his little band of followers, a tall, intelligent-look - purpose. We wish to r ecover the wealth that has soil of the highway which would serve to give
ing East Indian of middle age presented himself so long been buried, and we would ·make you a them a clew to the night's mystery.
before the party.
proposition."
. But in this they were disappointed. Not a track,
With a respectful salaam the native said in very "Ah. Do you want our assistance to get at the not a sign ''"aq discovered in the road to tell what
good English:
treasure?" asked E'rank.
had befallen Frank.
"I am called Hydra, and I am the mau who has "Yes, sahib. The treasure is hidden In the very Anrt the young inventor's friends finally pauijed,
news to give you of the European, whom my mountain range of Afghanistan to which you are and looked into each other's faces in blank am~<'
prtnce tells me you are going to the Afghan's laud going in search of your lost friend," responded menL.
Wolandah.
The mystery had become more startling than at
to find, sabibs."
Tne East Indian, having thus introduced him- "And I am going with you, so you will have a first. But all felt that some dire calamity had beself, drew from his bosom 1\ medal of gold, and as trtlasure map at hand," said Mohammed, smiling. fall en the great inventor, and the hero of 60 many
soon as he saw it good Dr. Vaneyke exclaimed:
"But we do not ask you, respected sahib, to do adventurous journeys in all parts of the world.
"Ah, we have not been deceived. That is the us this great service for nothing," Wolandah in- "Be gob 1" suddenly exclaimed Br.rney, who
medal which the International Geographical and terpolated, quickly.
had been scratching his head for some time as
Exploring Association bestowed upon my cousin, "No, no. Listen," he went on, as Mohammed though seeking to dig out an idea, " the trees
Richard.
signaled him to say more.
overhead ceuld almost rach tho masther, an'
"Now, my good fellow, tell me precisely all yon "We will share the vast treasure with you if you faith will yez be a!ther tellin' me why some dirty
can about the man to whom that medal belonged," will bring it safely back to us here in India."
blackguard av a jungle nagur could not have
said the doctor further.
"Yes," added Mohammed, "and you shall set mched the two arrums av him down from the
"Yes, sahib. You must know that one Ameer your own reward. Of the gold aud diamonds, you limbs an' whisked Mnsther Frank up ictil the
Bellm, an Afghan sultan, gave me the g-old ~r.edal shall take such a share as you think is right and trees in the wink nv au eye?"
for a reward, I had rendered him a service. Salim give ns the rest./ Surely, sahib, that will be fair."
"By Jupiter I" exclaimed Dr. Vaneyke, ''there
told me that the medal had been purchased by biro "More than fair," said Frank Reade.
may be truth In your suggestion, Barney. Why
or an Afghan chief, one Balkar, the leader or the Then to the doctor and Moreland:
did the thought not occur to us sooner? We have
ftet"ce mountain tribe of the Hindoo-Coosh range, "What say you, my comrades? Shall we not lost valuable time if Barney has hit upon . the
and the Ameer, or Sultan, also stated that Ba lkar azree to help our friends recover their inheritance? truth, and given Frank's possible captors plenty
had taken the medal from a white man who was hi3 \vithout our aid they can never hope to carry the of time to make off with him ."
slave. So, sahib, I think you will find your friend great trei1Sure 6afely bey.ond the confines of Af- "True. But now 1we must seek to make up for
among the tribe of the Afghan mountains. But it ghanistan."
the moments we have wa lted," eaid Moreland.
Is a la nd of petll. The Afghans are fierce and war- "I am in favor of helping to get tho treasure," "Yes; we will search for a trail among the trees
like, jealous of Europeans, and ready to take their replied Moreland, readily.
bordering the pathway on either side," assented
lives. And Balkar, tne mountain Ameer, is one of "And I - provided the task is not allowed to in- the doctor.
the most lawless of all the petty chiefs in Afghan- terfere in any way .with the original purpose of Swiftly the border of the jungle on both sides or
lstan. I would make bold, ~ahib, to advise you our journey-the rescue of my cousin, Richard the road· was searched.
4
not to venture among the wild tribes of Central Carlyle," said the doctor, rather hesitatingly.
But the result was still disappointing, and the
Asia. No European has ever penetrated the great "Oh, that is understood certainly," said Frank. mystery yet unsolved.
.
Hindoo-Coosh mountain passes, and it will be " Then let us shake hands upon the bargain ac- Not a single foot-print either of man or beast was
death for you to attempt to do so. And now let me cording to the custom of Europeans," said Wolan- discovered, although the earth under the .,,,u 9'-''"""''-~...l
give you the golden medal which was your dah, smiling.
nude of vegotation, and It must have .
friend's."
"Agreed," assented Frank, and the ceremony any impression.
.
The East Indian thus concluding, handed the was performed.
The searching party next thought of the treemedal to the doctor, who received it, and thanking "Now about m'l' plan of escape,"said Wolandah. tops. The foliage ofthe tall teaks was luxurla.nt
the hon<l!lt fellow, placed several roup.e es in his "After nightfall my men will be ready and covered and dense. That among the thickly Interlaced
bronzed palm.
by the Electric 'ream, which will lead, if you as- branches hiding-places might be found was eviDe~:~pite the alarming report to which they had sent, sahib, we will make a !rusl.l through the pass. dent.
•
listened, the inventor's party were not in the least Once out of the valley, I know hiding-places where One a.fter another the trees near6St the road were
discouraged.
I shall be safe until the revolt I am planning cllrpbed by Pomp and Barney, who were active in
"We count upon our electric conveyance and the against the usurper is ripe."
the work, and quite solemn n.nd sad, as they exma.ny scientific applia!}ces we carry, to enable us "It shall be as you say," assented Frank.
perlonced the '!l'reatest solicitude on account of
to go where white men have never preceded us," Wolandah's pla.n was carried out, and be ·was Jed their young master.
said Frank Reade.
out of the valley in safety. Then the inventor's But in the trees no discovery was made, and at
Then, while a close watch was kept, In order to party pressed on.
length the pa1ty gave l'P the search for the time,
guard against a surprise by the enemy, Frank and The night darkened rapidly, and suddenly, as the and returning to the electric coach they held ~-the good doctor were taken aside by Wolandah and electric vehicle was passing along a road where tile consultation.
.
Mohammed.
wide-spreading branches almost interlaced above Finally, since Mohammed assured them that
The latter also signa.led to Moreland, and the it, and the metallic horses were advancing swiftly, they could soon reach Lahore, it was decided that
y.:>ung artist left the side of the beautiful dancing as a. terrible cry of alarm, uttered by Frank Reade, the party should proceed to that city, pla!le Rune",
girl and joined the group.
burst upon the silen~e of the night.
the dancing-g~rl, In the eare of the English reei" Wolandab. and I have decided that it is best Frank was alone upon th.e top of the electric ve- dent, and then organize a large searchi.lg-party,
that we should reveal to you eometbing of the great hicle at this time, and at once the doctor, followed composed of native hunters, who were familiar
troasure secret of the Parsees, which Tippoo Kahn by a ll s.ave Run ee, ascenrled to the roof to ascer- with the country, and make a thorough hunt for
seeks to penetrate," said Mohammed.
tain thA cause of Frank's alarming cry.
Frank, until every jungle and cover for miles
"Yes," assented Wolandah.
What, however, was the C"Onsternation of all upon around bad been thoroughly instJected.
"The story or the hidden gold may be soon told. gaining the roof to find that Frank Reade was no As soon as tbi" plan, to which there was RO dis- •
At the time of the mutiny or Sepoy rebellion when longer on the electric coach. An electric light was senting voice, had been decided upon, the Electric
the native troops revolted, and led by Nann-Sahib flashed backward over the road, but no tmce of Team was started forward by the doctor, and e.adsought to exterminate the English, the whole or Frank could be found.
·
·
dened and silent the young inventor's comrades
India was in a state of turmoil and disturba.nee. A further investigation confronted the party with proceeded on their way.
Life and property were not sale anywhere. Law- a startling mystery, and it seemed that they CO\Ild They reached the city of Lahore in safety, and
less bandR, like the followers of Tippoo Kahn, never solve it.
Moreland at once e.::;corted Runee to the palace of
plundered {riends and foes, and the rich were dethe English resident, Sir George Penlon.
~
spoiled.
CHAPTER XXV.
The resident proved to be a genial gentleman,
"At tha.t time the ancestors of Wolandah and
well advanced in years, and he received Runee
myself-who are related-though we as yet conTHE FA L 8 E BRAHMIN •
very kindly, and gave her in car" or his wife, a
ceal the fact-possessed great wealth in gold and EACH passing moment Increased the alarm of lady who yet retained much of the exceeding beandiamonds.
the young American inventor's comraqes on his ty of her youth, though like her husband, she was
"Ftlaring robbery, one of my ancestors, accom- account.
past the meridian of life's day.
ponied by a band of faithful follow ers, fled to Af- "What had become of Frank Reade? Whertl Moreland told Sir George that Runee was his be' ghanistan when the mutiny broke out; and there was he now, and what was tQ.e secret of his dis- trothed, and implored thll resident to guard the
secretly buried the treasure.
appearance from the electric coach under such young girl· against the machinations of her ene•
mies, which he feared might reach even to the city
· "Only my ancestor whom I have mentioned and surprising circum~:~t!mces ?"
an old serva.nt shared the secret of the exact place Such were the questions which presented them- of Labore.
where the vast wealth of a long line of Parsee·selves to the minds of Frank's friends. But they Sir George assured the young American that
trad ers was burled.
were alla~loss to explain the mystery.
Runee should be well guarded, and he said, wi•.ll
" That ancestor made a map of the spot, andre- " If Frank fell or \las hurled from the coach, as fef.' ling: ·
.
turning to India burned it, after having first, with be possibly may hl\ve been .by violent contact with "The beautiful dancing girl saved my life, and
his own band, tattooed a copy of the treasure map the ~erhanging branches of the trees, it would my ·g reatest care shall be that no harm shall befall
upon my own breast.
aeem that we must lind his hody, even though be her."
"Tbe map was duly explained to me, and in less was stunned and insensible," said Dr. Vaneyke.
With this assurancA Moreland was satisfied, and
than a week the families from which Wolandab and Then he procured a lantern, and accompanied by be withdrew from the. residency confid-ent of Rumyself sprang were massacred by a band of the ot.hel'l> be began a close search along the road nee's safety.
Phansiga.rs in the pay of the wretch who is now which had just been traversed.
,
Rejoining his frlendf!, the young artist found that
the Rn.jah of Jngpore.
Since they had all distinctly heard Frank Reade Mohammed and the doctor were already negotiat~
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lng with men to compose the band to accompany nocent, and he had taken no part in the mutiny." and reeds, looking very much like a number ot
them in a further search for Frank Reade.
''I do not know, father/' said Runee.
great beehives set in the trees.
As the Americans bad plenty of money, and lib- The Brahmin glanced significantly at the palace Mohammed had reached a village of 't he singu.
eral term:~ were offered, they had no difficulty in of the resident, an evil look crossed his face, and lar "tree dwellers of India" and he knew the ()()4
securing tile services of all the men they wanted. he lifted one shriveled hand, and pointing at the cupants of those elevated h~ts were Phansigars in
~'hat day the party started oa their quest.
resident's abode, hissed:
·
league with Tippoo Kahn.
'l'he electric conveyance was put in motion, and "The accursed European who dwells there gave Mohammed. a~ a wandering fakir was welcomed
tl;te doctor acted as engineer and ran the wonder the order for your brother's death I"
by "the tree dwellers," and he proceeded to give
along tpe road, while the huntmg party spread out Runee shuddered, and she looked horrified.
an exhibition with his educated monkey.
·
over t~e surrounding country and advanced in the "And yet you are under the protection of yo~r The jungle men were well pleased, and presently
cltrectwn taken by the coach.
brother's murderer. Oh, Runee, you cltnnot, wtll while Mohammed was partaking of food whicb
But Mohammed did not ac<>ompany the search- not, remain here. Come, come, my child, come they gave him a man came down out of one of the
iug party. In Lahore, after holding a private con- with your poor old father. Come, and you shall be huis who had 'a silk handkerchief, which Moham.
sult~tion.with the _doctor and Moreland, the East ~appy with your own people, l haye wea!Lll. It n:.ed instantly recognized fLB the property of Frank
Indian 118appeared.
ts all for you. Open the gate, my child, and let us Reade bound about his head as a turban.
An hour later a pilgrim clothed in rags, carrying leave this accursed European's dwelling in com- Tbe'bonest East Indian's heart leaped and he
a crooked staff in his hand, and aa educated mon- pany, after all the long years of our severance."
resolved to stay at the village of" the tr~e dwel·
key, such as the wandering fakirs of India train to The eloquence and emotion of the old Brahmin lers" until he found out whether as he half sus·
perform !Cost surpri&ing feats, might have been C!l.rried the young ~irl awuy. She, for the mo- peeled might be the case, the young inventor was
seen leavmg Lahore.
ment, forgot everythmg, ancl thought only of her a prisoner there or not.
No one would have recognized Mohammed in supposed. father and his wrongs.
. So the day wore on. Night came, and Moham·
the hideous old fakir, and yet he was Mohammed ImpnlBlVely she opened the gate, and the Brah- med meant to explore the huts In the trees when
cleverly disguls.ed.
min dr~w her through it, while bis evil eyM glowed all thA inmates slept. .
The Easrind~an had the theory In his mind that again like coals of fire.
Suddenly ht> was startled by an arrival.
~rank Reade had fallen into the clutches of the "qome, we will away. ~f the resident see~ us He saw Runee brought to the village by the old
Jungle-men.
. he wtllruake us both captives. Come to our JUn- Brahmin and two comrades.
He had assured Moreland and·the doctor that he gle home," said the Brahmin.
"Who is this stranger?" demanded the Brahmin
bel.ieved he could find Frank more surely in dis- "T!tejungle 1 No, no I I c~nnot go there. The suspiciously, when he saw MohiLmmed.
'
gmse than all the hunter,; who made an open enemies I dread are there," crted Runee.
"Only a poor fakir," responded Mohammed
search.
And then she thought of Moreland. Suddenly with a salaam and the Brahmin passed an with
So the Americans had consented that Mohammed sbe realized she was leaving the place where she his captive and ascended to one ol the huts In tha
should go forth and seek for Frank in his own way, had promised her iover he should find her when tret.>s.
'
adopting his own ruses and stratagems.
he returned.
Mohammed proceeded in the direction whence Half inarticulately the name of the young artist
the inventor's Jlarty had come.
fell from her lips.
CHAPTER XXVII.
Meanwhile, that same evening, after the depart- "I cannot go without leaving some word for my
BARNEY AND POMP ON HAND
ure of all the huntin~ party anC: the Americans, proml~ed husband," she said.
·
'
Runes was taking the air in the garden of theresi- "What!" exclaimed the Brahmin, 1p. startled MEANWHILE the search for Frank Reade, which
dency after the heat of the sultry day.
tones.
was being made by Dr. Vaneyke an<! his party,
The young girl 'Yas alone, but she felt no fear, Then he added quickly, while he cast ananxious was steadily pursued. The Electric Team kept to
for the wall w~s htgh all aront?-d the garden, and glance about, where he shadows 'were swiftly the ro.ad, and the searchers on foot beat the BtV·
the gala of palings through whtch she could see a deepening ancl closing In tho night
roundm~ country.
~had()WY .vista of street beyond, was secured on the
.. You do not lov~ a European? ~ne of the race When night ca.me no t.race. of the youn.g in·
mter10r stde.
.
who has brou<>ht our people naught but misery?" ventor had been. qtscovered. Fmally, when It was
Suddenly, as she listened to the musical splash .. I do I col"
too dark to contmue the search, the doctor rang .
of the fountain and the voicPs of the doves cooing .. Tuil' is folly. It must not be."
the electric bell and ca~led in a ll the hunters.
In thA trees, another sound came to Ruuee's ears, "He is good and noble"
The entire band quwkly assembled about the
ancl she glanced quickly .toward the gate, only to "But be bas deceivl'd you."
electric vehicle. Then they set out to return to
dt:aw brtck wttb. a surpnsed and dazed but not .. No, no; that cannot be."
Lahore.
.
,
fn~hter~ed l.ook m her eyes.
.
"It i!l true. Oh, child, I would spare you the .As may be supposed, . the young mventor s
Lookmg mat her through t.hepahngs o.f the gate sorrow of the knowledge, but it is best that you fr1en~s were very much dtacouraged, but Barney
Run ee beheld a man clothed m the flowmg robes should know all "
.
said.
of a Brahm!~ or priest. His .hair and beard were Runee grasp~d the Impostor's arm. All her "Be ~he harp av Tara, l~'s mesal' as will never
long and whtte as snow; h1s age was probably soul spoke in her searching eyes, as she scanned hwe th)~ hathen land until I hev found Masther
score and ten at least, and his eyes seemed his;]face and she cried.
Frank.
to
with the light of recognition as he looked " Tell me what you ~ean I"
"An,: di:' gemma?- ob !!olor votes dat same
upon
.
"The European has told you you should be his tl~~et, sat~ ,Poml>, tmpuletvely.
And as for the gtrl she seemed to be sudde.nly wife, has he not?" asked the Brahmin coolly.
Begob , It~ a Jewel yez are,, Po~p I Put yer
tranr:ported back t.o the daY:s of her. early ch tld- .. Yes,'' gssped Runee, panting with excitement. list the~? I1 crte~ Farney, extendmg his ha~~· and
hood, the recollectiOn of whtCh Wl\8 like a ~alf f~r· "He can never make you his wife, because a Eu- th~ two sho~k on th~ 1\l.l;reement warmly. Faith
gotten dream. But she knew that thE! wh1te-hmr- ropean lady, who is now his bride, await.'! the re- ~n P?m~ an mesei km hck ~11 t~e yeller 1?-agurs
ed old Brahmin, who was associated m he~ mmd turn of Moreland the Europflan in Calcutta where m lnJie tf the blackguards ud '!tand up m fair
wit? the memory of tbe beauttful, face whwh she he left her."
'
'
'
f?ightl An'n~w, d?ctor, dear, Will yez do me a
believed to have been her mothe: s, now stood be- Thtl words fell from the lips of the old Brahmin b1~.av a ~~vor?. contmued Barney, ·
to;~ her at .tbe gate.
.
as though it cost him an etl'ort to utter th\lm, and "Yes, rephnd Dr. VaneyRe.
.
My chtld, Runee. Little flower! Have you there was an accent of pity in his ton'3s,
Well, ye see we hev .our smts ~~;v mall on.
forgotten me?. Have yo_u forgotten :rour old fa- But in thus accusing Moreland of falsehood and Now what I am a,fther ~xm av yez ~s, ~hat ye
ther I Oh, child, say not so, or you will break this base treachery the Brahmin had overreached him- c~a:ge me own an Pomp s suits av mail Wid el8C•
old heart. For years and years I wondered every- selt
·
tnmty-charge the whole armor, gloves, steel he!' J - where iu search of my lost child and at last, at
•
.
mets an' all, so, begob, we'll shock everything we
last I have founa you I" said the aged Brahmin.
Rupee could not ~eheve this thing of Moreland. touch," said Barney.
Hie voice was. tremulous and he spoke with Her h.eart told her It was false, and that the young "Well, all ri~ht. But what do you mean to do?"
thrilling pathos.
Amertcan was true as ste~l.
. asked the doctor.
.
As he paused he thrust his arms between the All at once an. awakenmlf c.ame. upon the ~trl. "We mane to go on a bit av a scout. As we
. bars of the gate and extended them toward Runee She thought of Ttppoo Kahn. s cunnmg, and the I~ea was a-com in' In answer to the bell-sure an' we
with- a look of unutter11ble yearning in his aged finally !law ned upon her mmd that she was acli~g beard it a long way-we diskivered a bit av a path
eyes, and yet this old priest was an impostor, a rashly 10 leaving the residency with the Brahm.m. in. the jungl.e, .an' we saw traeks av the min we
villainous tool sent by Tippo Kahn to decoy Runee Runee resolved that she would not go ~~;way wttb thmk hev carrted off Masther Fra11k. An' begob,
away. But all his life the Bratu:Oin had lived by the man who claimed to be her father until abe had now we mane to find out where the path leads
trickery and imposture. It was his trade and he cor: suited ~ith Moreland.
to."
had become a proficient actor, and Ruuee believed So she satd:
"All right. I'll charge your armors with t>leche was her father, and springing to the gate with a ·• No, no, I. cannot d~ubt the brave ma?- who trlcity at once and we will walt here for you," said
glad cry ~he gave him both bet bands.
pledged m!l 1)18 lov~, I,wlil not leave the residency the doctor. •
until I have seen htm.
"Dat am all right" replied Pomp
Runee started to _leave the old Brahmin, and she Barney also assented.
'
CHAPTER XXVI.
meant to go back mto the garden, but suddAnly Then the doctor attached a wire to the armor of
THE VILLAGE Oli' "THE TREE-DWELLERS."
the old jungle-man sprang forward and threw a each of Frank Reade's two devoted followers and
, THE old Brahmins' eyes fiasbed with an exultant shawl, which be wor.e oYe~ his ~houl!lers, .about having made a connectio.n with the electri~· batgleam, as he noted the Impression which hl' had ?er neck. The. next mstant he twisted It so ttghtly tery in the coach, he turned on the magic current
mace upon Runee.
,
-~at the poor gtrl could not utt~r, a s.ound. A low and quickly charged the armor worn by Pomp and
The girl did not see the quick light that leaped stgnal call fell from the Brahmm s hps, and '?ut of Barney so full of electricity, that he sai!l:
into the small snaky eyes of the native priest. the shadows da:ted two almost naked Ph!lnstgars, . "Now any one you come in contact with will re·
Had she done so perhaps a suspicion which would an~ the succeedmg momentRunee was bemg borne ceiYe a terrible shock, and there Is enough alec·
have defeated the Brahmin's purpose might have swtltly away.
. ,
tricity in your two armors to impart a dozen
crossed her mind.
It s~emed that the old Brahmm s ruse which he shocks in succession to as many different per.
The old priest did not give the girl til!le to r9fiect. and Ttpooo Kahn had plotted was bound to sue- sons."
He began speaking again iu an impassioned tone ceed.
"Dat's de ticket. We'll shock de hnll bake-shop
as soon as he grasped her hand, and his words
"'
"'
"'
..
"'
"'
if we done run on to any ob dem no a.coount yeller
Meanwhile we must follow Mohammed.
trash!" said Pomp.
were well calculated to move Runee.
"Yes, my child, I am your father," the Brahmin He entered a jungle path at no great distance ·• Faith, an' we will do thut sarr.e tkin I Be gob I
eontlnued. "Listen, and I will tell you all. Dur- from the city of Lahore.
an' it's a dance as we will make the blackguards
ing the' Sepoy rebellion' the\Europeans murdered After several miles of the jungle had been trav- dance, the loike av which they niver danced. Be
your mother, ·and your only brother was blown ersed Mohammed came to a singular village. A the harp av Tara, may we foiad. the yeller nagurs
from the cannon's mouth in the public square at grove of great banyan trees with wide branches an' llfasther Frank, too, the saints presarve him:"
Calcutta, Who think you gave the order for your \vas before !Jim, and in the branch Ell' of those trees said Barney.
brother's murder? It was murder, for he was in- ware a number of strange, conical huts of bamboo He and Pomp left the electric ve!Jiele as soon as
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their armors had been charged sufllciently to suit The reunited friends hastened back to where "Golly I dat's so."
them,
Pomp and Barney had left the coach, but the coa~.~h Thus replied Barney antl Pomp almost simulta·
They made their way swiftly to the jungle path was no Ionge~ there.
neou~ly.
upon which they had stumbled while ha~tening to What could it mean?
l<'rank laughed.
•
the electric coaah, as we have seen.
Tbe inventor and his friends were surprised,and He had heard all about Seid Magar while In the
The two brave fellows began to thread the nar- they stood in the jungle road staring at each other city of Lahore.
row fqotpath, for it was nothing more, and ere blankly.
The native was a powerful athlete, boxer and
long they came in sight of the very village of "the Suddenly Pomp shouted:
wrestler, who had for some time been the acknowl·
tree dwellers," where Mohammed yet remained, "To kiver I Dar comes de inemy I"
edged champion of India.
and where the faithful East Indian knew Runee
It was said that he had thus far easily defeated
was a captive, and half suspected Frank Reade
CHAPTER XXVIII
every man, nativ" or EuropeaD, who had met him
was also a prisoner.
·
• either in a prize fight or in a boxing match.
I Under the moonlight the two brave fellows plain·
BARNEY ~s ANXIOUS TO FIGHT A CHAMPION.
Among the East Indians as well as among the
ly discerned the huts in the trees.
THE alarmn~g 11ry uttered by Pomp whe~ Frank Japs wrestling and boxing are accomplishments,
"Be gob, we have struck a queer place I Look at Reade and his comrades reached the highway, and travelers tell us much about the skill of the
it now. Faith an' it's here men live in nests in where the darky had left the electric coach, wru: North of India men in athletic contests.
the trees loike birruas, be dad, an' it's blackbirds occ~ioned by tbe discovery of several dark forms or course the rules of the native wrestlers and
they are," said Barney, in a whisper;
stealing towa~d them along the r~>ad.
boxers are different from ours, but- their methods
He aud his companion crouched down and The advancwg men kept wellm the shadow of are about the same.
waited. They could see the jungle natives cook- the dense foli~ge of ~he jungle which bounded t!{e Now Frank Reade knew that Barn!Jy O'Shea was
ing the evening meal over s&vflral fires at the foot pathwa~· O!J ~Jther_sJde.
.
·
very handy with his fists, and a .splendid boxer.
of the great trees in which they dwelt, and they The md1stmct hght of the moon d!d not make But the young American thought 1t would be folly
eaw Mohammed but never suspected who he was. the stealthily·moving men P!ainly visible, bnt for the reckless Irishman to attempt to stand up be·
The night wore on, and finally the natives and Pomp thought they were Phans1gars, and therefore fore a professional and an acknowledged chamMohammed retired to the strange huts In the enemies.
pion.
Frank Reade was about to recoil, and Runee "I think if you •were to meet Magar, the East
trees.
When ~.ll wassllen,~Run!le, who was alo?e in one had ~urned back into the shelter whence_the p~rty Indian, in a pugilistic encounter, we ~hould have
tree; huts, guarded by a native who ha;i JUSt emer~ed, when Barne:r, whose keen ~Ight to erect your monument here in India, Barney,
or the
crouched outside the door, was startle~ by a snund had enabled him to make the discovery, exclaimed n.nd thero would be a widow by the name of O'Shea
on the roof. A moment and a whtte hanel was h~tlly:
.
in America," said Frank.
thrust down through t~e opening an~ then Runee
Hold on I Be the. powe~, but t~,e min fornwst "Begob I'm a lineal, descindint •av ould King
saw the face of Frank Reade peenng down at us..are some av the docthur s party.
, Borough, the fightln' king av Ireland, whose coat
her.
The men who were engaged to search for me? av arrums wuz a shillalah an' a fiask 1 Long lo!fe
"Can you not reach th~ roof? Come, ma_ke the as~M; Frank. ,
til the likes av me. But if a nagur av Iuje kin be
attempt to reach_ the openmg I hav~ made m the .. Y1s, be g~b.
,
afther puttin' Barney O'Shea • to sleep • thin it's
thatch and I Will try to save you, Frank Reade .. Th_e n we,ll show o';l;rselves.
buried he wants to be," replied the belligerent
Whispered.
.
"Faith, 11,11 we wull.
,
Barney.
The young mventor was on h_a nd to save the
And we shall fi~d out what _has become o, ~he "Nonsense. You are not a professional prizeimprlson~d maiden, and ~ow he disappeared from electric C?a~h," sa1d _F:fank, m a vmce whw_h fighter."
th~ electrw coach, and h1s subsequent adventures evinced h1s mtense solicitude !or the safety of h1s
"Begob an' in the ould sod sure an' I was that
Wtll presently ~e explained and related.
pe.~ Invention. , . ,
.
same, au' sure an' its not all me ould tricks I hev'
Ruuee had y1~lded to despair, but at the sound
Beg~f· an 1t s always me }uck to be ?Isap· rorgott9 n. Be me soul an' it was Barney Sulllvau,
of Frank Re~de s whispered words she sprang up pointed, g~owled Barney as the party .agam ad· the Irish champion, as used to box wid the boys av
~
hopefully, climbed upoJ?. a bench and ma_naged tp vanced1 while Runee kept close to the Side of the us in Clonycllnty in the years agone."
reach th~ hole in the roof, and Frank aes1st"d her young mventor, as though she was not fully co~- "Well, I do not care to lose you. Besides, 1
through 1t.
vinced yet.that there was no dan!{er to be antl<ll· promised Mrs. O'Shea to bring you home safe and
Then they started to descend the tree. Frank pated from the men ~hey were _gomg to meet.
sound. So you must not fight the East Indian
reached the ground first and Runee followed, drop· " What do you mean?" questiOned Frank. " Why champion ,
ping into Frank's arms from the lowest limb.
are you disappointed now? Surely it cannot be be- ,
·
The escaping couple were &.bout to steal away cause you see the men who are approaching are 'Sure, mast_her, dear, yel!! would J!Ot h!\Ve .the
•
when the old Brahmin who had captured :Runee friends?"
hear.t to !orb1d a small btt av an Illl!fant httl_w
leaped up from the foot of the tree, where he had "Yis, begob, that's the <'ause av me sorrow. Ex· ruc~on ~1d the nagur by the way av a b1t :ov a d1•
been asleep, and uttered a wild ala rm.
cuse me tears. Bad luck til the eyes av thim, but va,';"wn?, J?leaded Barney.
,
.
· Like a· swarm of bees, the jungle, men came they have spoilt me anticipationens. It's a ruction
That s JUSt what I mean. I II have no ftghtJI)g.
dropping down from the trees, and as Frank and sure I had set me heart on whin the blackguards Understand me, Barney, and ¥OU too, PO!DP~, Yo-u ~-----.
Runee started to run hand in hand the old Brah- turned out to be friends."
must not fight the East Indian champiOn, said
min and several others threw th~mselves upon "You may be thimkful they are not enemies," F~~nk, earnestly.
.
.
them.
replitld Frank.
. Worm! Sure, an me life is wan b!tther !IIsap.
Frank must have been overpowered, but sud- "Be the ~arp av ~a~ but it'~ wan go<;~d fair pomtment as the witidy L~.one:r smd whm she
denly the old fakir, whnm we know to be Moham· sthand up fmght I'm pmm' fur. Smce the bit av a bu,~ted !ter seventh husband, ,;vaJ!ed Barney.
med, fell upon the astounded assailants of ' the shindy wid the yeller nagurs, whin the lady, God .. Sahib, Y~? hav~ done well, said Mohammed.
young inventor, dealing terrible blows with a short bless the putty face av her, cut the cords the spa!· .. 0 sbi~d :ephed Frankt fi ht Seid M
,
native sword.
peens hed tied me wid at the tlmple, divil a wan .. n or
m.g you~ men o g .
agar. ,
Frank >iprang away, followed by Runee and the av me has had a bit av divarsion."
., Then YO"!! thmk he IS worthy of ~Is great name?
old fakir. But they were pursued, and it seemed Barney sighed and wiped his eyes in mock grief.
Yes, sahib. And he is a terrible fellow: He
they were about to be overtaken, when suddenly "You'se better stan' up afore de Ea~~t Indian has ~Uled more t_han one m~,n who has met him in
two strange-looking men, clothed from head to champion o~ Lahore if youse want to fight so~e- th?, rmg wit~ a smgle I.Jlow.
fnot in armor, sprang up out of the tall jungle body. Golhe I da say dat ft~ller am de champiOn ., Indeed1
.
grasA between Frank Reade Runee the fakir and boxer an' fighter ob Inje "said Pomp
Yes, and on tnat account he is sometimes · ·->
their foes.
. '
'
" Begob; Pomp, an' y~z are a je,~el in ebony. e.aHed the 'D~ad B~xe;;'"
"Praise the bt\lntS I It's the young masther his· Faith, an' it's an illlgant bit av consolation yez hev
Ah, a terrible title.
eelf I Begob, he's aloive an' well, an' now, Pomp, given me. Sure, an' it's a foi~ht I'll have wid the "It is, out well deserved. You see, the cham·
it's a bit av a ruction like ould times we'll be afther n~ur champion whln we git back to Lahore. An' pion has a trick o: striking a certain peculiar blow
which k!lls his man."
havln'. Heave ahead, an' we'll bate the heads av would yez sthand me second, Pomp?"
tl!le spa! peens I Whoop I Erln-go-braugh I Let her "Gollie I You bet yer last !!Umm'lr socks, er·any "Well, well; he is certainly a more formidabl~
go, Gallagher!" yelled Barney, and he pranced for· odder strong tlngs, dat I'se right on han' when dar party than I had supposed."
ward right among the hew ling tree-men; dealing am any standin' second business goin' on. Dat's "He is as cruel as he is skillful."
blows right and left with his steel gauntlets;
my strong holt. Yes, sah, standln' second am a "A brute, eh?" •
:romp was at Barney's side, and he laid about heap mo' run dan stsndin' just. l'se been dar. I "Yes, and his temper is frightful. I saw him in
him in as lively a manner as did the IJ'ish~an.
~peaks accordin' to 'spe=ience," replied Pomp.
a prize ftght.once. I shall never forget the scene.
Every native who came in contact with the two "Arrah I I wonder, now, me jewel, if iver the He killed his antagonist with a single blow in the
men in armor received terrible electric shocks, nagurs in this heathen country was afther seein' second round."
and in a very few moments the two heroes had the a fail·, sthand-up prize-foight?"
"You hear that, Barney?"
field of battle to themselves.
" Dat's what dat big native am. He am a prize- Frank turned to the Irishman as he spoke.
The natives were either prostrated by the elec· fighter, an' he kin lick all de native niggers au' "Yes, ·sur," ar.swered Barney, tersely and sul·
triclty, or they had fied.
de Brlt!shers what has stood up to him."
lenly.
Then Barney and Pomp joined hands and exe- " Whoop I Begob, the blood in me veins begins "So take warning," added Mohammed.
;....
outed a sort of impromptu war-dance, which was to circulate like ould toimes wance more. The "Begob, an' yez mane well, Moham, ould hulks,
a mixture of the steps of an Irish reel and a planta· champion nagur may bate all the other nagurs, and and ye are welcome. Take hould an' drink
tion breakdown.
the English, bad luck to their red coats-but be hearty," said Barney.
Frank and his two companions had halted at a the great Saint Patrick's bell, he can't bP.te an Then as he spoke he presented his flask to tht>
distance of a few yards, aud the young .inventor Irishman I"
East Indian.
roared with laughter. He was so happy over his "Doan' yer be too sure about dat."
Mohammed's patience was exhausted, and' hEr
escape that he could laugh at anything.
"What I Begob, Pomp, if yez want to insult struck the fiask from Barney's hand, and it fell to
Pomp and .Barney presently almost overwhelmed -ne wance yez hev' only to say, begorra, that ana- the ground, and Pomp roared in delight.
their young master with their congratulations. tive nR~tur can bate a sprig av a lad from ould "That manes foight. begob I" cried Barney.
Then suddenly Mohammed revealed himself and Ireland."
"Sure, masther dear, llloham is not·a champion.
all were very much surprised, but Barney said "Dat.'s all right. Keep yer close on. You'se al- Let us have a bit av ruction be the way av prac·
gravely as he shoo It the East Indian's hand.
lert! flrin' up 'bout nuflln."
tice."
"Begob, this is an occasion which the loikes av "What I Are you rascals seriowsly considering "No, no, you foolish fellow. But if you do not
yersel' Moham, ould boss, cannot pass over wid n rhe fe!Ulibllity of getting up a prize. fight between ceMe con~tantly tantalizing our friend by offering
diJ: throat, an' so, begob, take a pull til the health Barney and the East Indian champion, Seid him your whisky when you know vetv well he is a
av M:asther Frank and the lady."
Magar?" askett Frank, who had listen9d -with some otrict.teetotaler, I shall cut oft your supply of grog,"
Thus speaking, Barney presented his flask.
tmusement ~o the foregoing characteristic conver- 'aid Frank.
"No I" thundered Mohammed, fiercely.
·ation.
"Orrah I Thin it's a dead mon I'd be. Widout
"Oh I'' imitated Barney, and Pomp roared.
"Faith an' we are, thin."
'l. wee drop av a mornin' tb cut the dust out av me
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·male-trap, how would the loikes av me Jive in this great tree above. Then as I had watched and seen Barney's entrance, and his defiant challenge,
Givil's own climate?"
where liunee was taken, I reached her hut and got though a direct disobadience of his orders, did not
"Then be warned In time," said Frank, laugh• her safely out, and we reached the ground. You effend Frank at heart, for he was just then flushing and Barney picked up his flask, saying:
all know what ensued, and that Runee and myself ed with indignation at the arrogant Englishman's.
"'But, begob, thou~~:h it's afther insultin' an Irish OWEI our final escape to you, Mohammed, and aloo tone aud manner.
giBtleman yez are, Moham, ould rocks, sure, an' to the bravery and reckless daring of Barney and "Is that fellow your servant, Mr. Reade?" desince ye- are the masther's friend, it's welcome ye Pomp."
manded Colonel Stedman.
,
are. Take hold wance."
"Hegob, an' it wa.S at: the suit av mail. Shure "He is,'; replied Frank, tersely.
Again Barney proffered his flask to Mohammed. an' it's a great thing these mail suits are, an' be- "And do you dare to back him up in his chat--gob it's electricity as is the power to paralyze the lenge?"
'
CHAPTER XXIX
nagurs," said Barney exultantly.
Frank's face flushed. He'was not in the habit
.
,
•
· " Golly! dat's so. ?3arney and me was 'lectric of taking a dare from any man. Tbe eyes of an
BARNEY s CHALLENGE.'
.
.
men when we went In on dat racket I" assented the Englishmen were upon him, and, right or
· WHAT thecons,e quences of Barney s miSChievous Pomp.
.
wrong, the young American felt that just then it
conduct might have been we cannot say, for just Then .Frank Reade quest,ioned Runee, and she devolved upon him to vindicate the honor of his
then Frank and his companions met the men who related how •he had r'llllen into the clutches of her country. ·Still Frank intuitively knew that he
were approaching, and one of them called out:
foes, saying in conclusion:
should not allow Barney to fight the dreaded East
"Sahib, are you the European who was losU"
"I am sure now that the old Brahmin was an Indian champion. He hesitr.ted and observing
"I am Frank Reade," replied the young inven- impostor and acting in the interest of 1'ippoo that he did so, Stedman said tauntingly:
tor.
·
Kahn. But since the !ace of the Brahmin is one " I hope you, the master, are not lacking In the
"And Wl'l are members of a party of men en- o! the shadowy memories of my earliest childhood, spirit of your man. But if you are seeking to back
gaged by you1· friends to search for you,'' replie<l tb\l idtJa if'< firmly established in my mind that down for him, please say so."
the native.
probably he knows tbe secret of my parentage. "I am not aware thRt I hRve as yet taken any
"Where Is the Electric Team?" askAd .Frank.
Oh, I wish that be might be induced to reveal the position from which it is necessary for me tore" It is coming. You must know, sire, that after truth."
cede, or,.as you elegantly put it 'back down'" re·
the two of your European friends who are now " Perhaps he may be induced to do so if he pos- plied Frank.
'
'
~ith you .went into the'jungle in their steel cloth- se~?es the kn<;>wledge," said Frank,. th<;>ughtfully.. . "Your servant bas issued a challenge. You
10g, a swift messenger, well mounted, came !ro!ll Th~ young mventor was becommg mterested 10 must support him or make him withdraw lt. 1
Lahore w.ith ne.ws that caused the Europeans 10 the hiStory o~ the young gtrl, and he would very knew there was 11 grain of cowardice in all Amerith?, electric carrl!l.ge to turn back to t~e c~~Y·"
much have liked to solve the mystery which sur- cRns."
"What news did th~ messenger brmg?
ro)lnded her.
.
"Colonel Stedman I" exclaimed the resident, and
That the Nau.tch gtrl wh~,m your party brought The ,Party walked onward steadily, and after a several officers appealed to the insulting fellow to
to,!he city bad disappeared.
"
i?ng d1stanct>. had be_e~ tn~':ersed they we,re de- retract his words.
A.~, a:nd we have f~~nd her, replied Frank, hgh~"d by ~eemg a brilliant hght ahead, which was Frank remained silent, and he held Barney so by
as he md1cated, Rune~.
I can well ":lnderstand co~!ng swtftly toward the~.
,, .
a stern glance of his eyes. Stedmau. took ]'rank's
bow Morela~d ~. anxiety prompted htm to run
There comes the Electnc Team. cned Frank. sllence for an evidence of cowardice.
back to the City, he added.
.
Such proved to be the fact, and the wonderful Even the English resident and the others evl" Well,,hegob, we may as well go on u~tll we mate ~eam and the eoach it drew soon met tbtJ American dently thought too that Frank was lacking In
the 'lectnc c.oach an' team, for n?w Wid the min mventor's party.
manly spirit. '
'
who have JUSt me,t us faith an w,e . are ~:~t~ong Dr. Vaney~e and Moreland were .on the coach, The young American saw them all looking at
\ ~nough to ?ive the JUngle ~.agurs a~ Ilh~ant shmdy and how dehghte.d they were at findmg Frank and him with min~led pity and contempt plainly ex•'\ 1f ~~ey ~.ake a show at us, said B,lrneJ.
Runee ~~:mong. fne~ds, both safe and unharmed, pressed in their glances.
'
Yes, Frank Reade ~sented, and so the party, may easll~ be tmagmed.
.
Stedman went on to blusteringly reiterate his inaugmented by the native hunters, continued on Happy 10deed were the reumtAd 011es, and all suiting statement.
along the road to Lahore.
boarded the electric coach, and the return journey
. ,
.
"Sabib," said Mohammed, presently, "you to Lahore was made as swiftly as possible.
:!frank wa1tec unhl he paused, then he aro~e
have not as yet told us how you so strangely dis- The beautiful Nautch girl was again taken to the qmetly. Morelaod and Dr. Vane;rke had not sa!d
appeared from the electric coach."
residency, and extra precautions were arranged to a word. They had noted t~e q~wk, fiery flash m
t
"Yes, an' be<l.ad it's runnin' over wid curiosity guard her.
·
the eyes of th~ young Amencan mventor, and they
1'he Americans meant to push on for the frontior w~re full~ satiSfied that. he would resent the Enwe are about that same,'' put in Barney.
" l'he
Is simple. As I learned from of Afghanistan early next day, but Frank received ~lishman.s unprovoked 10sult like abrave man, all
the
tree-dwellers, subsequently a most pressing invitation to dine with the officers 10 good hme.
. .
dis,appet\l'a.nc,e,_they discovered the ap- of the British garrison of the city and as one of . W~en he had gained his feet Frank said, 10 clear,
before it arrived at the these officers had fought in the Afghan war, and r~.gmg tones:
· ·.
I vanished. It seems could give some valuable information regarding
Gentlemen, let me say, In !he first mstance,
Kahn
a reward for my capture, the country in which the Inventor now believed that I fully suppon my servant m the challenge he
so the tree-dwellers, who are in league with Richard Carlyle, the missing explorer, to he held in hB:B made, and I will .wager any Rmount y~u or
the scoundrel, cunningly planned to secure me." slavery, Frank resolved to attend the banquet.
tins bu~ly, Stedman, ~Ill name. t~.at Barney 0 dbea
"An' I'll wager be me sow! that they whisked He did so in cempany with the doct~r. Morehmd ca.~ whip th~ champiOn of Indm.
yez up in til the trees, Masther Frank," interpclat- and Sir G~orge Peyton, the resident. The dinner :, ~1I-- be~an S l~dman. d l!" f
h' d
1 ence, you msu mg scoun re
ed Barney.
was a success, but se\•eral ot the Englishmen
a 1r1Y 1sse
"Quite right. Seeing that I was alone on the present took occasion to vent their national preju- F~~nk. .
,
. ""
top of the coach, the tree-dwellers went on ahead dices against Ameriea and Americans when the
I Wl5h to add, he ~ontmued, transfixing the
of the Electric Team·until they arrived at the point wine had circulated ~o freely as to render them offi~er mth a glance, ~hat when my man ~as
on our way where the trees •almost joined their negligent of the amenities due their guests.
whtpped your champion I II meet you and pum.sh
!;)ranches above our heads."
There was an officer to whom .Frank Rl<ade and you as hou de&erve on the ~eld" of bono~. and,v10- .:_• And, begob, thin they grabbed yez up!" antic!- his comrades took a particular dislike from the di?,ate t e ~;avery ~f Amenca and Amer10ans.
pafed Barney.
first on account of his arrogant and overbearing . Hrnvo · exclmmed Morela!ld, who~~ e~t~u'·' Right again. The rasoals are wonderfully ex- manner, and the patronizing manner he assumed smm was aroused by the young 10V!lntor s thnll!ng
pert climbers, being tree-dwellers, and they con- at the oatset.
words.
cealed themselves in the branches above the Colonel Stedman was the officer's name, and as "Whoop I" yelled Barney Ia unbounded delight.
coach. Then, when the vehicle was passing, two he became flushed with wine he became more "Be me soul, an' it's a ruction we will be afther
of them reached down and lifted me up into the' and more insulting in his remarks about Ameri- havin' now, in spite av' all the bad luck in the
trees. One of them fastened a firm hold upon my cans, though his brother officers, in the majority, wurruld. It's a happy man I am the day. Onla
throat, and I was only able to utter a single cry." were gentlemen, and sought to shut him up.
Ireland an' America foriver against Inje an' Eng" And we heard that same. But shure an' how The conversation had turned upon athletic land 1 Sure an' now bring on the nagur champion
did the blackguards git away wid ye widout Iavin' sports, box'i ng, wrestling, and the like, and the til yo see Barney O'Shea !?ate the head av' him."
.a so much as a single mark av their feet on the soft relative merits of different nationaliti'lS were dis- "Silence, Barney I" cried Frank.
"' ground under the trees?"
cussed.
Colonel Stedman was thunderstruck at the young
"The tree-dwellers are as active in the branches Colonel Stedman affirmed· that England led the American's sudden defiance, and his tone of voice
as the mor..keys, and they carried me aome distance world in pugilists and athletes of all kinds, while was by no means as aggressive as he said:
from tree to tree without descending to the ground. Frank Reade pleasantly but firmly Rsserted his "Do you mean to challenge me to fight a dull!?"
The branches interlaced so closely for a long space opinbn that America at all Avents could produce "You must either fight or apologize for the inthat the tree-men did not find It very difficult to do the champion prize fighter of the world.
suiting words you have uttered to me in the pres_ .o. And when they finally descended to the "Bah I there are a dozen Englishmen who can enoe of these gentlemen," replied Frank.
ground with me they;selected a spot where the jun- whip your American champion and not half try. "Then I'll fight. Captl\in Braoobridge will call on
gle turf would not leave a track. Then they bound The Americans can't fight. Why there's a native any friend of y0urs you may name to arrange the
me and hurried me away to their huts in the trees here in town who could whip your greatest cham- meeting,'' said Stedman.
further away in the jungle."
pion in no time," sneered Colonel Stedman.
"Mr. Moreland here will act as my second,''
"And how did you elude the cunning tree- Barney O'Shea had attended his master a8 answered Frahk.
.
dwellers and rescue Runee?" asked Moham- body servant at the banquet, and he was now . Then he added:
med.
waiting in the cloak-room. The door was ajar, "And now about the proposed prize-ll~ht."
"I was placed in one of the tree huts, and the and tl:e Irishman heard what Stedman said. "Ah, Y.es. I name Seid Magar, the champion of
lloor was secured. As I was bound the natives The officer's servants bad given Barney a glass India, as my man,'' said Stedman.
·
thought I could not escape, but I found a native's too much, truth to say, and, heedless of the breach "When ean he meet my ma.n?"
knife in the hut and managed to rub my fetters, of instructions which he was guilty of, he entered "Now,'' replied Stedman. "The great pngili&t
which secured my wrists, on its blade until I sev- the <lining-room and blurted 0ut in a loud voice: of ' India is quartered in the bnngalo just across
ered them. Then I untied the remaininJ:: cords "I am Mr. Frank Reade's servant. Begob, I'm the way. I'll send f0r l:im and the fight shall take
which secured my ankles. I bar! witnessed the an Irish-American an' I can lick any man in place in the public parade ground in an hour if you
arrival of Runee, and I resolved to attempt her lnje in a fair sthandup fight, prize ring rules or agree."
rescue."
no."
·
"Conslnt I Bedad, I'm ready rm' wa.itln', as tlle
"That's lolke yez, M:asther Frank," said Harney.
colleen said whln the bridegroom was behind time
Frank smiled as he contlnu&d, without heeding
CHAPTER XXX.
at the weddin' 1" cried Barney.
the interruption:
" Very well. In one hour my man win meet the
" l:'lo, tate at night, I made a hole in the roof of my
Two c HALLEN G E s •
East Indian on the parade ground. A ring twontyhut, and erept through. it Into the branches of the FRANK READE was very xnuch surprised at four. feet regula\ion size n:.ust be set up aad the
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fight must be conducted squarely and fairly accord- contestau.ts lower themselves to the level or beasts. to obtain some information about the country he
lng to the English rules," said Frank.
They may show the stubborn courage of the bull was about to visit.
.
"Agreed," replied Stedmar:.
dog, but there is nothing in the fame of the pugil- In the excitement of the episode which led to
Then Frank and his friends withdrew, and theist to inspire thA youth with any praiseworthy his challenging Stedman, the young American had
young inventor said to Barney:
·
spirit of emulation.
·
neglected at the dinner to question the officer
"Have you really perfect confidence in your- We may merely say ttiat four exciting )'Ounds were about Afghanistan, as he intended.
self?"
fought by Barney and the East Indian, and in the He now repaired that oversight and questioned
"Yis, be tho powers I"
fourth round the Irishman, by a fortunate blow, the officer at some length regarding Afghanistan
"Remember you are to meet a ~cientiflc boxer." finally succ.eeded in knocking the champion of In•. and the Afghans.
"Sure an' I know that. Take all the wafSers the dia aeQ.seless.
The officer proved t o bA a man of intelligence,
Ded coats will lay, an' rest aisy that I won't make After waiting the usual period time was cA.IIed, and in reply to Frank's iut~rrogatories he gave him
ye~ lose yer money, Masther Frank."
but Seid Magar had not as yet regained conscious- some valuable information, which the young
" All right. Of course you will need a second." ness, and he was unable to respond to the call.
American felt could be relied Gpon, since it was the
"That's so, bedad. Pomp will do for me."
So the battle was decided in Bar(\ey's favor, and result of personal observation.
"Yes. And now to see him."
then the native multitude exhibited their rage.
When the interview between Frank and the EnThey went to the residency, where they were now Mad yells resounded on ev£lry side. ll was glish officer ended, preparations were made for
guests, and found Pomp, who was delighted when claimed by Seid Magar's adherents that Barney had leaving the city.
he heard of the fight which was about to take not fought:fairly.
Moreland to<>k a tender farewell of Ru.nee, and
place.
.
I But there was no justice in this claim, and the bidding good-bye to the resident, the inventor and
Barney asked Pomp if he would socond him.
referee refused to change his decision.
his comrades sta.,rted the Electrio Team, and ~ey
"Golly, you bet you socks dis coon will do dat, Frank Reade saw the crowd pressing through the got out of the city in safety.
'l.n' if any ob dem niggers try any gum games, I'll ropes which inclosed the ring.
'fhe journey or our friends was cpntinued un.
>ail in an' butt de daylights out. ob dem," said He knew that the enraged natives meant to mob eventfully for some days.
Pomp.
Barney, and so with his comrades he dashed in:o Finally the frontier of India was crossed, and at
Everything· was arranged, and Frank and his the ring.
last Frank and hi1:1 party foand themselves on Af·
friends were about to set out for the tight!ng In a moment Barney's friends surrounded him, ghan territory.
~rounds, when Mohammed, who had absented and with revolvers drawn held the angry mob in
Af~;:hanistan Is a great plateau of Central Asia,
himself tor a time, came in and said:
check for a moment.
· and 1t is 1\ remarkable country.
·
"The news of the impending fight has spread But the young inventor saw that his little band No other land on the face of tt.e globe has such a
all through the town , and the natives are assem- could not long save Barney from his furious diversity of climate. While the temperature on the
bling in multitudes at the parade ground. I have foes.
elevatad plains or Ghazin is fr!lquently ten degrees
been among them listening to their conversation, "Now the time has come to call Mohammed to fifteen degrees below zero at Kandahar, in the
and I have found out that they intend to [)reak into and the Electric Team to the rescue," Frank whis- s0uth, the heat in the summer reaches 120 degrees.
Afghanistan is also distinguished for its mountain
the ring and mob llarney in case.he proves himself pered.
too much for the native champion."
"Yes,"·said the doctor. "See, the natives are passes and for the war-like character o! its numer·
" I'm glad you have warned us of that, Moham- preparing for a combined rush, and although the ous clans.
,
m~>d. I'll just put my bayonet-rack on the Electric English officers are trying to hold them)n check,
'fhe amir is the military dictator, and two-thirds
of his wild, half civilized subjects are MohammedTeam, and leave you in charge of it near the parade they cannot d.o so."
ground. It you hear my whistle yon charge the "Quick I Gi\•e the signal you agreed upon with ans.
·
crowd with the Electric Team until you rush the Mohammed., or presently we shall find ourselves Through Afghanistan India has frequently been
metal steeds to the ring," said Frank.
overwhelmed. I" cried Moreland.
invaded, and the 'British have had,several wat'S with
" lees, sahib, I understand," assanted Moham- Frank put his fingers to his lips, and sounded a the people of the Afghan kingdom, notably the la.st
med
shrill, peculiar whistle.
war, which cost Great llritan many men and much
Then Fran I~ went out and fastened an iron bar ",Begob, an' _it's a putty country .where a man expense.
. .
ncross tt1e breasts of the electric steeds like a cant have a fatr show m a square btt av a sblndy. When Afghamstan was.entered, Frank Reade and
·nec k-yoke, and in the bar he fcrewed six army But, beg~b, ~ hev' put the Aste Inje moke to sleep, his party felt that new perils and adventur~s were
.
to be en~ountered, but they 1vere all d~te~mmed to
bayonets so that they protruded in front of the anyhow! satd Barney.
team
"Go lite I But dat fellow went down hke a log. accomplish the two-fold purpose of thetr JOt:rney'· 'f here," said Frank, when this was accom- I ~pee's he se!ld al~ de stars in de sky fo' sure I" the finding of Richard Carlyl!l ~nd th~ recovery of
.
.
the treasure of the Parsee~>, 1l1t was m the power
plished, "it will take a bayonet cltarge to scatter cned Pomp, m delight.
tho crowd in case of trouble, and a genuine bayonet But now the mob was pressmg steadily for- of men so to do.
charge we shall have if Mohammed charges wJtb ward.
.
.
.
the Electric Team now."
.
The Amencans dtd not Wish to fire upon lJ;te e~CHAPTER XXXII.
Then all except Moha mmed repaired to the pa- raged populace save In case of urgent necesstty,m
rade-ground. There a regulation twenty-four fo~t self defense.
. THE WRITING ON THE BOCK.
ring had been pitched, and around it was assam- And as . the threatening ·mob advanced r.earer THE mventor's partY:, as the r~ader wltl· remetn·
bled a vast multitude of the swarthy native popu- and n~arer, although all the mem bers o,f Frank b~r, hnd a clew to gu1de them m the search for
lace and a swall party of soldiers and of!1cers from Head'3 s party kept thetr weapons. pres on ,ed, t.hey Rtehard Ca~lylo.
the garrison.
did not dis<~harge them.
. •
The!' believed that the missin!1 ex~lorer was
Sir George Peyton was asked to act as referee, A moment or two of su~per.sefu\ exmtement en- slave m the power of ~h~ mountam ch1efta~ called
but he decl!necr. Finally a subordinate officer was sued, _nnd It seemed that a conflict between the llalkar, who was. the fnend of Ameer Sehm, the
agr,eed upon. Tllen Baqtey, naked to the waiilt, Amencan.s could scarcely b~ lor;tger ave,rted, w~en sultan, who had gtven Mohammed's friend the ex·
and wearing a pair .of tight white knee-breeches ~be electric bell was heard nngmg out m a tiJnll- plorer s ~old medal. .
secu red with a "'reen scarf and a red white and mg chime.
Now, smce the Amencans were assured that the
blue knot, leaped into the rin~.
'
Then through the crowd that fell away like fright- stronghold of the cl)ief Balkar waa sitnatad in the
The succeeding moment and the native champion ened sheep before the row. of bayonets presented fastness of the Hmdoo-Coosh Mountains, they reYaulted over the ropes.
!rom t~e bar across the b~easts of the :wonde~ful solved to shap~ tho;r cours~ Hs directly as possible
A bush fell upon the great throng as the two metallic steeds, the Electuc Team came chargmg toward these ?tgh, r~cky w:lds. .
.A
champions faced each other in the center of the forward.
Moh1\mmed s serVIces as a gutde were now !1'1"'
ring
Mohammed had been on the alert for Frank valuable.
•
Read e's whistle, and as soon a.s he beard it he sent His knowledge of the country rendered him
the Electric Team forward.
fully competent tO direct the course of the party.
CHAPTER XXXI.
Straight through the throng, shouting ln:the na- Through a country remarkable for the beauty of
tivl! language to the mob to give way on their lives, its scenery t9e first stage of the jo1;1rney led our
1 N A F 0 HAN Is TAN.
Moha mmed directed the course or the Electric friends.
· THE brave Irishman was now in his element, Team.
.
The Afghans were at this time nomlnaUy at peace
and in a moment the battle between him and the He reached the ring, and the succeeding mo- with th e .English of India, but the wild tribes arfl
East In!! I~ champion opened.
ment drew up beside Frank Reade and his com- natural robbers and murderers, and Frank Reade's
party lllaintained a constant watch t<? guard against
Barney and Seid Magar began to spar cau- rade.
.
tionsly, each seeking to learn something of the It was the work of a moment for all of them to a surprise.
·
leap aboard the coach.
The highways in tbe southern part of the counother's method.
T be East Indian presently aimed a terrific blow 'fhen it was put iri motion, and ran swiftly away. try were so well made that the Electric Team trav•
straight at Barney's head, but the Irishm'an "duck- The young inventor took the main guiding lever ersed them easily and swiftly.
ed" his h ead so quickly that Magar 's great fist in hand as soon as he gained his place in the coach, One night just at sunset, as the way wound
shot by his ear without touching him.
and directed the course of the team.
through some rocky hills, Frank Reade from the
Then Barney swiftly countered, and caught thE' Soon the parade ground and the mob was left be- top or the electric coach made a discovery.
East Indian a stinging tlow on the cheek.
·
hind, and Frank mn the Electric Team to the The vehicle was passing a great cliff,
This infuriated Magar. His eyes flash ed with a palace of Sir George Peyton, the English resident. smooth rocky wall ;Lrose many feet in height
fierce, evil llgltt, and be made a rush at the Irish- Some moments, later, while the party were dis- th£l rugge'd, tortuous trail.
man, dealing blows with rapidity and force.
cussing the advisability of,immediately leaving the All at once Frank reversed the main lever, e.nd
For some moments Barney had all .he could do city, the English resident . and one of the officers gradually withdrawing the motive power of the
to defend himself from the furious attack , and ,yet with whom the Americans had dined arrived.
electric current from the machinery, he brougbl;
at tbe same time he found out the tactics of his ad- Both the Englishmen sincerely deplored the un- the team to a halt.
versary to so rue extent.
fair conduct of the native population and congratu- Th9n pointing at the smooth surface of tile rock
Presently Barn(ly dodged under the East Indi- lated Barney on his victory and escape from the that loomed up close beside the electric conveyance,
an•s· righi arm as he struck furiously, and as h e mob.
•
Frank said:
wheeled upon the agile Irishman the latter got in Then the officer said:
"Look ;yonder! Surely there on the face of the
a terrific" upper cut" or swinging sledge hamll!er "Colonel Stedman has thought better of his un- rock is carved a line of writing."
blow directly under .llfagar's ear, and the East In- gentlemanly conduct, and he has sent mfl to tender "It is so I" assented th!l doctor, following with
you his apology."
.
.
his glance the direction indicated by his comrade.
dian went down all in >L heap.
This closed the round with everything in favor "Very well, I accept it. I had no desire to en- "Yes, an<). certainly those .are English characnf Barney, ami the assembled multitude in favor of gage )lim in a duel, but his l!Onduot was such as no ers, but the writing Is so high up on the groot
the native, set up angr.v yells.
gentleman could pass by unrebuked," t·eplied rock that I cannot clearly make 1t out," replied
We do not wish to detail the particulars of a Frank.
Frank.
prize fight, for no good can be derived from such a The officer who came as Colonel Stedman's "Begob I" cried Barney as Frank got out his field·
narration. At best the prize rin~ Is but tlte scene messenger was the very man who had fought in glass, "It's mesel' as is thinkin' that no English.
for the exhibition of the brutal s1de of man, and the the Afghan war, aud from whom l!'rank had hoped man could come here to do his writin' on stone."
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"Gollle,maybeyougotnosen~e. Ain'tde manandseektoleai"nwhoisnear. Perhapsthesmokethat the man was really a white man and a
we am lookin' fo' English, or Merica.n, an' da. boff we see comes from the camp-fire of some band of .European.
write de same way," said Pomp.
Chief Balkar's men," suggested the doctor.
Although the features were brcnzed by exposure
"1'hat's so. Ah, if it should be 1 Pomp has · "Agreed. Mohammed, shall you and I go?" said to a color almost as dark as the complexion of the
given me an idea. Get out your glass as quickly as Frank. •
Afghans, still the outlines of his features which the
you can, Frank," cried the doctor with some ex- •· Yes, sahib, or I will go alone," respon!ted Mo- magnifying glass brought out told Frank that he
citement.
hamm'ld, readily.
was not making an error.
Frank already had the glass in his hand.
"No; I prefer to accompany you," rejoined But :B're.nk had seen the portrait of Richard Car•
He wiped its glass sight carefully, and having Frank; "and two persons will be less likely to be lyle, and the first thought which had , come to his
properly adjusted it leveled it at tile character.; discovered than a 1:-,rger party,'' he added.
m nd that the European was the lost eiplorer, was
traced on tile white rock.
"Sahib, you are right. We shall have to ascend immediately dispelled by swift observation.
"Wllat do you make out?" asked the doctor, to the top o! the hill, and then I think we shall ob- The European whom the inventor had discovereagerly.
tain a view of the camp whence we think the smoke ed was milch younger than Richard Carlyle.
Frank was silent for an instant while be closely arises."
Then, too, they were not in the least alike either
2canned the characters on the rock.
"Yes," replied Frank, and, having armed them- in features or form.
Then he said:
.
selves, he and Mohammed left the coach and began "The man who brought the bowl of steaming
"Certainly the writing is in English."
to climb the rugged hUt.
food to the Afghans is a European, but he is not
·• Can you read it?" asked the doctor.
They were soon lost to the sight of their friends. the lost explorer 1•e are in quest of,'' said Frank to "Wait, I am trying to do so now. It seems that Half e.n hour went by, and then the men with the Mohammed, presently.
·
the writing has been partially effaced and some Electric Team heard the report of a gun.
"Then who can he be, sahib?" asked )loham•
portions of it ar& indistinct."
"Dat was Marse Frank's rifle dat spoke," said med.
"Ah, now I read it. This is o. piece of rare good Pomp.
" I know not. Moreland and yourself reportde
luck, doctor. Repress your excitement, and I wilt
tbat only Richard Carlyle of your party was left
read the writing," said Frank.
CHAPTER XXXIII
alive in Afghanistan."
There was sil~;>nce then, and all listened with the
•
Frank was still attentively watching the Eurogreatest interest.
A WHIT& MAN IN CAPTrvrTY.
pean through the glass, and he added !
Then Frank read the inscription.
FRANK READE and his East Indian comrade found "The unfortunate fellow whoever he may be
But he found some diftlculty in doing so, and he the ascent of the steep and rugged hill more diffi· is clearly a captive and a slave. See, the Afghan
was obliged to make frequent pauses between the cult than they had anticipated.
chief just gave him a blow with hia spoor 'and or·
words.
Rocks were heaped about in confusion, as dered him to do something, and he is going toFinally the reading was completed thus:
though at some remotejeriod of time the range of ward the horses."
" I am a captive In r.t1e power or Balkar. a cllier o hills had. been nphe~vo by volcanic action.
'rhts was so, as Mohammed, without the aid of
the mount.alne. His town Is to the nortllwest and the The smi between tne rocks was scanty, and only a the.glass, could see.
trail at tile w'aterfall leads to it. For the love or God few bushes of stunted growth found sustenance in l3ut the East Indian suddenly gave a violent
let any Cllrilltlan who reads ~his seek to saTe me.
it,
start.
"RICHARD CARLYLE."
The hill-side was passed by Frank and Moham- "Can it be that after all he Is yet alive 1" he ex" Whoop 1" cried Barney. "Didyez ever strike med finally, and they arrived at its summit.
claimed.
anything more lucky, Masther Frank? Here's Then crouching behind the rocks they peered "What do you mean?" asked Frank.
luck to the lost man, l!e gob 1"
down into thE" valley beyond.
"I think, sab1b, that yonder European is really
The jolly Irishman pulled out his flask as he 'fhey saw an extensive plateau or plain carpeted Captain Jack Conway, whom we left' for dead when
spoke and took a drink, and then handed It to with verdant grass, and there were trees and shrub- the fight between Richard Carlyle's party and the
.Mohammed.
bery scattered about to diversify the pastoral scene. Afghans took place, in which- the explorer was
"Drink, old hulks; there's nobody looldn' but At the foot of -the hill the Inventor and Moham- captured."
.
me,'' he said.
med beheld an Afghan camp.
"Take the glass and look closely,'' cried Frank.
Mohammed uttered an exclamation expressive This was composed of a number of rude tents, Mohammed did so.
of his annoyance, and with a quick movement something like the ouals of the Tartar tribes of In a moment he said:
Pomp snatched the bottle out of Barney's. grasp Asiatic Russia.
"I was right. That man Is Captain Conway."
and drained it at a gulp or two, almost before the ;\mong the tents wt;re a band of som.e twenty :·And as I live he is making a dash to escape I"
Irishman knew what had happened.
w!ld-looking fellows wtth long gun>! in their hands, cned Frank.
The next moment Barney jumped at Pomp and whose dark faces and gleaming eyes, with t~e light At that very instant, having reached the horses
uimed a blow at his head, as he cried:
of the camp fire upon them, looked particularly !rom which the Afghans wto had engaged in the
" Bad luck till ye, ye black blackguard I Take lerocious.
sham battle had just dismounted, the European
_ _r_ .,.,_will yez 1"
They wore pointed caps, l?ose ~rous~rs, and was seen to leap upon one of those animals.
Barney, I don't want it. l'se mighty gen- colored scarfs were used as girdles m whtch they ·1'he next moment he came rushing at full speed
erous, is, so I'll ~ib you a present da.t you'se jess carried curved swords.
toward the hill, and he obtained a start befor& the
dyin' fer. Here it am."
Beyond the tents were the horses of the band, Afghans, who were apparently for the moment
As he spoke Pomp suddenly ducked his head which wer& picketed out to feed upon the rich dumfounded at his danng attem-pt, could mount
and butted Barnevover. He fell against :Moham- grass of the valley.
and pursue him.
·
med, and they both rolled orr the coach to the All at once a tall chief, attended by several But presently the entire savage band fiung them·
ground. Barney scrambled np, and the East In- others, and one old fellow to whom all seemed to selves upon the backs of their steeds, and came
dian was on his feet In a second. The two stood accord the greatest respect, came out of one of the after the fugitive.
glaring at each other for an Instant, while Pomp tents and addressed some command to his men.
Frank and Mohammed looked to thefr weapons,
roared with laughter.
Insta11tly they divided into two bands, and ran for they were anxious to assist the escil.ping man.
What might have ensued cannot be told, for at to their horses and mounted them.
But they feared he could not reach them.
that moment Frank Reade shouted to Barney:
7'hen one party came taring forward as if flying On arriving at the l!illside the fugitive threw him" Apologize to Mohammed for knocking him orr for their lives, £<traight toward or the hill where self from the back of his horse, and then, Inspired
the coach this instant, Barney."
Frank and :Mohammed were hidden.
.
by the thought that he was striving !or life, he be·
- ~ "Faith an' it's the nagur should do that, bad luck The other party came dashing after them m full gao to ascend the rocky elevation with speed that
till the eyes av him 1 But since ye ax me, Masther cry, firing their long guns, and yelling like mad. surprised the hidden spectators, as they saw the
Frank, I can't refuse y_ez. An' so, Moham, ohl boy, Frank was startled, not to say alt~.rmed . He,fan- obstacles in his way.
U I did ye any harm I'm glad of it, an' no of- cied the Afghans suspected his presence, and that "Make -our presence known, Mo!Jammed, that
fense."
they were rushin>. at him.
Conway may come t~wo.rd us 1" said Frank.
Mohammed looked a trifle perplexed, and even He grasped Mohammed's arm, saying:
Then Mohammed shouted:
Frank laughed. But the East Indian turned away "Quick 1 let us beat . a retreat I ~ose rascals ",Captain Conway, Mohammed and friends are
from Barney, and so the diftlcnlty that threatened surely mean to try to rush their horses up the steep here I" and he showed himself from behind the
was averted.
hillside and reach us."
rock.
The little by play had not interested the doctor. "No, no. It is sport, sahib."
The fugitive uttered a glad shout and came
Re was all excitement and interest over the dis- "Sport 1"
straig'n t toward the hiding place of his fr.ends.
covery of the message on the\\ all.
·• Yes; see, see."
He reached them, but a giant Afghan who had
"Now we have a certain clew. We will follow Frank then saw that the foremost party of tbe dismounted to follow him up the hill pressed him
the trail the writing on the wall tells of to the vii- Afghans suddenly wheeled round and went dash- close and Frank disch~rged his weapon at the fel·
!age of the Afghal'l chief,'' he said.
ing back' at tlleir pursuers like a. thundArbolt.
low and he went head first down among the rocks.
"Certainly, doctor. But while I do not wish to In a moment they were all mixed up together in As soon as Conway reached them, Frank and
dash your hopes, there Is one point you must not a whirl of powder smoke, stabbing, hacking, slash- Mollammed fled with him toward the electric
overlook,'' replied Frank.
lug and pounding with their spear butts, while coach. They were followed by the Afghans on foot.
"What Is that?" the doctor asked.
their horses kicked and bit fiercely.
But the coach was reached and the three fugitives
"The writing on the wall must have been carved "It's only a. sham battle for the entertainment entered it, and it was started forward. The Atthere a long time ago."
of the old sultan yonder, I think," said Moha.m- ghaos ran along on the summit of the steep range,
"Yes. And so you think, since he traced the med.
and a few moments subsequently their united ef·
words we have read, my poor unfortunate cousin This was true, for almost all at once the mock forts dislodged a great rock, and sent it thunderRichard m1;1y have perished?"
combat ended with nobody hurt.
· ing down upon the pathway, directly in front of
Then the chief uttered a call, and a man came the Electric Team.
. "Such a thought occurred to me."
· "Well, we will hope for the best."
out of a tent carrying a huge bowl of some steam- There were steep walls on either side, and the
"Sahib,'' said .Mohammed, at this juncture, ing mixture which he placed before the chiefs, who Electric Team could not PI\SS tile fallen rock. Frank
• the Afghans are near."
seated themselves around it, each being provided was about to run back when another great rocky
"How do you know that?" demanded Frank, with a wooden spoon, and presently bega:1 to eat. Dlass fell behind the electric coach, and tile liLtle
quickly.
J'rank Reade was directed to observe the man party was hemmed in.
·
"Look yonder."
who brought the food to the Afghan chiefs very
--·Mohammed pol,nted over the rocky hills as h e closely, for he saw, that while he was in rags, his
CHAPTER XXXIV.
spoke.
garments were those of a European.
,
Frank then discerned a column of smoke aris· The young inventor had brought his field glAss,
ll'f THE AFGHAN PASS.
ing.
•
and, with some excitement, in view or a possible THE Afghans appeared on the summits of tile
"That Rmoke comes from an Afghan camp- discovery of import11.nce, he leveled tile implement hllls, and looked down upon the pass in which the
fire,'' said Mohammed.
over a rock, and through the le~se inspected the inventor's party wore hemmed in between the two
"No doubt you are right," assented the young man in the tattered costume of a.; European more massive bowlders which tlbey had dislodged and
inventor.
·
closely.
sent crashing down the declivity to shut the Elec" I propose that some of our party make a. scout In a moment or so Fnnk had assured himself tric Team In between walls of atone.
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Over the rocks above the 11ager, exultant faces As yet there had been no time to question Con- between the battery and the electric dri'lls, and
peered like a legion of fierce gnomes, their greasy way, but now, while a pa.!r of steel-pointed, finely- when Frank had united the battery and the
black hair straggling about their weird, savage tempered drills, such as. are used in our country machinery of the drills by means of this wirb, the
features, almost hiding their slanting forehead, for driving tunnt>ls through solid rock, were pro- former began to move, and the drills were driven
small, narrow eyes, and lending additional ugli- cured from the supply locker and placed in posi- into the rock with a swift and regular movement
ness to t.heir profiles.
tion against the barrier ahead of the Electric which drove holes rapidly.
And through the gathering shadows of the night l'eam, Dr. VaneyKe availed himself or the oppor- As the rock was thus drilled it was necesSary from
which was approaching, the harsh, discordao.t <unity to question Conway.
time to time to advance the carriage which sup voices of the triumphant Afghans rang loudly, and Morelan.d and Mohammed too occasionally asked ported the drills so as to continue the work of pen•:
the rugged, rocky bluffs, like citadel walls, caught a ~uestlon.
etration uninterruptedly,
•
up and re-echoed the fierce cries, until it seemed Thus, In a: few moments, the resct•.e party gath- The whole mectlanical appliance and Its ·work- ~
as if all the dead spirits of the mountains, of which ered from Conway that, having only lost con- !ng COI:responded very nearly to steam drills such:as
/the Afghan legends tell, had joined In the terrible sciousness by reason of a severe wound, when our readers may have seen employed, and, in fact,
meoocing yells.
Moreland and Mohammed left him for dtlad, he Frank had caught the idea of his electrical appliances from the latter.
To the northward the snowy crests of ttle dis- had recovered to tlnd himsel! a captive.
taut mountains, of which the rocky hills In which "And what of my cousin, Richard Carlyle?" ask- The drills soon made a good advance, and while
the Electric Team was caught were an outlying ed the doctor, with consuming anxiety.
.
the work was•infrogreas a stlarp lookout was kept
range, leomed up glimmering faintly along the "When I came to my s~nses after the terrible for the return o the Afghans, which was momen·
d~rkeningsky. .
hand to hand tight, I found myself with Carlyle a tarily expected.
From the r~ck bound way ahead came the faint prisoner surrounded by the Afghans," replied Con- All at once Barney grasped Frank's arm, and
sound of fallwg water. It was the falls where way.
said in a low tone:
the handwriting on_ the rock told the Europeans "Yes, y~s," urged the :loctor, wishing to hasten "Don't look .Masther Frank. But, begob, I see
the tral). turned as1de and led on and on ~o the the narrat1~n of the hunter.
·
_ an Afghan skulking there by the big black rock
m<?untmn guardAd retreat of Balkar the dreA.ded "That D:Jght the Afgtmns cast lots to see wh1ch wid the tree over it beyant."
eh1ef of the Afghans.
of the chtefs, who led the two bands, who had Frank did not look but ne said·
There could be no d'lubt that the Afghans were taken us, should have the ctlolce of captives. There "Are you sure Ba~ney?"
·
confident that they had caught ttl& forel~ners in a were two bands In thr tight led by Balka~, t~e "Yls, be dad.' An', Masther Frank, i{ ye will
snare whence there was no esc~pe. T.he1r manner mountalJ?- ro~ber, and o~e Kassadar, a ch1ef m have ttle !l!lgant politeness to say the word, faith
so exu.ltant and nssured procla1med th1s, but Fran.k league w1th h1m. 'J?he choiCe fell to Ba!kar, anu he an' I will thry to make a sneak on the blackguard
Reade was by no means ready to agree with h1s chose Carlyle for h1s slave, as he was not severely and give him a bit av a shindy while he's alone"
swarthy foes.
hurt. Then Balkar went away with his men taking replied Barney
'
On the contrary the _young American r~;~ndered Carlyle with him, while I was carried. to the vil!a~e "~'hat would.be a needless exposure of yourself
)lopeful by. past experJenc.es was. cool, collected of Kassudar, the old chief from whose b~nd I th1s and, besides, how can you ba sur& there are not
11nd determmed to yet extriCate himself from the day escaped. I was cared for by Lb.e native doctor, other Afghans lurking near the one you have dispresent situation and save the Electric Team and and my wounds were healed. When 1 had recov- covered?"
the comrades of his expedition.
ered, mY life of cruel slavery, which I have since .. ,
.
.
As soon as he found that his retreat as well as endureJ in almost hopeless misery, began."
I II chance the others. Begob, an IriShman IS
bis advance was cut off, the young Inventor said, "And of the after fate of Richard Carlyle. Can go~d for a d~zen av ttl'3 rasc~ls any dlly. But whist
88 he shut off all the electricity from the ma- you tell us anything further of him?" the doctor a blt, ye don t see me ,folnjl little schame, ~~ther
ch!nery:
asked.
F~~nk, or_yez wouldn t say 1t w~ nadele.ss.
"Well here we are, caught again. .But I don't "I have not seen my old friend Carlyle since the "What IS your scheme then? .
,.
mean to stay caugpt."
·
day we were separated, but 1 believe from what I .. To callture the ~lack_guard alive, sur;,
"Right ye ar9, Masther Fra.nk. It's a bit av a h11.ve.heard t~at he Is kept a close captive in Bal- .. W~at IS ~our ~bJect m that, ~rney?
.
ruction we'll be afther havin' wid the ugly divils to kar's villaooe where he endures the same terrible . Faith an don t ye catch on tll me1.dee. Begob
learn th!m to resplct a party av gentlemen, an' slavery u.S ft'lll to my lot," replied Captain Con- an' if I could ~atch the blackguard beyant, don't
thin we'll say lfood avenin' til the blackguards, and way.
.
ye see, ~h~~ th1n we would have the spa! peen to
go on, be gob,' said Barney.
"How far is It to the stronghold of Carlyle's cap- tr~~~ Wtld.d
!th ,
The doetor's face wore a troubled lo'ok, and tors?" asked the doctor.
. " '? ra e w 1
.
.
Moreland's expression sho1ved that he was anx- "About twenty miles to the north, I should say.
Y1s, in fnlth. We m1g~t make a dale IVld the
ious • .Mohammed was as stoical and unmoved as The village of Balkar is In the heart of the Hindoo- other blackguard. Trade em the blackifuard for
· usual, while Pomp's face wore a grln.
coosh range, where no white man has ever gone !h~ ~on we want to save. Begob, b,~t I m think" Gollie, I specs dat we hab got to git de big and returned thence alive."
m jt s not a bad schame at all, at all.
.
gun turned on dem fellers putty quick, Mar~~ "And is the band from whom you escaped still
By George, Barney, there are some brams,.
Frank,'' he suggested.
friendly with the clan of the mountain chief?"
your !J.ead l But I hate to ~?e you run s~ci:J. a r1sk
"Yes," assented the Inventor. "We are in a "Yee, and they will join forces against us."
of}e~ng captured yourself.
tight place friends, but no worse perhaps than we "Then the outlook for the rescue of my cousin
N1ver mo!nd that. Begob_ I feel it fn me bones
have seen before. We must commence to shell the ill poor indeed."
that _the blackguard up th~re IS alo,ne. I can crape
hills and prevent the 'Afghans desoendin~ to the "It Is so, for swift runners will convey the news OD: him~ sly as a fox. It~ gett!n darker all the
pass. We have only to fear a close attack. '
of Y(•Ur approach to Balkar, even if the report of to1me, a~ the darkness Will stan me in on the
"And meanwhile we must devise some means your cannon: has not been heard by any of his chances.
to remove the obstructions in our way," said the band who roam this part of the country. L~ok yon- "Mr. Reade," said Captain Conway, at thill junodoctor, as Frank turned to the cannon, and as- der. Surely that is a human form speeding ture, "I have been listening to what our Irish coms!sted by I;W.rney and Pomp, proMeded to train the along the nude, rocky crest of a h!U afar to the rade has said, and I have seen and recognized the
great gun so as to command ttle hills.
northward in the direction of Balkar's village," Afghan he has sighted. The fellow I!! old KassaMeanwblle Captain Jack Conway had been said Conway, pointing as be spoke.
dat's only son, and a prime favorite with his fawarmly welcomed by all, and the rescued man The doctor turned his glance In the direction in- ther and all his tribe."
evinced the greatest astonishment at thfl Electric dicatad, and he saw a tall Afghan for a moment "Then his capture would assuredly be a great
Team, and all he· saw of the great Invention of clearly defined against tht1 sky on the summit far point In our favor," replied Frank.
~
Frank Reade.
away. The man disappeard over the range, while "Certainly It would. With Chief Kassadar's son
But the exigencies of the occa~lon caused him yet the doctor saw him, and Conway continued: in our power we \"Tould have a most ·va!uable hostto refrain from seeking to Immediately gratify his " That Afghan warrior is surely a runner sent by age to offer In exchange for our friend Rictlard
- curiosity by putting questions.
·
Kassadar to warn Carlyle's captol1l of your pres- Carlyle," said Conway.
The Afghans were seen to be preparing for a ence in the hills."
"Tllin let me go for the blackguard. Begob I'll
charge down the hillside, intending to capture the "God help my poor cousin. We can only do our br!n~ him in safe and sound," urgod Barney.
Electric Team by a sudden rush, and a moment or best to save him, and I will not yield to despair yet, "All right. Since you Insist yoll et.n maca the
so subsequently Frank discharged the cannon.
for we h?ove a wonderful Invention on our side, attempt. Even If you are ambushed your .arc:.or
The cannon had been charged with an explosive and Frank Reade, Jr., is a host In himself," said will protect you from the Afgtlan bullets, and as
she!), and It exploded near the massed forces of the doctor.
·
you are swift-footed you may get back to us all
Afghans, sendin~: th001 back In confusion, while
unharmed."
the loud detonation reverberated through the hills.
CHAPTER XXXV.
"Thank ye, Masther Frank, I have me resolvera
,
In me belt, an' I'll be off at once," said Barney.
" That shot will prove a warnin~; to the Afghans
I think, for they have some knowledge of the deBARNEY s so :f!: E HE • •
"An' I'se gw!ne wid yer,'' said Pomp.
struct!ve vower of cannon since the British used FRANK READE's. purpoRe now was to remove the "No, begob I"
their great guns against them Itt the last war," great roek which prevented the further advance of "Yes, I Is."
said Frank Reade, obeerving the result of the tlrst the Electric Team along the rugged mountain "Glt out of me way, nae:ur," said Barney g!vlpg
so,ell.
way.
Pompa push as he came forw~rd. "Begob, this .is
"True," observed Ccnway, "but the report. Since the great bowlder was far too large for the me own picnic, an' no mokes invited, do ye moind
Ah, the wild savage clan of the mountains will united efforta of the party to avail to roll it aside, that."
hear it afar. 'l;'l:ey will Vl.ke the alarm and assem- the only feasible means whereby to remove it was ·~You done hit me fo' nuffi.n'. Took dat fur a
blein full for~ to overwhelm us."
to blast it in pieces.
keepsake, Irish!" said Pomp.
" I had thought of that, but the necessity was !m- The steel drills were mounted upon suitable Then, before Barney or any of the others antiperative," replied Frank, and then while ttle can- frames on rollers, and the drills worked in metal c!pated his purpose: Pomp butted Barney ia
non was being quickly recharged by Barney and sockets secured upon the framesr
the stomach, and he went head tll't3t under the
Pomp, all hands put on their suits or mal! eave the The drills moved readily in their grooves so as Electric Team.
two cannoneers who did so as soon as the cannon to cause their point to strike the rock just as reg- The Irishman picked himself vp Instanter, and
was again discharged.
·
ularly as though they were manipulated by hand. of course he was fighting mad. But Frank Reade
The second shot drove the Afghans fotrther away, A pair of small wheels worked a set of cogs at- promptly interposed betweea him and Pomp, and
and presently with threatening sho\lts they dis- tached under the:drills, which gave them motion a battle betwen them was prevented.
appeared over the range.
. when the electric current from the battery in the " Barnt>y can iO alone. He tbougl:.t of th& plan
"They have gone for reinforcements," said cea':lh was applied.
to capture the Afghan, and he shall try it In his
Conwny, in a tone of conviction.
As soon as the drills were placed In position own way. So let me hear ' no more about your
"But at aU events we have secured at least a against the rock to Frank Readb's satisfaction, he going with him, Pomp,'' said Frank, decidedly.
brief respite which we must hasten to Improve,'' l;legan the work of drilling the hc;>les for the l;llast- "Dat settles !t. But I specs dat Irishman may
said Frank.
ing cartridges, o! which he carr1ed a good supply done wish he had ole Pomp 'long wid him 'fore he
"Get out the drills," he added, addressing in the locker of the coach.
g!ts back,'' mutt~red Pomp.
Be.rnB¥ and Pom.l'.
A pair i>f·copper wires served as the connection " Be~ob an' I'll not then, Here's luck to mese!',
~
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Barney O'Shea, long life til him," said the Irish- he tore the dagger from his hand and hurlell the supposed that the Inventor and his co:nrades
m•m, pulling out his fiask a.nd taking a pull.
murderous blade far away a.woug the rocks.
shaul!1 be without grave fears for the issnt'.
"Jine me, Moham,old rocks," he added, present- Then, as a. startled cry ol alarm wail uttered by But }'rank and all th., others d1d not forget that
fng the flask to the East Indian.
the Afghan, Pomp threw his powerful arms they had the chief's son in their power.
•· Irishman is a fool I" exclaimed Mohammed, around his neck and drew him backward with a The refie<~tion tha~ their prit;oner would prove a
and Burney and Pomp laughed.
strangling hold.
trump card in the impending gjlmeof life and death
Then Barney crept to the rear of the electric 'l'he Afghan was dragged away from Barney, was the source of their main tiope.
·
coach and glided like a shadow into an opening who regained his feet almost instantly.
And yet Frank Reade ahrewdly resolved not to
at the side of the pu.ss.
Pomp suddenly freed-one hand, whipped out his use the captive until the time came to make him
Some stunted bushes favored Barney, and under revolver, and, clubbing the weapon, brought it serve them to the greatest possible advantage.
·
As soon as the Electric Team was halted and it •
cover of them he was soon lost to the sight Of his down upon the Afghan's hoad.
friends. The work of drilling meanwhile went on, The force of the heavy blow stretched the power- was evident that there was no avoiding the threatand presently Frank Reade announced that tho ful native senseless on the rock.
·
ened battle, the inventor's party held a short conholes in the .bowlder were deep enough for his Then he was quiekly lifted between Barney and sult.ation.
purpose.
PoOJ.p, and they started to return with the fellow They decided t~ make & bold defense until they
"No!."' we will put in the blasting cartridges,' to the electric coach.
had convinced the enemy that they were not easily
said the young inventor.
'
But a. chorus of Afghan Jells came from the to be defeated.
Pomp handed him two large blasting cartridges upper height of the hill behin them at this june- Then they meant to try what service the captive
ture, and a large band of Afghans appeared over would be t{) them.
which were well charged with giant powder.
Very carefully Frank inserted the cartridges the ridge.
"True, our prisoner is not the son of Ba.lka.r,
into the holes in the roak, and having properly With l>gile leaps the Afghans rushed down the the chief who holds Carlyle a. captive and we may
tamped them down, he proceeded to attach the declivity, leaping troll). rock to rock, sure-footed not be able to exchange him for our friend but
fuse and ignite them, hoping for as good results as the mour..tuin goat.
still I mean to make the attempt to do so, and not
as he had obtuined when he mined his way out "Quick, on your lives I Drop th·e Afghan and only that, but also to make our captive save us all"
of the pit in India.
F!llove yourselves)" shouted Frank.
said Frank Reade.
'
The party retired, and presently the ca.rtrjdges But Pomp and Barney did not obey }'rank's "But is there not the greatest danger, that feel·
exploded.
.
.
order to releu.se their captive.
.
ing confident that they can ultimately defeat us,
The result "was most encouraging. A large block On they came with him, and Frank and his the Afghans will refuse to negotiate for the surof the great rock wa.'! detached, and the party hast- friends lovelell their rilles over the heads of the render of the chief's son," said Dr. Va.neyke. .
ened to lilt it out of the way.
two devoted fellows.
"Yes," added Conway. "Thinking they can set
Then the drills were again put In motion. Fra.~:~k The Afghans understunding that tlj.e chief's son the chief's son free in the end, will not the Afghans
thought that at least two and possibly three more was being carried away, came recklessly on, refuse to make any terms?"
·
blasts would be required to remove the remuinder though they must have seen the leveled guns of "No,'' replied Frank.
of the rock.
>I'
the Europeans.
.
"You speak positively,'' sa.ld Moreland.
The inventor glanced all about along the hills They did not halt when they were in range, and "I am convinced."
where the darkness was deepening. He wu.s anx- Frank shouted:
"Please explain?" asked the doctor.
ions and he hoped the Afghans might not return in "Fire I We must hold back the A~gha.ns and "I mean that the Afghans ~?hall see the chief's
force until the rock was removed entirely.
cover the retreat of our comrades."
son nbout to be put to death unless they make
But Frank did not see any of the Afgha.'ns.
The inventor an1 the others then · promptly dis- terms with ns. Do you not understand my plan?"
Even the man whom Barney and Captain Con- charged their weapons at the on-rushing natives. said Frank.
·
·
·
way had seen 'Ya.e no longer visible, and neither Before the volley the Afghans recoiled.
"Yes. Now I do. You mean that while the
did the inventor see anything of Barney.
A second fusillade from the repeating · rifles of Afghans may capture us in the end, you will show
But a. moment subsequently a. wild Afghan yell the Americans had the effect to send the Afghans them that we will kill the chiers son unless they
rang out, and the succeeding instant Barney and bac"k, though from their long guns they dis- make terms before they can reach him," said the
the native he. had gone forth to capture were dis- charged a. number of shots at the retreating men. doctor.
·
eovered, struggling on an open ledge.
Fortunately, the Afghans' bullets went wide how- "Exactly. This is a question of'life or death to
evt>r.
us all. I am a humane man, but eitfier the Afghans
Barney and Pomp reached the electric co_a.ch must make terms with us or the chief's son dies "
1
CHAPTER XXXVI,'
with tbe captured Afghan in a moment or so, and said Frank Reade, in a. stan), determined tone. '
then the fellow was securely bound and placed in " I approve of your decision. It · is our only
.
THE CAPTURE OF THE AFGHAN cHIEF's SON
the in~erior ofthe vehjcle.
hope, and to aave ourselves anything is justiflIT was a thrilling sight to witness the struggle The mventor once more disaharged the cannon able,'' said the doctor.
•---~·'''"'"'uthe Irishman and the Afghan.
a. few times at the Afghans, and they retlred.outof "Yes, self-preservation Is the ftrst law of naThe latter was a. man of herculean build, a.nJ he range.
ture, and certainly we .cannot go against It," aswas larger and seemingly more powerful than Bar The night haJ now fully come, but the moon and sen ted Moreland.
stars made light, and the work of blasting the rock But now the enemy, having thrown up a forney. .
The contestants were out of rifle range from the wa.q resumed.
mlda.ble barricade of rocks and debris across the
Electrio Team· but even had such not been the Mean while the Afghan forces were seen to be pass, which the Electric Team could not pass withfact it would not have done to fire a shot at the augmented by the addition of constuntly m·riving out delll.y to blast away the obstruction, began to
advance.
, 1
Afghan, as the danger of hitting Barney instead ban.ds, and Frank Reade said appreh;;nsively:
would have deterred the best marksman.
"It seems that a whole Afghan army will soon The whole pass was filled with the fierce, murPomp the black dead shot, raised his rifle as if be brought against us. We must get away and derous Afghans who had successfully battled with
he had halt resolved upon trying a desperate shot. make a race with them as soon as we can.
the English -soldiers on more than one occasion,
But even the da.rky marksman was afraid of the The rock ·as blasted three times after this, and and they were ln<leed a. formidable legion.
'Cisk.
at last the barrier in thl" pass wp.s entirely removed. ." These are the same clan who rose on the EnPomp lowered his weapon and while the others Then no time was lost in getting under way gli~h in 18!1 and suddenly massacred them. At
watched the struggle betwee'n the two men on the again. The Electric Team advat;tced onae more that time the English Genera!, Burne, and a lot
rock the da.rky quietly and unobsened stole away. and the Afghans were seen followmg.
of his officers were brought mto the camp of a
As he went stealthily in the direction of Barney But the shrewd natives had determined tbat the chief as prisoners undeC:promise of safe guard, and
under cover, Pomp muttered In his characteristic foreigners should not further penetrate into tl!eir then treacherously slaughtered. They are murderway:
country, and the inventor's party had not proceeded ous rascals and certainly we have qothing to hopa
"I done serve dat fool Irish right to luff de Af- far when they found they must again halt.
for in the way of mercy if once we fall tnto their
gha.n got de best ob him, but I can't· see me old Before them was a yawning chasm some hun- power," said the good doctor.
pard done up by da.t Afghan nohow."
dred feet or more in depth, at the bottom or which "Yes," replied Captain Jack Conway, " these
Thrilled with suspense and solicitude, Frank ran a mountu!n torrent, and Frank Reade saw that mountain clans are almost as sa:vage and treacherReade and the others continued to watch the strife the bridge Which had spanned the stream had been ous as the American Indian. They seldom. take
between Barney and his antagonist.
destroyed.
prisoner!', preferring to slaughter their enemies."
No one observed tt.a.t Pomp had crept away; but • " We can go no further, and the pass behind Is ";Well, begob, a.n'lt's fight till the death we wlll
In
his
solicitude
for
Barney
who
waR
evithronged
with
the
Afghans
who
are
throwing
up
a.
be
doin'; an', Masther Frank, shan't I cive
soon
f dentiy overmatched as a wrestler Frank said : barricade. I think, my friends, that we are about the aftber
ugly divlls a. shot from the cannon now?" 11aid
"Some of us must go to help B~rney. It seems to bo forced ~o engage in the most desperate battle BarMy.
to me that the Afghnn will soon overpower our we have ever known, and I will not attempt to
' Yes. Depress the carriage. The cannon IB
friend If left to himself."
cor1\:leul from you that I fear the worst,'' said now loaded with grape and canister, and it should
Just as Frank Reade thus s~,.ooke Barney's foot Frank, as he halted the Electric Team at the do f68.rfut execution on the compact advancing
was seen to slip, and the next moment the Irish- chasm.
ranks. of the enemy," replied Frank.
man went down.
He had himself seen to the loading of the canThe Afghan was on top. and an exclamation of
non, and he had charged it with Ruch shot as seomhorror burst from every witness of the scene as
·CHAPTER XXXVII.
ed likely to be the most destructive under present
they saw the na.th·e clutch Barney by' the throat,
THE GREAT BATII'LE IN THE PASS
circumstunces.
while he tried to draw his curved dag~er from the
•
Barney opened fire at once. A shower of mis:scarf about his wa.ist where he carried it.
IT,WM quite evident to all that Frank Reade had sileA from the great gun was discharged into the
But the · knife stuck ln the Afghan's girdle, it stuted the truth, and that a great battle with the rants of tbe charging Afghans, and they recoiled.
seemed, for he made several ineffectual ell"orts to Afghans was sure unavoidable.
But only fo.r a. moment. The chief of the clan
get it 0ut, and Frank, followed by Moreland, start- The circumstaly ceswere such as seemed to in- sprang to the front shouting the . slulll battle cries
ed to go to Barney's rescnl".
dicate that the Afghans might prove the victors which often struck terror to the hearts of the Brit·
They had barely climbed up to the top of the and ca.pturl! the inventor's party. or massacre them ish soldiers and the savage ·army cttme on.
firs\ ledge beside the pass when suddenly they all.
Then from their repeating rifles a terrible volley
halted.
If the Afghans held the barricade in the rear they was discharged as fast as the Americans could
At that instant Pomp leaped into view directly could ~esit.ge the Electric Team in the pass for any work their gun locks.
length of time.
Like a discharge from. a. gatling gun came the
behind the Afghan.
The powerful fellow had arrived just in time, fot Of course if the enemy chose, and it seemed rain of lead and the cannons was reloaded, while
as he appeared. the Afghan succeeded in freeing there was no question about that, they could con- under the deadly fire the Afghan ranks wavered
the knife from his girdle and he made a movement tinue the contest until the ammunition of our and finally fell back again.
to plunge the blade into Barney's breast.
friends was spent or starvation compelled them to Then the cannon belched forth.
But quick as thought itself, Pomp seized the Af- yield.
The enemy could not stand the terrible slaughsban's uplifted hand and, w.itu a sudden wrench, In view of these eo~sideratlons It was not to be ter longer. They retreated, and thill time they did
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not pause until they reached the barricade they Then he spoke again in his own language, w:llich that 'l:l<ild Afghan pass, 11emote from oi.vilized a~~n;.
had erected and were out of range.
:Mohammed translated thus ·:
·
'
they won~d if tOO-y would live to. ~ home. ann.
A ~II in the conflict ensued.
" What do the white men want, then? Kassadra frieruls again, and a wonderful longing for AlmaThe defenders of the .E lectric Team were quick has them in his power and if they refuse his 1rerms rica a.nd tneir own h.oo.rt.hstones came·upon them..
to take advantage of the momentary respite.
be will kill them all when tl:eir powder and shot The?' saw the faces of loved ones in \be mirroi!S-ol
They quickly reloaded their repeating rifles. is used up."
there·minds, and aJ;1, were serious II.IId silent.
It d~d not take long to fill the cylinders of the " Tell the old rascal that he will have to e,;msent !ilad they known that at this very tim&- the
breech-loader.s with,flartridges again.
to our terms or we will shoot his sou bel<i>J'e his yoo.ng chief, w bo was a captive illaside the eleetric
As · another charge amid a pandemonium of eyes before our l!bot is used up," said Frank.
· coa.ch., was cunrungly plotting an escape. wbich
ebout~ and wild, unearthly yel~ was made, the
Mohammed repeated his words verbatim in the bo.de fair to prove su.ccesslulall \I<Ould have-yiliolded
Amencaus w~re ready to fire agam.
Afghan language.
completely to desprur-ahaudoning all h0£le,
And they d1d so. It seemed as thoug.ll almost The old chief was evidently very much startled.
every shot told, and the pass was strewn \Vitb He scratched his head, and l<;>Oked blank. ·
the fallen Afghans.
" B13gob the ould blackguard don't know what
0 HAp T E R X. X X 1 X ,
But this time the enemy rushed noorer the to make ~v that. Moham, me darlin', jist ax t
Electric Team than before.
spalpeen will he mate me where he is in a bit SV a
RICHARD CAaLYLE.
.For a moment it seemed the charge ro·uld not shindy an• be me soul I'll give ye21 a drink from THE young Afghan chief ba.d inherit.&<ll li.is father's
be checke~ before the y~lling borde hwme-d them- me ftaek wbin no wan is loo~iu'," ~ Barney_.
shrewdness, and from the first mow..,n~ when he
selves agamst the electnc coaeh.
But Mohammed did not de1gn to not1ce the Ir1sh- returned to consciousness and found himself a
But the Afghans failed to bold the. g:r ound. just man In the least, and he said:
captive he was determined to attemJlt his escape.
as F~ank Reade thoull!ht the momeattl1ad arrived "1 think Kassadra. begins to unde~stand, Sahi~, Frank Reade h'a d himself seen that the Afghan
to brmg forth the capt!Te.
that in making terms he Is not agomg to have 1t was bound hand and toot, and the young invetttor
Again the Afgb~ns retreated. T~ fled in dis- all his own way."
thought that his captive was so well secured that
order, ~nd for a time there was· na· til .rther assault. The old chief was silent for some moments.
his escape would be impossible.
The 1_nveutor's party could see· th> , Afghan lead- "Gollle 1 Dat was a corker fo' de ole chap. I But Frank bad not counted on the sur:pl'ising
er rushmg about among the. men. "#. •riving to urge 'spec' dat he doan' know what .- to say ntlxt,'' cunniog ot the native. The young Afghan's banda
them to another charge.
.
chuckled Pomp.
were secured behind his pack by means of oords.
But for tb~ pr~ut the A\t'gh!W' tS could not be But soon the Afgbo.n spoke.
His ankles were bound in a like manner.
'Urged by their ch1ef. Theh·butltl ts had fallen u pun :Mohammed repeated his words thus:
The captive bad , seen Frank Reade place eo me
the defenders of the coacli!,. bun seemingly did no " What does the white man want? Wht~t do.es matches iu a box in the coach, and the bold fellovr
harm.
.
.
be demand l.!efore he will give up the young cb1ef made a resol\'e to secure matches and burn ott the
T~e smts of .mall had! Jtll' .Jtected our friends to his peop)e? Let the white man answer qui~k, thongs that seeured him.
e.gamst the b~le;;s li!_f the 11~ .tans.
for the Afghan men are anxious to come at h1m He was ready to undergo the torture of burning
But the na!lves d:id not.11111 Jerstaud the cause of again if he does not make terms."
his flesh as well as his thongs, and, Uke the Amerthelr lmmumty, and they W.9 ,re inclined to attribute "It won't do to let the old rascal hurry us. Tell lean Indian, he could endure torture without a.
the failure of their bullet<J; to some supernatural him we will consider what we demand, IJut he sound.
agency.
.
,
must walt. until we are ready to tell him if he has The captive beard all that passed between his
Like all ha lf-ci~ized: .vage people, the Afghans any hope of saving his son," said Frank. And his father and the Europeans wllen the old chief
ftre more o rd ess grv~ , superstition.
words were duly translated.
came to the eleutric conveyance with t-he white
They sa.1 among 7 dmselves that the strangers Pomp and Barney laughed as they saw that the ftag.
-were magicians who. aad · charms that protected old chief was very much enraged when he heard HA knew, therefore, that no harm would befall
them.
, ·
·
what Mohammed reoeated last.
him until his father returned, be the result of the •
It was nu do~bt this superstition which ren- Frank waited some moments, and then :Moham- old man's mission what it m~ht.
, "'
~ero~ it im8f 8 ~:!>1~ for .the Afghan chiefs to im- med translt~ted his statement as to the terms on 'l'he Afghan thought, therefore, that he would
-mediately ":8
de ,r force.
which he would surrender the chief's son.
defer his attempt at escape until night drew on.,
~be uncl'V
e
men could not at once, at leas~, :Mollammed said:
and then, when everything favored him, he would
b~·mg tbemselveP . to again face the white mag1- "Th·e re !.;; a European who Is a friend of ours In try his desperate plan.
•cl8nS who e:arrr .ed their bullets.
the power of Balkar, the friend of Kassadra. We He did not think his father would return from
And. so .t ed,r 3ight drew on with Frank Reade have come to save our· iriend. Now, if Kassadra Balkar's camp before night.
;and lus ~en, .d watchful and alert..
would save his son, he must bring Balkar's white The hours wore on. .
But wade . che Afghans remained In the pass the slave to us .ea!e and unharmed, and then draw off The sun bad almost set.
•d>~.y dawned . again, and still the battle was not r~- his men and let us leave the mountain country in Then the captive native commenced the execu•
'mewed.
peace. When we reach the low lands, we will then tion of his surprising project.
·.The SJID had risen and was about three hours set the chief's son free."
He worked his body near the match-~, and
'h1gh, ~l' .u an old chief of the Afghans was seen In reply to this Ka.ssadmsald:
with his teeth managed to pick up ttntl strike a
.advaoetr .g from tb~ rank~ of his savage atmy.
"It cannot be. The Chief Balkar will not give match, which he dropped upon the floor upon
Re eJ> .rried a wh1te rag on a pole, and it seemed his white slave 'to Knssadra. If the slave was the some shavings, which he had succeeded in working
lhe ~<U J advancing !or a parley.
property of Kassadra he would give him for his into a little heap. The shavings had been thoughtson. But as it is it cannot be."
les&ly made by Moreland, who was a down Easter,
Then :Mohammed repeated Frank's answer.
and had a habit' of whittling.
CHAPTER XXXVIJII.
"We will give a purse of gold for the white When the sha\'ings took fire and blazed up, the
·.
.
sl11ve of Balkar. We will give this gold to Kassa- Afghan clinched his teeth, and leaned back until
TRB FLAG OF TRUCE.
dra. He shall take it and go and buy the white his wrist at his back and the ropes that secured
DuRING their warS with the English the Af11hans man and bring him to us." them were In the fire.
had learned sufficient of the usages of civilized "How much gold will the white man give?" de- The ropes burned, and so did the Afghan's
warfare, It seemed, .to understand that a white flag :nan ed the chief.
ftesb.
was always recognized as a symbol of l.'aace.
M<>ham\:ned, instructed by Frank Reade, re· But he stood-the pain. Not agroanoocaped him,
So, confident ot the ·protection to which his flag plied:
· but his features were distqrted with suffering.
of truce entitled him, the old Afghan came boldly "A sum equal to one hundred English pounds." At last, as he strained with all his might upon
ou.
" '!.'hen Kassadra will take the gold and go to the burning thongs they parted, and the Afghan's
As he drew nearer, Captain Jack Conway, who Balkar. But he fears he will not sell the white bands were free at the cost of severely burned
had been regarding him attentively recognized him, slave," answered Kassadra.
wrists.
.
and he said:
"If not the chief's son dies," replied Frank Then he unfastened the cords about his ankles.
"That old fellow is Ka.ssadra himself. I'll wager througb :Mohammed.
A moment later he was unfettered.
that he is coming to treat tor the surrender or his "Kassadra will go at once. Give the gold. There He stood still a moment and listtoned. Then he
son."
,
·
shall be no mo~;.e fighting until Rassadra comes peered out of the window. He saw Barney stand" Good," said Frank. "Now I shall .h ave au back. The Afghans will watch close and the mg at a small fire cooking, aiding Pomp.to get the
opportunity to make known my terms for the sur- Europeans must not think they can slip away,'' evening meal.
render of the young chief. The old fellow shall said the chief.
· He had put out the fire. The next thing was to
learn that it is a question of his son's very lite that Then Frank left the coach and met the old Af- seize a favoroble moment to make a dash to esis to be considered."
ghan, and handed him the gold he had promised. cape.
"Kassadra is a wily and very treacherous rascal Frank tt.ought, as his own son's life was at stake, He knew that when the food which wa.~ _b eing
and no reliance C4'n be placed on his word. Do not he could trust the old rascal,
.
prepared was ready some would be brougb.t to
agree to any terms that will give him an opportun- Kassadra received the gold, and then strode him, and then It would be discovered that he had
ity to betray confidence," said Conway.
away.
gotten rid othl~ bonds.
"You may rest assured I shall be on my guard, -Frank returned to the ele.Jtric coach.
'
During the day Frank Reade had looked In ~~ot
and that I consent to nothing which can endanger Kassadra was seen to rejoin his men.
the prisoner from timo to time, and always founn
us. I value my life too highly to trust it to the A, short time elapst~d, and then the inventor's him secure.
promise of an Afghan," replied Frank.
party sa\T the old chief leave the pass.
l!'rauk never once thought It possible that the Af·
Then silence fell.
He was accompanied by a small band of his ghan might escape.
The Inventor and his comrades continued to men.
Presently, while the Afghan hesitated about
, watch the approach of the natll'"e chief who came The rest of the army remained to watch our making the dash from the coach whichhecontem.
friend and guard the pass, iu case they made any platjld, Frank Reade, from the top of the coach
· ou s~eadily.
· When at last he was within haillng distance he attempt to escape.
wMfe he was eagerly watching for the return of
; ba)ted, planted his flag staff in the earth and ad- Frank calculated that Kassadra ought to re- KasSRdra, saw a commotion among the A:ighans.
dressed the Americans ip his own language.
turn by nightfall.
.
The succeeding moment Kassadra was sean ad·
Mohammed promptly translated the words of All were now exceedingly anxious for the return vancing ag!Lin with a white flag, and with )lim came
the old chief.
of the old chief, as may well be presumed.
a white man.
When he pau~ed, Mohammed said:
Everything depended upon the success of Kas- The young Inventor almost involuntarily uttered
"The chief asks It you will give up his son If he sadra's mission.
a glad sho);t.
·
draws ott his army, and allows us to retreat back If he din not succeed In buying Richard CILr- He believed the white man whom he saw spout of the hills."
·
lyle from Balkar, the mountain chief, the inven- proaching with the old Afgha,_n chief was surely
•
"Tell him no " said Frank.
. tor's party knew there was notbiug left for them Richard Carlyle.
Mohammed did so.
to do but die like brave men fighting to the bitter At once Frank's shout callfld the attootion of all,
The chief seemed surprised, and !or a moment end.
laud pointing at the approaching men, Frank
be was H!lent.
Slowly to the anxious little band besieged in cried:

1
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"1 llhillik there eomee the missi12g man whom heir lives devended, with feei1ngs of joy aad strang&story of ca ptivity a ~dng th~ Afghans, and
we camerto Afgha nistaa to fl nd !"
ratitude, such as no pen can accurately describe. it was a remark a ble and mterest!ng narrative ;
The next instant D~. i.Yaneyke utt!ll.'ed a shout : · A glad shout esca ped Frank's lips, which every but the requirements of our narrative do not ren" It Js >Jle! It is he 1 My cousin, !Richard!" the one of Jais comradiJs echoed.
der its reproduction of importance.
But now the old Afghan had almost reached the "Well," said good Dr. Vaneyke joyfully, "we
good dootor eried.
He was delighted a.m.d he ran to meet the white barricade down the pass which sheltered his men, have accomplished the great purposjl or Put
man,
'
and prevented the escape of the Electric Team. perilous Jouraey and fo und the missing man."
Frank:•called to hi m to co me back.
The father of the recaptured Afghan had been " Bat we have not yet recovered the hidden
But t he doctor in his .excitement did not heed his shouting commands to his foll owers to co me on, treaaure of the Parsees," said Frank.
friend.
a nd at the moment of the fall of the fugitive 1 the " No, sahib, and I trust you will not forget theHe ~r.IHlhe.d on to meet his long lost cousin.
· Afghan warriors were swarming over th e barri- promise you made the poor Hindoo," r ephed
The m eeting occurred a momeat subsequently. cade.
.Moha mmed.
.,
There was no·mistake. '!rhe white man who accom- But when the old chief witnessed the recapture
panied <tlle Afghan chief r ea.lly was the missing ex- of his son a yell of rage and bitter disa ppointment
CHAP'l'ER XLI,
ploroc, ltichard Carlyle.
·
·
esca ped his lips , .and then he quickly ordered his
The .oousins embra.oed when they m et, and the men back.
"TRl!l TREASURE OF TRfll PABSEES."
ol~ A!ghan chief stood a side and did n ot attem,pt
.M~anwhile the par.t y at the electric coach wit"NEVEB shall we forget our promise to help yo1f
to mt6r.fere. betw een.tb6IIl.
nessmg the preparatiOns of the Afghans for a recover your hidden treasure, :&1oha mmed, and
The l!;eumted cousms 'l'"l;l~>ed where tht:JY were. . charge, had made ready to repel an attack as nest when the gloom of night eom es to hide our moveThey .had much to say to e~~;c h other , and th61r they could.
. ,
.
menta you shall act as our guide, and we will go
words were rapidly uttered. Th e ·old Afg han be- When the old ch1ef s order halted hiS men, Frank to seek for your burled wealth" replied Frank
ca.m3 impatient at last.
·
Reade shouted in delight.
·
"Yes " assented Moreland and the doctor. •
He .ellied out angrily, and pointed t0ward the "We can st!ll hold th e old. chief to our terms;"
"Begob an' it's a share .Moham promised us av
coach.
.
'
The young mventor was n~ht . ~he old Afg ~an that same gold, so be me soul, if th 9re ie j\ny crackThe dootor and R1ch-:d Carlyle un~rst<lo d, and was not as yet ready to sac ~1flce ~1s so!l, and 1~ a in' av s'kulls or a ruction to lie had to get the gold,
they ea.me forward tog<i1iher, followed by the · At- few mom ents, after consult1ng With hiS men , ne yoz can count on Barney O'Shea" said the Irishghan.
'
again advanced toward tne electric coach wi~ h a man.
·
'
Sooa .they reached the coac.h, ·and now? while a flag of truce.
•
·
Barney always had an eye to the main chance.
througl~.<ilie window of~ vehicle the .eapllve saw When near enough to make his words distinctly
Pomp also hoped to have a finger in the golden
that a.ll .h!s captors weoo gathered &bout the. re- h~d by Frank Reade and his comrade, the chief pie.
turnedwlute.man who was the centerofattentwn, sa1d:
"QQlli~, Irish, l'se wid, yer. Doan' yer ferglt
he thou.gbt hiS time to Il1llolte a dash .t o escape had "I have kept my agreement, a!ld b:ought the dat, l'se rea dy ter sail in an' butt a hull regiment
come. .
·
white slave of Balkar, the moun tam chief, to you. of dem Afghan nig~~:ers fer to glt at .Moham's bank.
But b.e <Wanted to inju.re his captors In some Had my ~on escaped, I should not have held more Yes, sah, l'se suah-1" ~aid the dar:ry.
way, and. die glanced abo11t to see wbq.t he could parley w1th you until you were all begging for "You are all welcome to a share," Sl\id .Moham._ destroy.
mercy at my hands. But as you still have my son med, smiling.
His eyes lfell upon one of <bhe main le\'ers used to in your power, I must go on and carry out my part "Den take notice dat gold am as good as found.
turn theeleetric current from the powerful battery f .t he agreement we have made."
Yes sah •• llllid Pomp.
-on to the machinery of the Electric Team.
.
"Glad to hear you still take a sensible view of "An' Moham, old rocks, begob, an' it's mesal' as
He thougl;lt he would brea.k· that, and selzing 1t, the case, old chief. You remember our terms : don't want to h·urt yuur feelin's •so I'll trate on tke
.be gave it.a~rriflc wrench. But instead of brenk- You are to draw otr your force, bnd not attempt to strength av'the gold. There's nothing mean about
ing It, he &imply turned it In its groove and seut molest us further, and when we are on the highway Barney O'Shea. Take holt Moham. A wee bit av
the electrJ,e.!ty to the machinery. At onee the vehicle on the plains, at a 'safe distance to the South, my a swig wm ·put new life in yer bones begob" ~~ai<l
began to mo'¥6, and with a terrific yell, the Afghan word Is still pledged· to you that 1 will set your son Barney, and out came his flask and he handed It
bounded out of the coach and sped away.
at liberty," replied Frank.
to .Mohammed.
'
·
Frank Reade, old Kal!sadm, and the others saw " Yes. That was the agreement. Now I shall To the jolly Irishman's and Pomp's complete asescaping man, and with a glad shout the old return to my men and march them away to the top tonishment Mohammed took the flask and put It
sprang·after his son.
of the lofty mountain to the North, !rom that height in his pocket.
we shall watch you, and if you do not keep your Then he said blandly:
·
Reade's heart stood still
Hll!lven I If the chiers son escapes word and set my son free as you egree when you "Thanks, Sahib Barney. You have so often In•
a.ll perillb. The flen•ls will starve us out reach the road on the plains, may all th., Southern vited me to drink that I have at last resolved to
massacre us r• he shouted.
tribes, seeing the signal flres which we shall kindle aecept your flask, ·as I believe It contains the last
-If you play us false, arise to bar your way out of bit of alcoholic stimulant we have with us, and we 1
CHAPTER XL.
our country."
may need it yet In case or emergency. If not,
OUT oF THE PASS.
Thus replied the old chief, and then he turned when we are safely back In India I'll give you the
IT was a most critical moment for the Inventor's and stalked away.
flask aga.ln. Much obliged to you, Sahib Barney,
party as the young Afghan-the chle!~s son- Arriving at the barricade where his men awaited much obliged Indeed."
bounded away. All felt that Frank Reade voiced him he gave orders for· the march, and presently "Worm, worra I what lver will become av the
the truth when he cried :
the occupants of the cpach In the pase were de- ll:~lkes av me? Be goJ>, Pomp, an' he spakes the
"If the chief's son escape we !.'hall all perish." lighted to see the enemy ascending the rugged truth. The last drop out il.v the cask in the locker
As tllese words passed Frank Reade's Ups Bar- hills on their way to the lofty mountains be· Is In me flask: an' sure an' I hev put me rut In it
Bey and Pomp leaped alter the chief's son. It yond.
at last, an' not a sup all the ways to India 1 Orrab,
will be remembered that the father of the escap- Frank Reade waited until all the Afghan force Pomp, 1e black igit, ye, why didn't ye spake? Be
lng captive turned and fled a8 he witnessed his was well on the way to the mountains, and then he gob, an I've a moind til brake the head av yez fer
's daring rush from the electric coach.
sent all his party on to remove the barricade. lettln' me make a roo! av mesal' l" said Barney,
The white man whom the old Afghan had Frank aloae remained in charge of the electric and his alarm and cnagrln was most comical to
lJ'ought with him reall1. was Richard Carlyle.
coach and to guard the captive therein. ·
behold.
· •
·
.
The gold of the Americans had enabled the old The task of removing the Afglians' barricade was "Sarves yer right, Irish 1 Dat's a joke on yer.
chief to ourchase the white captive of Ameer Bal- one requiring some time and much labor for its .Moham he done got even wid yer .at last. Yah,
kar. But the trade had not been accomplished accomplishment. But at length the last rock that yah I" said Pomp, and as the darky r oared the
much dlftlculty.
Impede:! the way of the electric coach out of the others joined in the laugh on Barney.
Afghan cblef and his son fled Richard pass was removed.
"Yes, Pomp is Cl>rrect. You are served right,
sprang forward and quickly reached the Then Frank started the electric ooacb, and his Barney. On this trip I have allowed you to have
coach.
comrades having boarded the wonderful vehicle your own way with the liquor, ml)re than I should
to meet his cousin, and the when the site of the recent barricade was reached, have done. You have drank up all our supplies in
each other's bands and gazed, the return journey to the plains to the southward that line, and now a fast shall teach you a lesson,"
said Frank Reade.
In silence for the moment, for was commenced.
made them speechless.
Soon the Electric Team was clear of the hills, " But not a dhrop until we git back to Indlc t
meanwhile, p.ressed the young and without delay or further adventure, the level Worm, worra I Thin bury me d e~, an' put a
Reade promptly checked plai!IS below, where an excellent road led south- monument over me head, to let the world know
of the ' electric coach, which the es- ward were reached.
that Barney O'Shea died in a good cause-,whlskyr
had accldenta.lly started.
With his telescope, Frank Reade, who was on be dad !'' rniled Barney.
.
·
•t~•~J(;~rb~;a~ and his comrade felt that the pur- the top of the electri<1 coach, glanced back at the "I'll giv.e Sahib Barney a little hope. When the
were engaged was really a race Iotty mountains beyond the loot hills and present- hidden gold ot the Parsees is safely on board the
for tb3 prize of
own lives, and they ran as ly he discerned the Afghan force under the old electric coach he shall have a drink from this
men only can under some awful Incentive.
·chief.
flask " said .Mohammed.
They gained upon the young chief, fleet footed The natives had now reached the mountain top "Thank ye, Moham, old rocks. Be dad I live
though he was, as one of the wild goats of his na- which the old chief had mentioned, and from that wance more. Do yez hear that, Pomp, ye blacktive mountains, and an aecident upon which they point of vantage, which commanded an extensive guard? There Is hope for ould Ireland's son yet,"
had noL counted presently favored Barney and view of the l.'urroundlng country In e~ery dlrec- ct1ed Barney.
Pomp.
tlon, the Afghans were watching the electric The electric coach halted at nightfall, and then
The yo•ng Afghan had just reaehed the edge of coach.
Mohammed bared his br~ast and exh\bited the ,
the rocks at the sldo of the pase at some distance "Now," said Frank, R.S the electflc coach en- map tattooed thereon, wh1ch was his gmde to the
from the coacb , where it seemed possible lor bim tared· a smooth native road, "we can defy pur· place where the Parsees' gold 'YRS hidden.
to make an ascent or the mountain side when his suit, and so I will set our ca ptive at liberty."
After the strange map had been carefully &
foot slipped and down he went.
The young chief bad regained consciousness, studied, and som e landmarks on It Identified with
Before the young chief could gain hie feet, Bar- and Barney and Pomp now, Instructed by Frank, those In sight on the plain Moham acted as guide, .
ney and Pomp were upou him , and the Irishman's who stopped the coach, set the young native free and under l!ls d irection the ·electric eeach was
clubbed rifle fell upon his skull.
and told him to go.
turned upon a new course and ran north once
The blow was a heavy one, and It knocked the Without a word the young chlllf bounded out of more.
•
,
the coach, and sped away toward his mountain 'Ihe darkness concealed the movements of the
fugitive senselese.
Without an Instant's hesitation, Barney and Pomp home like a hunted deer, and he was soon lost Electric Team, and the great electric lamp wu not
Ufted the young chief between them, and rushed to the sight of Frank and hlil comrades.
again Ignited.
tlack to the electric coach.
Then the Eleetrlc Team was started forward All night the young Amerloon ran his great In·
Frank Reade aad the others witnessed the re- again.
Yention steadily along, while Mohammed acted aa
of the hostage upon whQSe captivity all .Meanwhile Richard Carlyle had related his his pilot.
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AND HIS ELECTRic·· TEAM.

. The mountains which bad been left behind were was t!nally done, and then the party beheld a vast "Ye may break, ye may shatter tne vase lf ye will,
reached again before daylight came.
treasure indeed. Tile g·reat ehe~t was packed llnt tne sint av the whisky will cling to It !>till,''
Ail experienced much anxiety, not to say fear, with priceless diamonds, gold and JeweLs of all chanted B~rney, and he added:
88 they kn~w tJ:iey "~_Vere again In the neighborhood kinds.
."An' begob, s1ch is the end av me old pock~t
<>f the hostJle hJ!l-trJbes.
·
!rJend. We have traveled all over the werld toBut our friends had rea~hed a point at the foot
CHAPTER XLII.
gather, and me one \lope-me one wish was that
<>f the mountains many m1les to the east o_f the pas_s
CONCLUSION
llfonam, ol~ Rocks, might drink from it wonce ror
in which the Afghans had hemmed them ~n, and It
,
•
,
ould acquamtance suke," said Barney, who felt the
was by no means likely that tht>y would encounter THE wildest dreams of h1dden wealth which any whi~ky be had drank pretty strongly
the s,1 me band of the natives from wh&m they had of Frank Reade's party could_ever have indulged A moment later and Frank gave a' signal which
..,.,eaped.
in 1 were surpassed by the reality.
was to call in Pomp. Thjl darky presently joined
Mohammed saw a great projecting ledge or rocks r .h." treasure of the Parsees \TaB vast enough to the party, and he was overjoyed when he learned
'<ln the mountain side which correspond~ to the ennch a hundred men.
,
the treasure was stowed away in the coach.
-me remarkable phenomenon in mountam land- Th~ amazement of t~• !nventor s party found ex- Pomp reported that there were no natives In the
.scape on the map tatooed 011 his breast.
presswn lD characteristic re.marks, and almost neighborhood, and so Frank Reade got the ElecOn the tottooed map under the ledge was a cir- every one present had somethmg to say.
tric Te:1m under way and the party set out for
cle in red.
"Be go~:" ~aid Barney, when all but ~imself h~ India.
•
Tbe center of the circle containei the Hindoo sp~ken.
Its a mJ.~ber av Con~ress I IL be whm We need not dwell on the journey back. Suffice
word meaning "gold."
I git back to the P'fl.ed States Wid all me share av It to say the ElectJic Team carried our friends safely
An arrow pointed at this word and the East that gold. Sure Its thin I can carry ·me Congres- out of Afghanistan
.
Indian knew that It meant tka t tinder the ledge sic;>l!'al district in me pocket, and SP\?-d more money They reached Lahore and found Runfle &till &afe
the buried gold of the Parsees, which he hoped w1a me constituents than any mon 1
.
at the residence of Sir George Peyton the English
was to make his own and Wolandah's fortunes, There waa a }aug_h at Bs~ney 's expense, and then resident.
'
was buried.
.M?.hammed sa1d IVJth e~ot1on:
.
A large number of prisoner!! captured by a comAt last the g_old wh1Ch my forefathers buned pany of English soldiers who had been ont In the
When the Electric Team stood under the projecting mountain ledge which marked the sight of from their enemies so long ago comes back to me, ungle for the purpose of arresting Phansigars or
the burled treasure, Mohammed said:
and so justice is done. But. I have you all to thank. the stranglers, who had caused our party so much
"Here we "Nill halt and dig for the gold, dia- my American friends, and·• most of all, Sahib trouble during their journey through India came
monds and precious stones which represents the Reade, the great inventor, without whose wonaer- into the city under guard on the day of the arrival
vast wealth accumulated by a long line of my Par- ful Electric Team I should never tave dared ~o of Frank Reade's party.
see ancestors."
come in search of my buried inheritance."
•Among the captured Phanslgars ?."as the old
In a short time the inventor's party were at "That's all right, Mohammed. You are welcome Brahmin who had carried otr Runee at the time
work. But to guard against surpnse, Pomp was to my .services, and I am sure all my comrades say Frank Reade rescued her at the tree dwelleta' vii•
selected to act as a ploket and s<;~out. At the first the same. It's an ill wind that blows nobody good, !age.
evidence which he might find that there were na- and it llfr. Carlyle had not been captured by th.e Tbe old man was wounded and dying, and he
tives In the vicinity, Frank Reade instructed Pomp Afghans, probably the Electric Team would never sent for the resident and confessed to him that
to return ·and Inform him.
have come to this country," replied Frank Reade. Runee was really the daughter of a wealthy EnMohammed directed the work of digging for the "Be gob an' If yez will all give me a hand now, glish merchant living In Calcutta.
buried treasure systematically.
we will have the treaaure-box safe on board the The old Brahmin had stolen Runee as an act of
Fir!!t be traced a circle under· the ledge corres- electric coach In the whl&k av' a lamb's tall," said vengeance when shll was an infiUlt.
·
ponding·acumtely'-with the circle of ,the tattooing, Barney, smscking hl1:1 lips in anticipation of the Runefl was delighted to hear that she waa an
and of relalively approximate dimensions.
reward Mohammed had promised him.
English girl, and Morela».d volunteered to take her
Then, in the .c enter of this circle the ·party com- "I understand Barney's impatience," said to her parents, and so she went with him and
menced to dig.
Frank, laughing.
. Frank Reade's party In the electric roach.
Barney was the first to break ground.
·
"Sure an' I'm afraid the Afghans may surprise us Before the. party left, Lahore Mohammed made
" .Be gob an' I've the drop av' the crelllthur lifo- and ··rob llfoham of-of the whisky flask!" said each one accept a splendid gift in gold and dlaj
ham promised me in me eye, an' it there is any gold Barney.
'
~
monds.
.
,
•
betwixt hl're an' China, I'm the bye to 1m it. Faith "Ha I Ha 1 I thought so 1 You are more con- Then Mohammed placed tile ·balance of his
an' it's aisy diggln' here, nvt much like turf-diggl.t!' earned for the safety of the flask than for the treas- wealth in a place of safety, and said
:..
tG
in Cloneyclinty, lila dad," said .Barney.
ure," laughed Frank.
Moreland, Frank Reade anti all his .~e~~~
He wielded the pick and shovel With a skill that Then the party lifted the iron chest between went to join Wolandab, and help him ~~!f5i--,-...surpassed all the other2.
·
them, and carried it to the coach. Frank assured crown of the P.ajah of Jagpore who bd
The soil as Barney said, was-soft and free from the company that his remarkable vehicle could his throne.
·
stone, and soon a considerable excavation was sustain the additional weight ef the treasurE'!, anfil Moreland some time later had the pleasure of
wade.
· · so the chest was placed in the Interior of the coach: restoring Runee to her parents, and he received
" Be gob, I'm 'the professor av the pick and "Now, begob, llfoham, old rocks, I hould yez til their consent to his marriage with .beL
shovel! It's a profession that comes aisy to an Irish- yez word. Give me the wee bit av a drop from In Calcutta Moreland remaiGed wfiil'e Frank and
man. Arrah, many is the day I've wielded .the me flask as yer prG>mised you would 'whln the gold the rest of the party sailed for the United State~,
same in the ould sod. Whist 1 what's that? sure was all safe on board av the 'lectrlo coach," said taking tbe electric coach and team, securely pack·
an' have I struck a rock at last!"
Barney.
.
ed, with them.
Barney uttered the last 'words as his pick struck "Yes, Sahib Barney. Here, help yourself," re- Moreland promised to visit the U~;~lted States for
some ObJeCt at the bottom of the pit.
plied llfobammerl.
his weddin~ journey when he and Runee were
The contact produced a ringing ~o und.
He handed Barney tbA fl ask.
.
married, and so all expected soon to see him again
"That was no stone," exclaimed .Frank Reade. Barney placed it to his lips and drank eagerly, in his native land.
·
"No, it was metal," said th~ doctor.
while a smile of pleasure appaared upon his · com- The voyage to Now York was made In sslety,
The treasure chest, perhaps," ' cried l\[ohammed leal face.
and leaving the others in New York, Frank, Pomp
excitedly.
,
Presently be handed the flask ·back to llfoham- and Barney, with the Electric Team, retu7ned by
Barney·at once dropped on his knees in the bot- med, saying:
rail to Resdestown, and they were we1comed most
tom of the pit, and began to scrape away the dirt "Thank ye, llfoham, ord rocks; I would ax ye warmly, not only ty their own families, but tke
with his hands: •.
,
~o jine me, but bedad, the flnsk is empty; ~o keep entire population turned out t.o meet them at the
The succeedmg moment he cned:
1t to remember the day by, an' whln ye g1t 1t fill ed depot.
"Be dad, an' yer right, 1\foham, old rocks. It's an' take a drink on the sly, take wan for yer old Frank Reade's home-coming thi.l time was a
an iron chist we've struck, an', be gob, 1'11 bet me friend, Barney O'Shea."
positive ovation, and he felt very proud and
socks it's yer bank I"
Thus said Barney with mock emotion, which happy.
In a few moments the united etrorts ofthe party made all hands roar.
·
And now, as our story Is told, it only re.roains to
~
enabled them to lift out of the pit a heavy iron But Mohammed threw the flask away, and it was writechest. It was a difficult :ask to open it, but this broken upon the rocks. ·
[THE END.]
HOW TO .BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A handy book ·for boys, cont.alniu~ r,,n airections tor constructing canoes .and•the most popular
manner of sailing th('m. By C. Stanfield Hicks. Price 10 cents.
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ot.her 1Jlethods of developing a good, heahhy muscle ; containing over
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10 cents. Frank To~ey, publisher, 84 and 56 North Moore street,
li!ew York. Box: 2730.

HOW TO MAKE A MAGIC LANTERN. Containingadescrip·
tion of the lantern, together with its history a.nd invention. Also
full directions for its use and for painting slides. Handsomely
illustrated, by John Allen. Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers in the United States and Canada, or will be sent to your
address, postpaid, on receipt of price. Address Frank Tousey,
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B\;'IW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Harry Kennedy.

FRANK TOUSl!:Y'S TJNITED STATES DISTANCE ':'JBLES, POCKE'l!
.
COMPANION, AND Gl)IDE.-Giving the official distances on all the
railroads of the United States and Canada. Also, tables of distance&
by water to foreign ports, hack fares in the principal cities, reports of
the censm•, etc., etc., making it one of the most complete and hand1 .
books published. Price 10 cents. For sale by every newsdealer. 01
sent to your address, postage free, .on receipt of the price. Frank
Tousey, publisher, 34 and S6 North Moore street, New York. Boa

,2'/30.

The cret given away. Every intelligent boy reading this book o( instruotions, by a practical professor (delighting multitudee every night
with his wonderful imitations ), can master the art, and create BllY
amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the GREATEST· BOOK ever
published, and'there's MILLIONS (ojftm) mIT. HOW TO BECOME A
VENTRILOQUIST. For sale by all newsdealers, price 10 cents; ot
send price to the office of THB B<>Ys oF NEw YoRK, and receive a
copy by return mail. Address Frank Tousey, pub~her, 84 and 81
~vrtll Moore street. New York. :P. 0. Box 2780.
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pan ion oporta to boa"ng. "'rice 10 ceo to.

How to Do It; or, Book of Etiquette.
:tr~~ ~:r:::~~=:t ·~~ri':wt::.::~~'l :::rt~ ~~~~';

~ wonderful book, conl alnlo1< uoefnl ancl pract.feal lor0

0

ive reeil)eelor general complaints

Price 10 e•DI&

No. 39.

How to Raise Dogs, Poultry, Pigeons ancl
Rabbits.
•
A. uoefnl and lnotmctlve boot. HandoomeiJ fllnotrated.
IlJ Ira Drofr&w. Prlce10 eento .

.

HOW TO MAJlfE"AN'fi SET TR!PS.
Jnoluclfnll blnto on liow to oatcb . lolol~o. Weaeele, Otter.
Rate. Solilrrela and Birdo. Aloo how to cure !Skins. ~
plonaiJllluotrated. B1 J. Harrington Keene. Price Jl
cttntA.

No. 41.

The Boys of New York End Men's Joke Beok.
Oontafnlng I! irreat. varietr of tbe Jateot jokeo ueed br the
mMt famous end men. No amateur mh~lrtrele ie complete
wlthoat tbio wonderful Jitt.Je book. Price 1D ceoto.

llappt'i'..ain it.

No. 42.

The Boys of New York Stump Speaker.

~'m. !~!tJ.'if!edAt:c Gn':1"~~~~~::.8 1!J":~tt.r't'lu~
1
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for home amuoement aud amateur ab.,.,., Price 10 oeDta.

For sale by all newedealera lD the United States and Canada, or sent to your addna, poet.paJd, on receipt of price. Address

Box 2710.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, H-· & 18-- -North laoro
Street, Now YOlt.
- --

VOUNC SLEUTH LIBRARY.

The Best 5 Cent Detective Library Published.· Issued Every Saturday. Each Number Complete. Read All About This Wonderful Young Detective in the
Following Stories Which Are Now On Sale:
No.

No.

1. Young Sleuth; or The Inspector's Right Hand Man.
2. Young Sleuth in 6hinatown; or The Myster;v of an Opium Den.
3. Young Sleuth on the Rail; or, Working Agamst the Train Robbers.
' t. Young Sleuth and the Beautiful Actress; or, The Diamond Thieves of
NewYork.
.
5. Young Sleuth's Best Bargain; o~ $20,000 for One Night's Work.
6. Young Sleuth's Ni~ht 'l'rail; or, The Slums of New York.
7. Young Sleuth Behmd the Scenes; or, The Keen Detective's .Great Thea·
ter Case.
8. Young Sleuth and the Widow in Black; or, Tracking a Child Stealer of
New York.
9. Yeung Sleuth as a Hotel Detective; or, Solving the 'ferrihle Mystery of
Room 17.
10. Young Sleuth After Stolen Millions; or, The Keen Detl!~ave and the
Safe Blowers.
1L Young Sleuth and the Dashing Girl Detective; .or, Working with a
Lady Agent of Scotland Yard.
12. Young Sleuth's Ghost; or, The Keen Detective and the Confidence Queen.
13. Young Sleuth's Triple Case; or, Pi"Ping the Mysterious 3.
•
u. Young Sleuth's Drag-Net; or, Seimng a Desperate Gang.
.
15. Young Sleuth and the Masked Lady; or, The Queen of the Avengers.
16. Young Sleuth and the Blood Stained Card; or, Shadowed by the Ace of
Hearts.

17. Young Sleuth on the Midnight Expre~ or.;he Crime of the Tunnel.
18. Y1,~~l. Sleuth in the Prize Ring; or, he
een Detective's Fight for a
19. Young Sleuth's Dark Trail; or~-.Under the Pavements of New York.
20. Young Sleuth in the House of Yhantomsi or Fighting Fire With Fire.
21. Young Sleuth's Best Deal; or, Trailing tne 6 ity Wolves.
l!Z. Young Sleutli and Nell Blondin; or The Girl Uetecti..-e's Oath.
23. Young Sleuth and the Wolves of the Bowery; or, Beating the Badgere'
Game.
24. Young Sl~uth and the" Bad Man" From the West; or, Green Goods
Men Entrap~d.
.
25. Young Sleuth s Coney Island Job; or, Beating the Crooks of the )?rlze Ring
26. Young Sleuth and the Sand-Baggers of New York; or, Runnltlg In the
Silent Thugs.
2'1. Young Sleuth Out West; or, The Mystery of7x7.
·
28. Young Sleuth and the Race Course Plotters; or, How the Dark Horse
,
Came in First.
29. Young Sleuth's Chicago Trick; or; Working as Three Men at One Time.
30. Young Sleuth's Baltimore Game; or, Shadowing Stolen Diamonds.
31. Young Sleuth's Boston Haul;or, The Keen Detective's Great Find.
32. Young Sleuth's San Francisco Deal; or, The Keen Detective in California.
33. Young Sleuth's Denver Divide; or, For Half a Great Reward.
34. Young Sleuth and the Lady Ferret; or, The Girl Detective in Peril.

THE 5 CENT COMiC LIBRARY. ~
The Only Comic Library Published in the World. Issued Every Saturday. Each Number a Complete Story. Look Through Your Newsdealer's Stock of This Library
and Make Your Selection. The Following Are Now On Sale:

No.
1. Two Dandies ot New York; or, The Funny Side of Everything,
by Tom Teaser
2. Cheeky Jim, the Boy From Chicago; or, Nothing Too Good tor Him,
·
by Sam Smiley
S. Gymnastic Joe; or, Not a Bit Like IDs Uncle,
by Tom Teaser
4. Slaorty; or, Kicked Into Good Luck,
·
by Peter Pad
5. Mama's Pet; or, Always In It.
by Sam Smiley
6. Tommy Bounce, the Family Mischief
hyPeter Pad
7. Dick Quack, the Doctor's Boy; or, A Hard Pill to Swallow, by Tom Teaeer
8. Shorty in Luck,
·
.
by Peter Pad
11. Casey From Ireland; or, A Green Son of the Old Sod,
by Tom Teaeer
10. Skinny, the Tin Peddler,
by Tom Teaser
11. Millions In It; or, Something New Every Minute, .
by Sam Smiley
12. The Mulcahey Twins,
by Tom Teaser
13. The Village Sport; or, Two to One on Everything,
by Sam Smiley
U. One ot the Boys ef New York; or, The Adventures. of Tommy Bounce,
by Peter Pad
15. Tom, Dick and Dave; or, Schooldays in New York,
by Peter Pad
16. Touchemup Academy; or, Boys Who Would Be Boys,
by Sam Smiley

No.
17. Corkeyj or, The Tricks and Travels ot a Supe,
by Tom Teaser
18. Three .Jacks; or, The Wanderings of a Waif,
by Tom Teaser
19. Shorty .Junior; or, The Son of His Dad,
by Peter Pad
20. Mulligan's Boy
by Tom Teaser
21. The Hazers of Hustleton; or, The Imps of the Academy, by Sam Smiley
22. Shorty Junior on His Ear; or, Always on a Racket,
. by_ Peter Pad
23. Jim .Tams; or, Jack ot All Trades,
by Tom Teaser
24. To~~:.my Dodd; or, Bounced Everywhere,
by Peter-Pad
25. Sweet Sixteen; or, The Family Pet,
by Sam Smiley
26. Shorty and the Count; or, The Two Great Unmashed,
by Peter Pad
27. Nip and Flip; or Two ot a Kind,
by Tom Teaser
28. Not a Centi or, Across the Continent on Wind,
by Sam Smiley
29. London Boo; or, An English Boy in America,
by Tom Teaser
30. Ebenezer Crow
by Peter Pad
31. Bob Short; or bne ot Our Boys,
by Sam Smiley
32. A Nice Quiet BOy; o~.Never Suspected,
by Tom Teaser ,
33. Shorty in Search of J:US Dad,
by Peter Pad
34. Stuttering Sam,
by Peter Pad
35. The Shortys' Trip Around the World,
by Peter Pad
86. Hildebrandt Fitzgum; or, My Quiet Little Cousin,
by Tom Teaser

FRANK READE

\

LIBRAR ·Y~ .

Price 5 Cents. Issu ed E v ery Satu r day. Each N umb er a Complete Story. T h e
Following :J{ave Been Issued:

No.
No.
1. Frank Reade, Jr., and His New Steam Man; or, The Young
17. Frank Reade-Jr.'s New Electric Submarine Boat" The Ex·
, Inventors Trip_to the Far West,
by" Noname ·•
plorer;" or, To the North Pole Under the Ice, by" Noname" •
2. Frank Reade, Jr., With His New Steam Man in No Man's
18. Frank Reade and His Steam TalJy·Ho,
l>y_"Noname"
Land; or, On a Mysterious Trail,
by" Noname" 19. Frank Reade Jr.'s New Electric Van; or, Hunting Wild Ani3. Frank Reade, Jr., With His New Steam Man in Central
mals in the Jungles of India,
, · by" Noname ·•
America,
·
by" Noname" 20. Frank Reade, Jr., and His Steam Wonder,
by" Noname"
4. Frank Reade, Jr., With His New SteaPl Man in Texas; or,
21. Frank Reade Jr.'s "White Cruiser •• of the Clouds; or, The
Chasing the Train Robbers,
by "Noname"
Search for the Dog-Faced Men,
by "Noname"
5. Frank Reade 1 Jr., With His New Steam Man in Mexi~o; or,
22. Frank Reade, Jr., and His Electric Boat,
by" Noname"
Hot WorK Amo_ng the Greasers,
by "Noname" 23. Frank Reade Jr.'s Deep Sea Diver the "Tortoise;" o~~ The
6. Frank Rea.Ue~ Jr., With His New Steam Man Chasing. a
Search for a Sunken Island,
by" l'!Oname"
Gang of "Rustlers;" or, Wild Adventures in Montana,
24. Frank Reade, Jr., and His Adventures With His Latest In·
'
by "Noname"
vention,
by "Noname"
1. Frank Reade, ,Jr•._.With His New Steam Horse; or, The
J
N
El t · T
th "Th d
•
Search for a Million Dollars. A Story of Wild Life in
25. Frank Reade r.'s ew ec nc error e
un erer;' or,
'
The Search for the Tartar's Captive,
by " l'l oname ,.
b Y "Noname " a!. Frank
New Mexico,
Reade, Jr. and His Air-Ship,
.l:>Y "Noname"
8. FraDk Reade, Jr., With His New Steam Horse Among the
<n. Frank Reade, Jr.1s Marvel; or, Above and Below Water,
Cow'ltoys ; or, The League of the Plains,
by "Noname"
by " N oname ,.
9 Frank Reade, Jr., With His New Steam Horse in the Great
•
American Desert; or, TheSandy'frailofDeath, by" Noname" lR Fra.nk Reade, Jr.'s Latest Air Wonder the" Kite;" or, A Six
'
10. Frank Reade, Jr., With His New Steam Horse and the MysWeeks' Flight Over the Andes,
oy "Noname""
tery of the Underground Ra.nch,
by "Noname" 29. Frank Reade, Jr.'s Great Electric Tricycle, and What He Did
11. Frank Reade, Jr., With His New Steam Horse In Search of
For Charity
'
·
by_"Noname"
aD Ancient Mine,
by "Noname" 30. Frank Reade, Jr.'s New Electric Invention the" Warrior;"
12. Frank Reade and His Steam Man of the Plains; or, The
or, Fighting the Apaches in Arizona,
by "Nona.me"
TerroroftheWest,
by"Noname" 31. FrankReade,Jr.,intheClouds,
.
by"Noname"
13. Frank Reade, Jr., With His New Steam Horse in the North·
32. Frank Reade, Jr., With His Air-Ship in Africa, by "Noname •·
west; or, Wild Adventures Among the Blackfeet,
33. Frank Reade, Jr.'s "Sea Serpent;" or, The Search For Sunk·
by "Noname"
en Gold
by "Noname"
14. Frank Reade and His Steam Horse,
by" Noname" 34. Across the Continent on Wings; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Great.
13. Frallk Reade Jr.'s Electric A:ir Canoe; or, The Search for the
est Fli~ht,
by "Noname••
Valley of Diamonds
by" Noname" 35. Frank Reade, Jr., Exploring Mexico in His New Air·Ship,
16. Frank Reade and His Steam Team,
by "Noname"
by "Noname,.
All the above libraries are for sale by all newsdealers in the United States and Canada, or sent to your address, post-paid, on receipt
of price by

P. 0. Box 2730.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,
34 & 36. North Moore Street, New York.
.

\

